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Abstract
Natural language understanding is an important topic in natural language proces-
sing. Given a text, a computer program should, at the very least, be able to under-
stand what the text is about, and ideally also situate it in its extra-textual context
and understand what purpose it serves. What exactly it means to understand what a
text is about is an open question, but it is generally accepted that, at a minimum, un-
derstanding involves being able to answer questions like “Who did what to whom?
Where? When? How? And Why?”. Entity analysis, the computational analysis of
entities mentioned in a text, aims to support answering the questions “Who?” and
“Whom?” by identifying entities mentioned in a text. If the answers to “Where?”
and “When?” are specific, named locations and events, entity analysis can also pro-
vide these answers. Entity analysis aims to answer these questions by performing
entity linking, that is, linking mentions of entities to their corresponding entry in
a knowledge base, coreference resolution, that is, identifying all mentions in a text
that refer to the same entity, and entity typing, that is, assigning a label such as
Person to mentions of entities.
In this thesis, we study how different aspects of coherence can be exploited to
improve entity analysis. Our main contribution is a method that allows exploiting
knowledge-rich, specific aspects of coherence, namely geographic, temporal, and
entity type coherence. Geographic coherence expresses the intuition that entities
mentioned in a text tend to be geographically close. Similarly, temporal coherence
captures the intuition that entities mentioned in a text tend to be close in the tem-
poral dimension. Entity type coherence is based in the observation that in a text
about a certain topic, such as sports, the entities mentioned in it tend to have the
same or related entity types, such as sports team or athlete. We show how to integrate
features modeling these aspects of coherence into entity linking systems and esta-
blish their utility in extensive experiments covering different datasets and systems.
Since entity linking often requires computationally expensive joint, global optimi-
zation, we propose a simple, but effective rule-based approach that enjoys some of
the benefits of joint, global approaches, while avoiding some of their drawbacks.
To enable convenient error analysis for system developers, we introduce a tool for
iv
visual analysis of entity linking system output. Investigating another aspect of co-
herence, namely the coherence between a predicate and its arguments, we devise a
distributed model of selectional preferences and assess its impact on a neural core-
ference resolution system. Our final contribution examines how multilingual entity
typing can be improved by incorporating subword information. We train and make
publicly available subword embeddings in 275 languages and show their utility in
a multilingual entity typing task.
vZusammenfassung
Automatisches Sprachverstehen ist ein wichtiger Teilbereich der natürlichen Sprach-
verarbeitung. Gegeben einen Eingabetext, sollte ein Computerpgrogramm verste-
hen, worum es in diesem Text geht und idealerweise darüberhinaus sogar warum
und in welchem außertextlichen Zusammenhang er verfasst wurde. Auch wenn
die Frage, was genau es heißt einen Text zu verstehen bisher nicht beantwortet ist,
scheint es allgemein als Mindestvoraussetzung akzeptiert, in der Lage zu sein, Fra-
gen wie “Wer hat was mit wem gemacht? Wo? Wann? Wie? Warum?” zu beant-
worten. Entity analysis hat zum Ziel, unter diesen Fragen auf das “Wer?” und das
“Wem?” Antworten zu geben. Darüber hinaus kann entity analysis auch die Fra-
ge “Wo?” und “Wann?” beantworten, wenn es sich hierbei um konkret benennbare
Orte und Ereignisse handelt, wie zum Beispiel Städte oder die erste Mondlandung.
Entity analysis beinhaltet drei Unteraufgaben: Entity linking, Koreferenzresolution
und entity typing. Ziel im entity linking ist es, Ausdrücke in einem Text, die Enti-
täten referenzieren zu finden und diese mit dem entsprechenden Eintrag in einer
Wissensbasis zu verlinken. Auch die Koreferenzresolution findet solche Ausdrücke
und gruppiert alle Ausdrücke, die dieselbe Entität referenzieren. Im entity typing
wird jedem Ausdruck, der eine Entität referenziert, eine Klasse, wie zum Beispiel
Person, zugewiesen.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir, wie verschiedene Aspekte der Ko-
härenz verwendet werden können, um entity analysis zu verbessern. Unser Haupt-
beitrag ist eine Methode, die es erlaubt mehrere spezifische Aspekte der Kohärenz
zu verwenden, obwohl diese rechnerisch sehr aufwändig sind. Konkret führen wir
hierfür geographische Kohärenz, temporale Kohärenz, und Entitätsklassenkohä-
renz ein. Geographische Kohärenz spiegelt die Intuition wieder, nach der Entitäten,
die in einem Text erwähnt werden, tendenziell geographisch nahe beieinander lie-
gen. In ähnlicher Weise basiert temporale Kohärenz auf der Beobachtung, dass Enti-
täten, die ein eimen Text erwähnt werden oft zeitlich nahe beieinander liegen. Enti-
tätsklassenkohärenz drückt aus, dass Entitäten die einem Text über ein bestimmtes
Thema wie zum Beispiel Sport erwähnt werden, oft denselben oder verwandten En-
titätsklassen zugehören, wie zum Beispiel Verein oder Sportler. Wir demonstrieren,
vi
wie man diese Aspekte der Kohärenz als Features in ein Entity-Linking-System in-
tegrieren kann, und dass diese Features zu besseren Ergebnissen in einer ausführli-
chen Evaluierung führen. Da entity linking oft rechnerisch aufwändige, sogennante
joint und globale Optimierung benötigt, schlagen wir eine Methode vor, die einige,
aber nicht alle Vorteile dieser Art von Optimierung genießt und einige ihrer Nach-
teile vermeidet. In der Koreferenzresolution untersuchen wir die semantische Über-
einstimmung zwischem einem Prädikat und seinen Argumenten als einen weiteren
Aspekt der Kohärenz. Hierzu entwicklen wir ein distributionelles Modell von Se-
lektionspräferenzen und messen dessen Auswirkung auf die Qualität eines neuro-
nales Koreferenzresolutionssystems. Schließlich untersuchen wir, wie entity typing
durch sogenannte subword-Ansätze verbessert werden kann. Hierfür trainieren wir
subword embeddings in 275 Sprachen und zeigen, dass diese entity typing in mehre-
ren Sprachen verbessern.
vii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we study how different aspects of coherence can be exploited to im-
prove entity analysis. After providing the necessary background on coherence and
entity analysis in chapter 2, we turn to entity linking in chapter 3. Since entity link-
ing often requires computationally expensive joint, global optimization, we pro-
pose a simple, but effective rule-based approach in section 3.1. This appraoch en-
joys some of the benefits of joint, global approaches, while avoiding some of their
drawbacks.
section 3.2 introduces our main contribution: A method that allows exploiting
knowledge-rich, specific aspects of coherence, namely geographic, temporal, and
entity type coherence. Geographic coherence expresses the intuition that entities
mentioned in a text tend to be geographically close. Similarly, temporal coherence
captures the intuition that entities mentioned in a text tend to be close in the tempo-
ral dimension. Entity type coherence is based on the observation that in a text about
a certain topic, such as sports, the entities mentioned in it tend to have the same or
related entity types, such as sports team or athlete. We show how to integrate features
modeling these aspects of coherence into entity linking systems and establish their
utility in extensive experiments covering different datasets and systems.
To enable convenient error analysis for system developers, we introduce a tool
for visual analysis of entity linking system output in section 3.3. Investigating an-
other aspect of coherence, namely the coherence between a predicate and its argu-
ments, we devise a distributed model of selectional preferences and assess its im-
pact on a neural coreference resolution system in chapter 4. Our final contribution,
presented in chapter 5, examines how multilingual entity typing can be improved
by incorporating subword information. We train and make publicly available sub-
word embeddings in 275 languages, demonstrate their utility in multilingual entity
typing, and compare them to alternative subword approaches.
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1.2 Research Questions
An entity analysis system has to perform multiple interdependent tasks. The most
common approaches towards solving many tasks are pipeline architectures in which
tasks are performed in fixed sequential order, and joint multitasking, in which mul-
tiple tasks are performed simultaneously. Pipeline architectures have the disadvan-
tage that early tasks do not have access to information produced by later stages in
the pipeline. Furthermore, it is often not clear what the best task ordering is. Joint
multitask approaches do not require task ordering and allow free sharing of infor-
mation between tasks, but come at the cost of high computational complexity. This
trade-off in multitask architectures leads us to our first research question: How can
we exploit interactions in a multitask setting without bearing the computational
cost?
Computational complexity also lies at the core of our second research question.
The main problem when incorporating global measures of coherence into an entity
linking system is the fact that maximizing such global measures is generally an
NP-hard problem, making inference infeasible as the search space grows with the
number of entities mentioned in the text to be analyzed. How can we efficiently
use global coherence measures in entity linking?
Our third research question relates to error analysis of entity linking systems,
since the complex structures arising in entity linking pose challenges for visualiza-
tion tools. However, visualization is essential for developers who want to under-
stand the errors their systems make. What is a good method for clear and concise
visualization of entity linking system output?
Coherence does not only obtain globally between entities, but also locally, for
example between an entity and the local context of its textual mention. Our fourth
reaserach question is concerned with a particular type of this local coherence, the
semantic agreement between a predicate and its argument. Predicate-argument
structures have long been claimed to be important in coreference resolution, but
experiments attempting to verify this claim were performed using, by today’s stan-
dards, small amounts of data. Does a modern model of predicate-argument struc-
tures improve coreference resolution quality?
Our last research question deals with the third task in entity analysis, namely
entity typing. Here coherence is at play in the regularities between entity names
and entity types, but these regularities are difficult to capture for word-based ap-
proaches. Due to the high variability in names, many names are not contained in the
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entity typing system’s vocabulary and hence are treated as unknown words. Var-
ious subword approaches have been proposed to tackle the unknown word prob-
lems in tasks such as machine translation. Which subword approach is best for
entity typing?
1.3 Contributions
With the research presented in this thesis, we make the following contributions:
• We answer the first research question by introducing interleaved multitasking
as a trade-off between pipeline architectures and joint multitasking. By treat-
ing each task not as monolithic, but instead splitting it into smaller groups
of decisions, which are interleaved in free order, we enable a larger degree of
information sharing between tasks than in the common pipeline architecture.
• As a solution to the second research question, we propose adding global co-
herence measures as a post-processing step for entity linking systems. This
allows employing computationally expensive, knowledge-rich global coher-
ence features, which would be infeasible in a global disambiguation setting.
Furthermore, we propose global coherence features based on notions of entity
type coherence, geographic coherence, and temporal coherence and show that
they consistently improve entity linking performance.
• To answer the third research question, we develop a visualization tool for
entity linking system output. By using minimal spanning trees to display
entities, our tool ensures concise visualization of multiple entities mentioned
possibly many times in long documents.
• Adressing our fourth research question, we create a selectional preference
model with high coverage. To cope with data sparsity arising from the large
variability in named entities, we generalize over named entities by using fine-
grained entity typing. We then incorporate this model into a neural corefer-
ence resolution system to assess the utility of selectional preferences in coref-
erence resolution.
• Answering the last research question, we perform a thorough comparison of
different subword units. We find that FastText and Byte-Pair embeddings
work best and make publicly available the multilingual subword embeddings
trained for our experiments.
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1.4 Published Work
The material presented herein is based on and extends published research papers
first-authored by the author of this thesis. Unless noted otherwise, the material
presented in the chapter or section in question is based on or extends the thesis au-
thor’s contribution to the published work. The entity linking system presented in
section 3.1 was published in Heinzerling, Judea, et al. (2015). The work on using
global coherence for entity linking presented in section 3.2 was published in Heinz-
erling, Strube, and Lin (2017). The Visual Entity Explorer introduced in section 3.3
was published in Heinzerling and Strube (2015). The distributional model of selec-
tional preferences presented in chapter 4 was published in Heinzerling, Moosavi, et
al. (2017). The second author of Heinzerling, Moosavi, et al. (2017) incorporated this
model into a neural coreference resolution system and performed the experiments
and evaluations whose results are reported in section 4.5 in Table 4.3 on page 94,
Table 4.4 on page 95, Table 4.5 on page 95, and Table 4.6 on page 95. The subword
embeddings and entity typing experiments presented in chapter 5 were published
in Heinzerling and Strube (2018).
5Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Coherence
This thesis investigates how different aspects of coherence can be exploited to im-
prove the computational analysis of entities mentioned in a text. To start with an
example, consider the following sentence:
(1) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger. 1
When a human being with sufficient background knowledge reads this sentence,
she will use this knowledge to construct a plausible interpretation of its meaning.
It is unlikely that the reader knows a person with the name Ilham Anas, but from
her knowledge about the properties of names she will likely assume that the two
words Ilham and Anas constitute a person name, even if she has never seen those
two words before and not all person names consist of two capitalized words. This
assumption is corroborated by the apposition
(2) a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia
since forty years is a common age in humans and humans are from somewhere. The
preposition from indicates that what follows is likely a location, such as a city or
country. Our reader knows that the city of Jakarta is the capital of the country of
Indonesia and that it is common to refer to cities together with their containing state
or country, such as Berlin, Germany or Paris, Texas, and infers that what follows from
is indeed a location. Finally arriving at the predicate
(3) works as Obama’s doppelgänger
the assumption that Ilham Anas refers to a person appears all but confirmed, since
working is a typical activity of 40-year-old persons and working as someone’s dop-
pelgänger implies that both the look-alike and the – usually famous – original are
1Quoted from https://www.businessinsider.com/barack-obama-doppelganger-indonesia-
2015-2 (Accessed: 2018-10-07).
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persons. This knowledge about doppelgängers also tells the reader that Obama
likely refers to a famous person.
With a different predicate, for example
(4) is one of the finest whiskies Obama ever tasted
the reader’s assumptions about the meaning of Ilham Anas would have turned out
to be wrong:
(5) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, is one of the finest whiskies
Obama has ever tasted.
Or, with a more plausible location:
(6) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Orkney, Scotland, is one of the finest whiskies
Obama has ever tasted.
Predicate (4) invalidates the interpretation built up to this point in examples (5) and
(6), and prompts the reader to track back. Since it is plausible that a (in this case
fictional) whisky has aged for forty years and the predicate asserts that the subject
is a whisky, the most plausible interpretation is now that Ilham Anas is a whisky
enjoyed by someone named Obama.
Predicate (4) prompted backtracking, since, in contrast to (3), it does not agree
with the reader’s experience and knowledge of how the world works. We call this
experience and knowledge of the world, as well as the assumptions, inferences, and
predictions she makes based on it, the reader’s world model.
When reading a text, we expect that it is congruent with our world model and
call agreement between a text, its interpration, and our world model coherence. Co-
herence is both a property of a text and of its interpretation. The interpretation of
example (1) given above is coherent, since there is no violation of our world model.
If instead, we claim that Ilham Anas refers to a whisky, we are left with an incoherent
interpretation, since it does not agree with our world model: Given our experience
and knowledge, there is no plausible scenario in which a beverage works as some-
one’s doppelgänger. A text is coherent if it admits a coherent interpretation. Even
though (5) and (6) violated the reader’s initial assumptions, both sentences can be
interpreted coherently and therefore are coherent. If the text does not allow a co-
herent interpretation it is incoherent:
(7) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old whisky from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s
doppelgänger.
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Here, the apposition asserts that Ilhman Anas is a whisky, but the predicate asserts
that Ilham Anas works as doppelgänger, for which no coherent interpretation is pos-
sible. The coherence of a text is a matter of degree that reflects the reader’s ease or
difficulty in finding a coherent interpretation.
(8) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Berlin, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger.
The combination of Berlin and Indonesia appears less coherent than Jakarta, Indonesia
since the reader’s world model likely contains a fact like
(9) Berlin is in Germany.
Without detailed knowledge of the country, the reader might accept that there is a
place called Berlin in Indonesia. Maybe a German ship sank off the coast of Indone-
sia and the survivors founded a town named after the German city. Assuming for
a moment that this fiction is true, (8) can be made more coherent by resolving the
incongruency with the reader’s world model:
(10) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Berlin, Indonesia, works as Obama’s doppel-
gänger. Born in a village founded by 18th-century Prussian castaways that
shares its name with the German capital, the unlikely look-alike developed
an early interest in Western culture.
Coherence is not limited to predicates or geographical aspects. The sentence
(11) Ilham Anas, a 14th-century American monk, works as Obama’s doppel-
gänger.
is temporally incoherent in several ways. If Ilham Anas lived in the 14th century
he cannot be American in the common reading of the word, since the United States
of America did not exist in the 14th century. A similar incoherence arises if we
interpret Obama as a reference to former U.S. president BARACK_OBAMA. A third
inconsistency with the reader’s world model lies in the use of the present tense form
works in combination with a subject that has presumably died several centuries ago.
Even though we appealed to world models in our introduction of coherence, we
make no attempt to hypothesize about their precise nature. Instead, we only posit
that they are constructed by perceiving objects in the world, finding patterns and
connections between those objects, and then forming abstractions of those (percep-
tions of) objects and (perceptions of) patterns and connections. We call “an object
in the world” entity and the abstraction of the perception of this object a concept.
For example former U.S. president BARACK_OBAMA2 is an entity, and his mental
2We denote entities with SMALL CAPS.
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representation in the reader’s world model is a concept. If a text is coherent, it will
contain references to specific instances of concepts and connections between con-
cepts that are known or inferrable by the reader. For example, the reader’s world
model might contain the following connection between the concept of a Person3
and the concept of Age:
(12) A person has an age.
The apposition in example (1) is an instance of this generic connection:
(13) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old
Or rephrased:
(14) Ilham Anas is 40 years old.
Similarly, the reader’s world model might contain connections between the concept
Person and the concept Location such as
(15) a. A person is born somewhere.
b. A person lives somewhere.
which find correspondence in
(16) Ilham Anas, [. . . ] from Jakarta
with one or both of the common readings
(17) a. Ilham Anas was born in Jakarta.
b. Ilham Anas lives in Jakarta.
We call such instances of general patterns and connections involving one or more
concepts in a world model semantic relations. Since semantic relations in her world
model help making sense of the world, the reader looks for instances of those se-
mantic relations when interpreting a text, as exemplified in the interpretation of (1).
As a shorthand, we say that semantic relations apply to entities, e.g. that a certain
semantic relations holds between two entities, instead of saying that the relation
holds between the two concepts representing the entities in questions.
So far, we have seen semantic relations that hold between entities such as
(18) Jakarta is the capital of Indonesia.
and relations involving only an entity and a predicate, such as
(19) Ilham Anas works.
3We denote concepts using Italic Small Caps.
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(20) Ilham Anas works as doppelgänger.
(21) Ilham Anas works as Obama’s doppelgänger.
We will study relations between entities in more detail in chapter 3 and predications
like (19) in chapter 4. A third kind of semantic relation, which we will pursue in
chapter 5, is the connection between an entity and the way it is referred to. Regular-
ities in names allow the reader to infer likely properties of the entity a name refers
to. In example (1), we infered that Ilham Anas probably refers to a person, based
on the regularity of person names: Person names often, but not always, consist of a
capitalized first and last name. Such regularities are not limited to whether or not
words form a person name. For example
(22) Ilham Anas & Sons Ltd
likely refers to a company since both & Sons and the abbreviation Ltd indicating a
legal form both commonly occur in company names.
(23) Ilham Anas City
likely refers to a city since the word occurs in this name,
(24) Ilham Returns
likely to a movie or book, and
(25) Mary Anas
to a female person due to the first word being a common female given name.
That inferences based on such regularities are natural is illustrated by the per-
ceived incoherence of the following sentences:
(26) Ilham Anas & Sons Ltd, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as
Obama’s doppelgänger.
(27) Ilham Anas City, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s
doppelgänger.
(28) Ilham Returns, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s
doppelgänger.
(29) Mary Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger.
In (26), the company infered as referent of Ilham Anas & Sons Ltd is incoherent with
being 40 years old and working as doppelgänger. The infered city in (27) and the
movie or book apparently mentioned in (24) are similarly incoherent. In (29) an
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incoherence arises since Mary Anas likely refers to a female, while – with the obvi-
ous interpration of Obama – her doppelgänger is male. Further examples of the rich
information contained in names are
(30) Mary VII
which likely refers to a monarch,
(31) Maryville
in which the suffix -ville suggests a location, and
(32) St. Mary’s
which could plausibly refer to a hospital or a church.
Figure 2.1 on the facing page illustrates the aspects of coherence introduced so
far. The existence of semantic relations relating the person ILHAM_ANAS to his
age and work, the relation between the country of INDONESIA and its capital city
JAKARTA, and the relation between BARACK_OBAMA and his doppelgänger, as well
as the consistent use of names create coherence. Conversely, the fact that the in-
terpretation is coherent – that under this interpretation all parts “fit well together”
and assumptions about the meaning of each part mutually confirm each other –
suggests that it is correct.
2.2 Entity Analysis
In this thesis, we will make use of the aspects of coherence introduced in the pre-
vious section in order to improve the automatic analysis of entities mentioned in
a text. If understanding what a text is about involves answering questions such
as “Who did what to whom, where, when, why, and how?” then entity analysis
(Durrett and Klein, 2014) gives answers to the questions “Who?” and “Whom?”.
In case the location and time in question are associated with entities, entity analy-
sis also answers the questions “Where?” and “When?”. Entity analysis comprises
three interdependent tasks: entity linking (introduced in section 2.3), coreference
resolution (chapter 4), and entity typing (chapter 5).
For a computer program processing a text, say a news article, the text is nothing
more than a sequence of characters. For example, consider (1) and its subsequent
sentence:
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NIL0001 enwiki/Jakarta enwiki/Indonesia
enwiki/Barack_Obama
FIGURE 2.1: The interplay of different aspects of coherence gives rise
to a particular interpretation of example (1). Entities are framed yellow
and annotated with their entity type and knowledge base ID: either
a NIL ID (Not In Lexicon) or its article title in the English edition of
Wikipedia, enwiki. Entity types are introduced in chapter 5 and knowl-
edge bases in subsection 2.2.1. Relations between entities shown as
dot-dashed blue lines, relations between entities and context as solid
orange lines, and relations between entities and their mentions as dot-
ted green lines.
(33) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger. His uncanny resemblance to the US president allows him to
travel the world.4
The program does not have any knowledge about the two persons, ILHAM_ANAS
and BARACK_OBAMA, mentioned. Neither does it understand what a person is,
what it means to be 40 years old, where Jakarta and Indonesia are, how the city and
the country are related, or what works as doppelganger entails. Nor does it know that
His and him both refer to the previously mentioned ILHAM_ANAS and US president
to BARACK_OBAMA. A human reader, in contrast, understands the text easily. Part
of this understanding involves identifying the targets of referential expressions in
the text. Equipped with a world model, the reader is able to divide the sequence
of characters into parts and recognize those parts as references to concepts in her
world model. That is, the reference from the sequence of characters to the object is
4Quoted from https://www.businessinsider.com/barack-obama-doppelganger-indonesia-
2015-2 (Accessed: 2018-10-07).
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OBJECT Symbol
Concept
FIGURE 2.2: The semiotic triangle according to Ogden and Richards
(1923). Adapted from Ogden and Richards (1923, p. 11), with our term
OBJECT replacing the original term referent and Concept replacing
Thought or reference.
ENTITY Entity mention
Knowledge base entry
Entity ID
Entity type
FIGURE 2.3: The semiotic triangle in entity analysis.
mediated by the reader’s conception of this object. This triad of object, concept, and
symbol is illustrated in the semiotic triangle (Figure 2.2 ).
A fundamental problem natural language understanding is that computer pro-
grams do not possess concepts. Entity analysis offers three surrogates (Figure 2.3):
Entity linking provides a knowledge base entry with rich information about the
entity in question (see the example entry shown in Figure 2.4 on the facing page).
Coreference resolution allows propagating this information to coreferent mentions
that could not be linked by the entity linking system, such as pronouns, and entity
typing provides type information for entities that are not contained in the knowl-
edge base.
2.2.1 Terminology
Before introducing entity linking, coreference resolution, and entity typing in the
following sections, it may be helpful to define – or, in cases where no definition
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FIGURE 2.4: Relations involving BARACK_OBAMA in YAGO.
Image source: Yago3 Browser.https://gate.d5.mpi-inf.mpg.de/
webyago3spotlx/SvgBrowser?entityIn=Barack_Obama
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appears possible, attempt to clarify – terms related to entity analysis.
Entity
Even though entities are the central object of study in several areas of natural lan-
guage processing research, there exist no generally accepted definitions. When say-
ing entity in this thesis, we roughly mean an object that exists in some form in the
actual or a possible world. This includes animate and inanimate concrete objects,
and, since we make no claims about what it means to exist, also abstract objects,
concepts, and fictions.
The term entity appears with a variety of meanings in the natural language pro-
cessing literature. In entity linking it refers to an entity in the sense used in this
thesis, but also to the knowledge base entry representing a given entity. In corefer-
ence resolution, entity also denotes a cluster of coreferent mentions. In this thesis,
entities are printed in SMALL CAPS.
Entity mention
A sequence of tokens in a text that refers to an entity. For brevity we may also
simply say mention.
Named entity
An entity with a proper name. For example, EARTH is a named entity with the
proper name Earth, while WATER in a context like the following is not.
(34) Seventy percent of the Earth’s surface is covered by water.
Here, water is a an entity but not a named entity, since what is being referred to is
water as a natural kind, and not a specific named instance of it. If, like the mètre des
Archives, used as standard metre in the 19th century, a liter of water was kept in a
vault in Paris and was known as the litre des Archives, then this particular volume of
water would be a named entity. Canonical examples of named entities are persons,
locations, and organizations.
Named entity mention
A rigid designator (Kripke, 1972) referring to a named entity. For example, in the
sentence
(35) Barack Obama is the 44th President of the United States.
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the proper name Barack Obama is a named entity mention, but the definite descrip-
tion the 44th President of the United States is not, even though both phrases refer to
the same named entity BARACK OBAMA.
Somewhat confusingly, in the literature both the textual mention (Barack Obama)
and the entity itself (BARACK_OBAMA) are referred to as named entities. The for-
mer usage is close in meaning to proper noun phrases and relevant when distin-
guishing named entity mentions (again, Barack Obama) from common noun men-
tions (e.g., president). The latter usage is relevant when distinguishing between en-
tities with a proper name (BARACK_OBAMA) from those without one (WATER). In
this thesis, we will mark named entity mentions with an underline:
(36) Seventy percent of the Earth’s surface is covered by water.
(37) Barack Obama is the 44th President of the United States.
Knowledge base
A repository of structured information about entities. Throughout this thesis, we
assume that an entity analysis system has access to a knowledge base for the do-
main and language in question. When discussing the use of knowledge bases, for
example as a target for entity linking, we will say the knowledge base, even though
implementations might employ multiple knowledge bases.
Corresponding entry in the knowledge base
The knowledge base entry that represents the entity an entity mention refers to.
For instance, the Wikipedia entry enwiki/Barack_Obama is the corresponding knowl-
edge base entry for the entity mention Barack Obama in (35). When the distinction
does not matter, we will denote both entities and their corresponding entry in the
knowledge base with small caps: BARACK_OBAMA may stand for both the entity
as well as the Wikipedia entry with the ID enwiki/Barack_Obama.
Linkable mention
An entity mention that has a corresponding entry in the knowledge base
NIL (Not In Lexicon) entity
An entity that is not represented in the knowledge base.
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NIL mention
An entity mention that is not linkable since it refers to a NIL entity.
2.3 Entity Linking
As Wikipedia grew rapidly since its launch in 2001, the online encyclopedia in-
creasingly became subject of scholarly interest. After it was identified as a reliable
knowledge source (Giles, 2005), pioneering work established its utility for disam-
biguating named entities (Bunescu and Pas¸ca, 2006), for computing semantic relat-
edness between concepts (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Milne and Witten, 2008a) and
for representing a document in terms of the concepts mentioned in it (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007).
The idea of automatically linking entities mentioned in a text to their corre-
sponding Wikipedia article was found to be particularly useful (Bunescu and Pas¸ca,
2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007; Csomai and Mihalcea, 2008;
Milne and Witten, 2008b). When expanded from not only linking entity mentions
but all keywords in a text, this process is also known as wikification (Mihalcea and
Csomai, 2007).
Most of the information contained in Wikipedia is unstructured or semistruc-
tured, making it difficult to process computationally. Structured knowledge bases,
either derived from Wikipedia, such as DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009) and YAGO
(Suchanek et al., 2007; Hoffart, Suchanek, et al., 2011), or created from scratch, such
as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) solve this problem.
Entity linking is the task of automatically linking mentions of entities such as
persons, locations, or organizations to their corresponding entry in a knowledge
base, for example, Wikipedia. Figure 2.5 on the next page illustrates this task using
our running example (1). Taking an unannoted, raw text like sentence (1) as input,
an entity linking system needs to identify mentions of entities. In this example, the
entity mentions are Ilham Anas, Jakarta, Indonesia, and Obama. This step is known as
mention detection.
Having identified entity mentions, we are now faced with the fundamental
problem in entity linking: the ambiguity of human language. A mention such as
Obama is ambiguous, since it can refer to many different entities. In
(38) For Obama, fishing has long been the main industry. Increasingly, the Japanese
port town is cashing in on the name it shares with the US president.
Obama refers to a Japanese port town, and in
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NIL0001 enwiki/Jakarta enwiki/Indonesia
enwiki/Barack_Obama
FIGURE 2.5: Entity linking examle showing detected entity mentions
(underlined), entities (framed), and entity IDs (sans-serif).
Barack Obama Barack Obama II Barack Obama Jr. Barack Obama Junior Barack
Obama, Jr. Barack Obama, Junior Barack Hussein Barack Hussein Obama Barack
Hussein Obama II Barack Hussein Obama Jr. Barack Hussein Obama Junior Barack
Hussein Obama, Jr. Barack Hussein Obama, Junior Barack Hussein obama Barack
H. Obama Barack H. Obama II Barack H. Obama Jr. Barack H. Obama Junior
B. H. Obama B. Hussein Obama B. Obama Pres. Obama President Barack H.
Obama President Barack Hussein Obama II President Barack Obama President
Obama Sen. Obama Senator Barack Obama US President Barack Obama United
States President Barack Obama 2008 Democratic Presidential Nominee 44th President
of the United States Barack Obana Barack Obbama Barack Ubama Barack OBama
Barack obma BarackObama Barak Obamba Barck Obama Barock obama Bo-
rack Obama Borrack Obama Brack Obama Brock Obama Burack obama Hussein
Obama Obamma 0bama Barack O’Bama O’Bama O’bama
FIGURE 2.6: Example of the variability in entity mentions referring to
BARACK_OBAMA. Each phrase represents a redirect on Wikipedia that
will send the visitor to the article about BARACK_OBAMA.
(39) Ms Obama
Obama likely refers to MICHELLE_OBAMA. In addition to ambiguity, variability of
language poses a further challenge: An entity can be referred to in many different
ways. Figure 2.6 shows some of these variations for the entity BARACK_OBAMA.
We see variations of his canonical name, inclusions of titles, abbreviations, and dif-
ferent types of spelling mistakes.
For each detected entity mention, a typical entity linking system generates an
ordered list of candidate entities the mention might refer to. This step is called candi-
date generation. The ordering reflects a prior belief about possible referents, without
considering context. For example, we might assume that the word Obama in isola-
tion refers to BARACK_OBAMA. In the final candidate ranking step, candidate entities
are ranked based on both prior belief and contextual information. For instance, the
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1. Barack Obama
2. Michelle Obama
3. Barack Obama Sr.
4. Ann Dunham (redirect from Obama’s Mama)
5. United States presidential election, 2008 (redirect from Obama vs. McCain)
6. Family of Barack Obama
7. United States presidential election, 2012 (redirect from Obama vs. Romney)
8. Assassination threats against Barack Obama
9. Barack Obama citizenship conspiracy theories
10. Barack Obama presidential campaign, 2008
11. Barack Obama religion conspiracy theories
12. Early life and career of Barack Obama
13. Thanks Obama
14. Presidency of Barack Obama
15. Obama logo
16. United States presidential approval rating (redirect from Obama job approval)
17. Obama (disambiguation)
18. Obama Foundation
19. John McCain
20. Obama (surname)
21. Barack Obama “Hope” poster
22. American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (redirect from Obama stimulus plan)
23. Death of Osama bin Laden (redirect from Death of Obama bin Laden)
24. 2009 Nobel Peace Prize (redirect from Award of the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize to Barack Obama)
25. Protests against Barack Obama
FIGURE 2.7: Candidate linking targets for the entity mention Obama
obtained via the search function provided by the English edition of
Wikipedia.
Japanese port town in the context of Obama in (38) allows an entity linking system
to overcome the prior belief that Obama most likely refers to BARACK_OBAMA.
Taken together, the candidate generation and candidate ranking steps disambiguate
an entity mention.
A simple method for candidate generation is searching for matching strings in
the knowledge base. Figure 2.7 shows the top 25 results of a search for the men-
tion Obama in Wikipedia article titles and texts. In this case, the top-ranked result
is Barack Obama, which corresponds to the Wikipedia article enwiki/Barack_Obama,
which in turn corresponds to the correct entity BARACK_OBAMA. In other cases,
the correct entity may be ranked lower, or not included in the list of top k candi-
dates. Candidate generation has a large impact on the overall quality of an entity
linking system (Hachey, Radford, et al., 2013). Considering only few candidates
risks the correct entity not being among the top k, while a large number of candi-
dates renders disambiguation more difficult and makes the ranking step slower.
Entity linking is complicated by the fact that the knowledge base generally does
not contain corresponding entries for all entities mentioned in a text. The fraction
of entities represented in the knowledge base, also known as the coverage of the
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knowledge base, depends on many factors, such as the overall size of the knowl-
edge base, whether text and knowledge base are from the same domain, whether
the text is more recent or older, and how often the knowledge base is updated. En-
tities mentioned in a text but not represented in the knowledge base are called Not
In Lexicon or NIL entities. At this writing, there exists no entry for ILHAM_ANAS in
the English edition of Wikipedia. A search returns the following results:
1. Ilham Aliyev
2. Abdul Rachman
3. Ilham Shahmuradov
4. ANAS Central Library of Science
5. Indonesia–Philippines relations
In cases such as this the entity linking system should recognize that none of the can-
didate entities is a good match and that the entity in question is a NIL entity. This
step is known as NIL classification. Furthermore, the system may also be required to
cluster all entity mentions that refer to the same NIL entity. This step is known as
NIL clustering.
Approaches differ in whether they rank a mention’s candidate entities indepen-
dently of the candidate entities of other mentions or whether they rank all candi-
date entities of all mentions simultaneously by choosing an interpration that max-
imizes the overall coherence between all selected candidate entities. The first type
of approach, called local inference, and the latter type, known as global inference, are
introduced in the next sections.
2.3.1 Entity Disambiguation by Local Inference
When performing entity disambiguation by local inference, or local disambiguation,
an entity linking system scores the candidate entities for a single entity mention
according to how coherent they are with the mention’s context. Taking our run-
ning example (1), suppose the entity linking system is disambiguating the mention
Jakarta:
(40) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger.
Querying the knowledge base for candidate entities yields a list such as the one
shown in Table 2.1 on the following page. In addition to the candidate entities
themselves, the knowledge base – in this case Wikipedia – also provides infor-
mation about these entities, such as glosses, longer descriptions, related entities,
and relevant dates (see Figure 2.4 on page 13). Now, the key assumption in local
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Entity Wikipedia gloss
JAKARTA the capital city of Indonesia
JAKARTA_PROJECT a software project
JAKARTA_(BAND) a former Yugoslav rock band
JAKARTA_(DJ) an electronic music band known for the hit “One Desire”
JAKARTA_(MANGO) a named mango cultivar from Florida
JAKARTA! 2012 novel by Christophe Dorigné-Thomson
TABLE 2.1: Candidate entities for the mention Jakarta found in the
English edition of Wikipedia.
disambiguation is that matches or high similarity between this information in the
knowledge base on the one hand and the entity mention’s textual context on the
other, serve as corroborating evidence for the hypothesis that the candidate entity
in question is the one being referred to in the text. By this assumption, the string
overlap between the Wikipedia gloss the capital city of Indonesia and mention’s con-
text, i.e. the string Indonesia, gives rise to the interpretation JAKARTA, since none of
the glosses of the other candidate entities contains and context matches. In prac-
tice, entity linking systems employ more sophisticated methods to measure context
overlap, for example measuring textual similarity with convolutional neural net-
works (Francis-Landau et al., 2016). The most important advantage of local disam-
biguation is its low compuational complexity. Since one disambiguation decision
does not depend on other disambiguation decisions, computation complexity is
linear in the number of mentions. The main drawback is that, by definition, local
disambiguation cannot exploit coherence between entities, such as the coherence
between INDONESIA and its capital JAKARTA in example (40).
2.3.2 Entity Disambiguation by Global Inference
Entity disambiguation by global inference, or global disambiguation, rests on the ob-
servation that coherence not only obtains between an entity and the (textual) con-
text of its mention in a text, but also between the entity in question and other entities
mentioned in the text. This coherence is realized through cohesive ties (Halliday
and Hasan, 1976) such as the semantic relation expressed by the second apposition
in (40):
(41) Jakarta, Indonesia
Assuming for ease of exposition that only the two mentions Jakarta and Indonesia
have been detected, (40) becomes:
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Candidate entity 1 Sem. relation Candidate entity 2
JAKARTA isCapitalOf INDONESIA
JAKARTA - INDONESIA_(JAZZ ALBUM)
JAKARTA - INDONESIA_(BOOK)
JAKARTA_PROJECT - INDONESIA
JAKARTA_PROJECT - INDONESIA_(JAZZ_ALBUM)
JAKARTA_PROJECT - INDONESIA_(BOOK)
JAKARTA_(BAND) - INDONESIA
JAKARTA_(BAND) - INDONESIA_(JAZZ_ALBUM)
. . . . . . . . .
TABLE 2.2: Simplified example of global disambiguation in entity link-
ing.
(42) Ilham Anas, a 40-year-old from Jakarta, Indonesia, works as Obama’s dop-
pelgänger.
An entity linking system performing global disambiguation now seeks to find an
interpretation that exhibits maximal coherence. In case of only two mentions, this
amounts to searching for a pair of candidate entities with maximal relatedness.
A simple way of measuring the relatedness between two entities is querying the
knowledge base for semantic relations. An example of this method is shown in
table 2.2. We see that among the shown candidate entity pairs, only the correct in-
terpretation is related via the predicate isCapitalOf. This example also illustrates a
shortcoming of such a binary definition of relatedness: Symbolic relations such as
isCapitalOf are sparse. For most pairs of entities, the knowledge base does not con-
tain any relation that holds between them. However, there arguably exists a degree
of relatedness between some of the pairs shown. For example, JAKARTA_(BAND)
and INDONESIA_(MUSIC) are both related to music and hence to each other. A pop-
ular choice of relatedness measure that does not suffer from this shortcoming is the
Milne-Witten distance (MWD) (Milne and Witten, 2008a). The MWD quantifies a
generic notion of semantic relatedness between two entities in terms of links their
corresponding Wikipedia articles share:
MWD(a, b) =
log(max(|A| , |B|))− log(|A ∩ B|)
log(|W|)− log(min(|A| , |B|))
where a, b are Wikipedia articles, A is the set of Wikipedia articles linking to a, B the
set of Wikipedia articles linking to b. This distance becomes smaller, i.e., relatedness
increases, as the number of shared links |A ∩ B| grows larger.
WikiRelate! (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006) computes semantic relatedness using
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FIGURE 2.8: Complex example of global disambiguation in entity link-
ing. Image source: Hoffart, Yosef, et al. (2011).
Wikipedia pages and the Wikipedia category tree. An alternative that does not rely
on links between Wikipedia articles or Wikipedia categories is keyphrase overlap
relatedness (KORE) (Hoffart, Seufert, et al., 2012). KORE first collects keyphrases
associated with each of the two entities in question and then expresses their related-
ness in terms of overlap between between the two sets of keyphrases. (Moro et al.,
2014) propose a graph-based relatedness measure which applies not only to pairs
of entities, but to all candidate entities in a particular interpretation.
A more complex example of global disambugation, due to Hoffart, Yosef, et al.
(2011), is shown in Figure 2.8 . Here, the four entity mentions Kashmir, Page, Plant,
and Gibson and their candidate entities are represented as graph with one edge be-
tween each mention and its respective candidate entities, and edges between can-
didate entity nodes, weighted according the relatedness of the respective candidate
entity pair. Finding a maximally coherent interpretation is equivalent to finding a
dense subgraph in this weighted graph. This is an NP-hard problem, which makes
such an approach to global disambiguation infeasible for large graphs, that is, for
long documents containing many entity mentions.
We have distinguished entity linking systems employing local disambiguation
from those performing global disambiguation. Another distinction is concerned
with the fashion in which the subtasks involved in entity linking are performed.
Pipeline architectures perform each subtask in a fixed, sequential order, while joint
multitasking approaches perform two or more subtasks simultaneously. In sec-
tion 3.1 we will introduce an approach that combines some of the benefits of both
pipeline and joint multitasking architectures, while avoiding some of their draw-
backs.
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3.1 Interleaved Multitasking for Entity Linking
In this section, we introduce the first contribution of this thesis: an approach to
multitasking for entity linking which enjoys some of the benefits of joint multitask-
ing and avoids some of its drawbacks. Recall that entity linking comprises several
subtasks:
1. Tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and other preprocessing;
2. Named entity recognition
3. Additional mention detection, e.g. nominal mentions, depending on the spe-
cific task setting
4. Mention linking and NIL classification
5. NIL clustering
6. Post-processing
These subtasks are commonly performed sequentially in a pipeline architecture. An
example of a typical entity linking pipeline is shown in the left part of Figure 3.3 on
page 27.
Pipeline architectures have well-known advantages and disadvantages (Roth
and Yih, 2004; Marciniak and Strube, 2005). While the idea of performing sub-
tasks in order of necessity may appear simple at first sight, it is often not clear
what the best order is. For example, the text shown in Figure 3.1 on the follow-
ing page contains the entity mention blade runner, which is difficult to detect with
high confidence by standard mention detection techniques due to its non-standard
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Think of it as Oscar Pistorius on steriods [sic]. I couldn’t help but think of the blade runner.
/common/topic/alias
FIGURE 3.1: Example showing mention detection based on another
entity mention that has already been linked to the knowledge base.
lowercase spelling.1 The preceding sentence in this example contains the entity
mention Oscar Pistorius, which is both easy to detect for any named entity recog-
nizer and easy to link with high confidence to the correct knowledge base entry
OSCAR_PISTORIUS, due to the low ambiguity of this particular entity mention.2
Querying the knowledge base for information related to OSCAR_PISTORIUS, a for-
mer sprint runner and Paralympian, reveals that he has the alias Blade Runner, a
nickname alluding to his use of prosthetic running blades. Armed with this knowl-
edge, we are now able to detect the mention blade runner more easily and with
higher confidence. In the following, we will call this kind of mutually beneficial
relation between tasks or subtasks task interaction.
In the example above, we saw an interaction between mention detection and
entity linking. In a pipeline, such an interaction between tasks is only possible
in one direction, from tasks performed earlier in the pipeline to subsequent down-
stream tasks. For example, in the pipeline architecture outlined above, the entity
linking subtask can make use of annotations produced in earlier stages, such as
part-of-speech tags, detected entity mentions, or entity type annotations. In con-
trast, earlier stages cannot exploit information that only becomes available at later
stages, such as the knowledge about Oscar Pistorius’ alias, which would support
detecting blade runner as an entity mention.
Recognizing the need to enable free interaction between multiple tasks, Roth
and Yih (2004) proposed to jointly optimize multiple tasks by formulating the prob-
lem as an Integer Linear Program (Schrijver, 1998). A hypothetical entity linking
system performing three key subtasks jointly is displayed in Figure 3.3 on page 27
(right). This system remains hypothetical, as in practice, joint optimization does not
scale well in the number of joint tasks or the length of the given text. Furthermore,
in joint optimization of multiple tasks the interactions between tasks have to explic-
itly modeled, for example by introducing pairwise constraints into a Integer Linear
Program. As these pairwise interactions are required for all interacting pairs of
1It is, of course, possible to detect blade runner as a potential mention by considering all noun
phrases or applying any other high-recall method. However, the resulting large number of potential
mentions hurts entity linking precision.
2We say that a mention has low ambiguity if it refers to the same entity in almost all cases. Also
see the discussion of almost unambiguous mentions in subsection 3.1.2.
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Pipeline Joint multitasking
task ordering difficult not necessary
task interaction weak strong
speed fast slow
extensibility easy difficult
TABLE 3.1: Trade-offs involved in the choice of a multitasking ap-
proach.
tasks, extending a joint optimization architecture with an additional tasks becomes
more difficult as the number of tasks increases. These difficulties explain why joint
subtask approaches in entity linking have been limited to two or three tasks. Fahrni
and Strube (2012) perform joint linking and NIL clustering using Markov Logic
Networks (Domingos and Lowd, 2009), while G. Luo et al. (2015) perform joint
mention detection and linking.
The trade-offs involved in choosing between pipeline and joint multitasking ar-
chitectures are summarized in Table 3.1 . We now introduce our approach, inter-
leaved multitasking, which avoids some of these trade-offs.
3.1.1 Interleaved Multitasking
The starting point for our proposed multitasking architecture is the sieve-based ap-
proach to coreference resolution (Raghunathan et al., 2010; H. Lee, Peirsman, et al.,
2011; H. Lee, A. Chang, et al., 2013), shown in Figure 3.2 on the next page. This
approach implements a series of deterministic rules, called sieves, which operate on
clusters of coreferent mentions and are applied in order of decreasing precision. A
sieve merges two clusters of mentions that have been determined to refer to the
same entities into a new cluster if the criteria of the sieve are met. For example, the
Speaker Identification sieve merges first-person pronoun mentions in direct speech
with the speaker mention. The precision of a sieve expresses how often applying
this sieve gives a correct coreference result. For example, merging mentions with
matching strings is often correct, but will be wrong if there are, two different per-
sons named “John” mentioned in a text.
After a high-recall mention detection stage, the sieves are applied in order of de-
creasing precision, i.e. the sieves with highest precision first, and those with lower
precision later. This order aims to minimize the risk of making costly early mis-
takes. Since each sieve bases its decisions on the mention clusters created by earlier
sieves, early mistakes have a disproportionate impact as they propagate through
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Lee et al. Deterministic Coreference Resolution Based on Entity-Centric, Precision-Ranked Rules
Figure 1
The architecture of our coreference system.
Crucially, our approach is entity-centric—that is, our architecture allows each coref-
erence decision to be globally informed by the previously clustered mentions and their
shared attributes. In particular, each deterministic rule is run on the entire discourse,
using and extending clusters (i.e., groups of mentions pointing to the same real-world
entity, built by models in previous tiers). Thus, for example, in deciding whether two
mentions i and j should corefer, our system can consider not just the local features of
i and j but also any information (head word, named entity type, gender, or number)
about the other mentions already linked to i and j in previous steps.
Finally, the architecture is highly modular, which means that additional coreference
resolution models can be easily integrated.
The two stage architecture offers a powerful way to balance both high recall and
precision in the system and make use of entity-level information with rule-based
architecture. The mention detection stage heavily favors recall, and the following sieves
favor precision. Our results here and in our earlier papers (Raghunathan et al. 2010;
Lee et al. 2011) show that this design leads to state-of-the-art performance despite the
simplicity of the individual components, and that the lack of language-specific lexical
features makes the system easy to port to other languages. The intuition is not new; in
addition to the prior coreference work mentioned earlier and discussed in Section 6, we
draw on classic ideas that have proved to be important again and again in the history of
natural language processing. The idea of beginning with the most accurate models or
starting with smaller subproblems that allow for high-precision solutions combines the
intuitions of “shaping” or “successive approximations” first proposed for learning by
Skinner (1938), and widely used in NLP (e.g., the successively trained IBM MT models
of Brown et al. [1993]) and the “islands of reliability” approaches to parsing and speech
recognition [Borghesi and Favareto 1982; Corazza et al. 1991]). The idea of beginning
with a high-recall list of candidates that are followed by a series of high-precision filters
dates back to one of the earliest architectures in natural language processing, the part of
speech tagging algorithm of the Computational Grammar Coder (Klein and Simmons
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FIGURE 3.2: Sieve-based a chitecture for coreference resolution. Image
source: H. Lee, A. Chang, et al. (2013).
more stages of the of the pipeline than later mistakes. Conversely, mistakes com-
mitted in later stages of the pipelines tend to have a smaller impact on the final
result, since there are fewer stages left during which errors can propagate. This ob-
servation underlies the choice to apply high-precision, low-recall sieves first, and
low-precision, high-recall sieves towards the end of the pipeline.
One limitation of H. Lee, A. Chang, et al.’s approac is the fact hat s eves a
applied only for a single task, namely, merging coreferent mention clusters. As we
have seen above, entity linking comprises diff rent subtasks. Ai ing to exploit
the interactions between these subtasks, we extend the sieve approach to perform
sieve-based joint multitasking. Instead of applying sieves nly to on task, w for-
mulate sieves for many tasks and, like in the original approach, apply them in order
of decreasing precision, but, crucially, switch freely between tasks as necessary, as
outlined in Figure 3.3 on the facing page (middle). By doing so, we aim to strike a
balance between a pipeline architecture, in which each task is performed sequen-
tially, and joint multitasking, in which all ta ks re optimized join ly.
Our approach, which we call interleaved multitasking, can also be thought of as
splitting up monolithic tasks in a pipeline into smaller groups of task-specific deci-
sions, ordering those groups by precision, and then interleaving them back into a
pipeline.
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Segmentation
POS
NER
Mention
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Linking
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FIGURE 3.3: Multitasking architectures for entity linking.
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3.1.2 Sieves for Entity Linking
We now describe the sieves we propose for entity linking, in order of decreasing
precision.
High-precision mention detection and linking
Aiming to minimize the risk of committing early mistakes, the design goal of the
first sieves is to detect and link “easy” entity mentions that can be linked to en-
tries in the knowledge base with high precision. Querying the knowledge base for
information related to these entries will then provide contextual for downstream
sieves.
Concretely, we first run a standard preprocessing pipeline consisting of a tok-
enizer, part-of-speech tagger, and named entity recognition annotation. Then we
apply the following three sieves to perform high-precision mention detection and
linking:
Almost unambiguous mention sieve. Among the recognized named entities,
we identify almost unambiguous mentions, that is, mentions that almost always re-
fer to the same entity. For example, according to an estimate from a large corpus,
the mention Barack Obama refers to BARACK_OBAMA with a probability of over 98
percent (Table 3.2 on the next page). Unfortunately, not all mentions are almost un-
ambiguous – some mentions may exhibit much higher ambiguity (see Table 3.3 on
the facing page for an example). For this sieve, we employ CrossWikis (Spitkovsky
and A. X. Chang, 2012), a resource providing probabilities that a given string links
to a certain Wikipedia article. Since these probabilities are estimated on the basis of
a large background corpus, they express a default or prior belief about the likely ref-
erent of a given mention in the absence of context, which is updated as contextual
information becomes available.3
Based on experiments on a development set, we set the threshold for almost
unambiguous as having a prior probability of 95 percent or higher, as estimated by
CrossWikis. This first sieve, of course, is not perfect. Aiming to undo some of the
mistakes made by this sieve, we apply two filters next.
Entity type mismatch filter. This sieve first queries the entity types of all entities
linked by the previous sieve. These entity types, obtained from entity linking, are
then compared to the entity types annotated by the named entity recognizer during
preprocessing. Viewing agreement as positive evidence that both entity linking
and named entity recognition decisions were correct, and disagreement as evidence
3CrossWikis provides empirical prior probabilities estimated on Wikipedia and a Google-internal
web crawl.
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Mention Prior (%) Wikipedia article
Barack Obama 98.73 BARACK_OBAMA
Barack Obama 0.25 2009_NOBEL_PEACE_PRIZE
Barack Obama 0.21 LIST_OF_CHARACTERS_IN_THE_MORTAL_KOMBAT_SERIES
Barack Obama 0.17 BARACK_OBAMA_PRESIDENTIAL_CAMPAIGN,_2008
Barack Obama 0.10 BARACK_OBAMA,_SR.
Barack Obama 0.06 THE_AUDACITY_OF_HOPE
Barack Obama 0.05 POLITICAL_POSITIONS_OF_BARACK_OBAMA
Barack Obama 0.03 LIST_OF_JUDICIAL_APPOINTMENTS_MADE_BY_BARACK_OBAMA
Barack Obama 0.03 BARACK_OBAMA_CITIZENSHIP_CONSPIRACY_THEORIES
Barack Obama 0.03 BARNEY_FRANK
Barack Obama 0.02 MADELYN_AND_STANLEY_DUNHAM
Barack Obama 0.02 BARACK_OBAMA_(COMIC_CHARACTER)
Barack Obama 0.02 UNITED_STATES_SENATE_CAREER_OF_BARACK_OBAMA
Barack Obama 0.02 ELECTORAL_HISTORY_OF_BARACK_OBAMA
Barack Obama 0.02 NATIVE_BORN_AMERICANS
TABLE 3.2: Prior probabilities for the mention Barack Obama listed in
CrossWikis. We say that this mention is almost unambiguous, since
almost all occurrences in the CrossWikis background corpus refer to
the Wikipedia article BARACK_OBAMA.
Mention Prior (%) Wikipedia article
John Smith 26.84 JOHN_SMITH_OF_JAMESTOWN
John Smith 19.38 JOHN_SMITH_(UK_POLITICIAN)
John Smith 14.46 JOHN_SMITH
John Smith 07.58 JOHN_SMITH_(COMICS)
John Smith 03.03 JOHN_SMITH_(NAME)
John Smith 02.83 JOHN_SMITH_(WRESTLER)
John Smith 02.82 JOHN_SMITH_(UNCLE_OF_JOSEPH_SMITH,_JR.)
John Smith 01.77 POCAHONTAS_(1995_FILM)
John Smith 01.39 JOHN_SMITH_(NEW_YORK)
John Smith 01.18 JOHN_SMITH_(CHANCELLOR_OF_THE_EXCHEQUER)
John Smith 01.05 JOHN_SMITH_(ACTOR)
John Smith 00.86 JOHN_SMITH_(ATHLETE)
John Smith 00.84 JOHN_SMITH_(WENDOVER_MP)
John Smith 00.75 JOHN_SMITH_(WELSH_POLITICIAN)
John Smith 00.72 JOHN_SMITH_(NEPHEW_OF_JOSEPH_SMITH,_JR.)
TABLE 3.3: Prior probabilities for the mention John Smith. Unlike
Barack Obama, this mention is not almost unambiguous since the
probability mass is distributed more equally among several entities.
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to the contrary, we remove all entity links created by the previous sieve whose
corresponding entity types do not match. This filtering is applied to linked named
entities of type person, location, and organization.
Mention-surface mismatch filter. This sieve queries all known surfaces forms
for all entities linked by previous sieves. Known surface forms are canonical names,
corresponding to the Freebase predicate rdfs:label, as well as name variations, nick-
names, and aliases, corresponding to the Freebase predicate /common/topic/alias.
Next, the sieve compares each linked entity mention with the known surface forms
of its referent entity and removes the entity link if there is no matching surface form.
The two filters remove erroneous links introduced by previous sieves, at the
cost of also removing some correct links. Verifying that this first group of three
sieves indeed yields high-precision entity links, we observe a linking precision of
90 percent on our development set (see subsection 3.1.3 for dataset and metrics).
The linked entities found by this group of high-precision sieves provide context
which will enable better linking decisions by the following sieves.
Path-based mention detection and linking
Recall that in entity linking, the notion of coherence is operationalized in the form of
relatedness scores, which quantify how semantically related two entities are. Under
the assumption that a more coherent interpretation is more likely to be correct than
a less coherent one, ambiguous entity mentions in a text can be disambiguated by
taking the interpretation with the maximum overall relatedness score. The overall
relatedness score, in turn, can be maximized by choosing candidate entities that
are maximally related to all other entities in the text (Kulkarni et al., 2009; Hoffart,
Yosef, et al., 2011; Moro et al., 2014).
As a simple example, consider the following text:
(43) Nigeria became Africa’s largest economy earlier this year. But farmers in the
town of Daura have yet to [. . . ].
Let us further simplify by assuming only two candidate entities for the mention
Nigeria:
• NIGERIA, a country in Africa; and
• NIGERIA_(JAZZ_ALBUM), an album by jazz guitarist Grant Green released in
1980;
and two candidate entities for the mention Daura:
• PIERRE_DAURA, a Catalan artist; and
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Subject candidate entity Predicate Object candidate entity
NIGERIA - PIERRE_DAURA
NIGERIA_(JAZZ_ALBUM) - PIERRE_DAURA
NIGERIA /location/contains DAURA_(NIGERIA)
NIGERIA_(JAZZ_ALBUM) - DAURA_(NIGERIA)
TABLE 3.4: A pairwise disambiguation decision supported by the ex-
istence of a semantic relation between two candidate entities.
• DAURA_(NIGERIA), a town in Nigeria.
This gives 2× 2 = 4 possible interpretations which are shown in Table 3.4 . The
maximum relatedness approach scores the relatedness of each interpretation, in this
simplified case by checking each pair of candidate entities whether a relation exists.
Then, it chooses the interpretation with the highest score, in this case NIGERIA and
DAURA_(NIGERIA).
A drawback of this approach is that querying the knowledge base for informa-
tion regarding the relatedness of two candidate entities, e.g. whether there exists a
path connecting one candidate entity to the other, is computationally expensive.
Our sieve-based approach allows an alternative way of exploiting semantic re-
latedness between entities. As described above, the first sieves in our pipeline per-
form high-precision entity linking. Using those already-linked mentions, we query
the knowledge base for related entities, and then check if these related entities are
mentioned in the text (Figure 3.4 on the following page). In other words, instead of
querying the knowledge base for paths connecting a subject candidate entity and
an object candidate entity, we locate the subject entity in the knowledge base graph,
follow specific paths to arrive at related object candidate entities, and then check if
any object candidate entity is mentioned in the text by string-matching all known
names contained in the knowledge base.
Previous work has made extensive use of semantic relations for re-ranking can-
didate entities of given mentions (Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011; Moro et al., 2014). In
contrast to these approaches, we use mentions linked by upstream sieves as a pivot
for detecting and link semantically related mentions. More concretely, this is done
by compiling a list of paths in the knowledge base graph that connect two entity
types of interest, following these paths for each linked mention of matching entity
type to find related entities, and then checking if known surface forms of any of the
related entities occur in the text.
To find related entities, we use the following list of paths:
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Nigeria became Africa’s largest economy [. . . ]. [. . . ] town of Daura.
/location/location/contains
Netanyahu ’s sons, Avner and Yair , were chosen [. . . ].
/people/person/children
/people/person/children
FIGURE 3.4: Pivoting from entity mentions that have already been
linked to mentions of related entities. In the top example, Nigeria
has been correctly linked by an earlier high-precision sieve. Query-
ing the knowledge base for related entities, we find that Daura
matches the object of the relation (NIGERIA, /location/location/con-
tains, DAURA) and link this mention to DAURA. In the bottom ex-
ample, the knowledge base contains entries for AVNER_NETANYAHU
and YAIR_NETANYAHU, who are children of the already linked entity
BENJAMIN_NETANYAHU and whose names partially match the entity
mentions Avner and Yair.
• Children. The given entity’s children. For example, AVNER_NETANYAHU
and YAIR_NETANYAHU are listed as children of BENJAMIN_NETANYAHU in
Freebase. This relation corresponds to the Freebase predicate /people/person-
/children.
• Geographical containment. The locations contained by a location. For ex-
ample NIGERIA contains the town of DAURU. In Freebase and YAGO, this
relations corresponds to taking the transitive closure of the predicate /loca-
tion/location/contains and <isLocatedIn > respectively.4
• Party affiliation. The political party to which a politician belongs to. For ex-
ample, BARACK_OBAMA’s party affiliation is DEMOCRATIC_PARTY_(U.S.).
This path applies to all known politicians, that is, all already-linked mentions
who have a corresponding /people/person/profession value. Having identified
a mention of a politician in the text, we query related entities in Freebase using
the path government/politician/party→ /government/political_party_tenure/party,
which connects politicians to political parties via a compound value type.5
4We use YAGO in addition to Freebase for this sieve, since we found that YAGO offers a
richer inventory of geographical information than Freebase, presumably due to its inclusion of the
https://www.geonames.org database. In Freebase, the transitive closure for a given predicate can
be conveniently queried via SPARQL property paths. In YAGO, a recursive SQL query is required.
5Compound value types allow representing arbitrarily complex n-ary relations in a schema of
3-ary relations (see Pellissier Tanon et al. (2016), section 2.1 for an explanation of CVTs).
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• Known surface forms. This path aims to find known aliases or nicknames of
already-linked entities, for example blade runner for OSCAR_PISTORIUS. This
corresponds to the Freebase predicate /common/topic/alias.
Due to the limited domain in our evaluation (see subsection 3.1.3), i.e. news arti-
cles and forum discussions about politics, this list of paths was compiled manually.
In a different domain, e.g. sports, different paths, e.g. ones corresponding to team
membership, would be more relevant. A principled method of obtaining relevant
paths would be to use annotated data to collect statistics on paths that frequently
connect entities, which is left for future work. We are now ready to add the next
two sieves to the pipeline:
Related entity finder. This sieve traces paths through the knowledge base graph
as described above, starting from an already linked entity, and arriving at related
entities. The surface forms of related entities are then searched in the text and, if
found, linked to their corresponding entity.
Known surface form finder. This sieve queries known surface forms of linked
entities as described above and links all matches in the text to the corresponding
entry in the knowledge base.
Low-precision, high-recall sieves
The final group of sieves aims to boost recall at the expense of lower precision. This
group is run at a late stage in the pipeline in order to minimize error propagation.
Possible genders. This sieve annotates each person mention with its compatible
semantic genders.6 For person mentions already linked, there is only one possible
gender, which can easily be queried from the knowledge base. For all other person
mentions, we employ the CoreNLP gender annotator, as well as a simple heuristic
based on gender markers such as Mr, Ms, or Lady, which are not taken into account
by CoreNLP. All remaining person mentions not covered by any of the applied
methods are marked as compatible with both female and male gender. The purpose
of this sieve is to prevent gender inconsistencies in the coreference clusters created
by subsequent sieves.
Person name unification. This sieve applies heuristics in order to perform sim-
ple, string-based coreference resolution of person name mentions, such as Obama
and Barack Obama. It unifies, that is, links to the same entry in the knowledge base,
all first-name or surname-only person name mentions with their unambiguous full
name antecedent, taking gender compatibility into account.
6We use the term semantic gender to avoid possible confusion with grammatical gender.
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Most frequent sense fallback. For all mentions that have not been linked yet,
this sieve assigns the entity with the highest prior probability for the given mention
string. To prevent erroneous links caused by strings with many different possible
low-probability referents, this sieve only applies to mentions if the mention string
has a dominant sense. We say that a mention has a dominant sense if there exists
an entity with a prior probability larger than a tunable threshold, which we set to
40 percent based on experiments on development sets.
First token unification. For all multi-token mentions whose first token is not a
frequent word, this sieve unifies all matching tokens that have not been linked by
an upstream sieve.
Abbreviation unification. For all multi-token entity mentions, such as United
States, this sieves generate abbreviation strings, e.g. US and U.S., and unify all
matching occurrences in the text.
Country adjectivals mapping. This sieve maps all as yet unlinked occurrences
of country adjectivals, such as English, American, or Bhutanese, to their correspond-
ing country.7
Having designed the main components of our entity linking system’s architec-
ture, we now turn to its implementation and evaluation.
3.1.3 Evaluation at the TAC 2015 Entity Discovery and Linking
Shared Task
We evaluated our interleaved multitasking approach by participating in the Entity
Discovery and Linking shared task held at Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 2015
(Ji, Nothman, Hachey, and Florian, 2015). The conference organizers provided a
task specification, training and test data, as well as evaluation metrics, which we
describe in the following.
Task specification
In the TAC 2015 entity discovery and linking shared task, systems were required to
perform the following tasks:
• Mention detection. Given raw text in English, Spanish, or Chinese, the sys-
tems finds mentions of specific entities, for example Barack Obama, but not
the Obamas. A mention can either be a named entity, taking the same example
7This mapping is derived from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_adjectival_and_
demonymic_forms_for_countries_and_nations
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again, Barack Obama, or nominal, e.g. president. Nominal mentions are lim-
ited to persons. Mentions are detected correctly only if their character offsets
in document exactly match the gold standard offsets. There is no partial credit
given for partial matches.
• Entity typing. The systems assigns one of the following entity type to each
mention: Person (PER), Geo-political Entity (GPE), Organization (ORG), Lo-
cation (LOC), Facility (FAC).
• Entity linking. The system links each entity mention to its corresponding
entry in the knowledge base or classifies as NIL those mentions without a
matching entry.
• Cross-document NIL clustering. The system clusters all NIL mentions that
refer to the same entity. The clustering is performed not only within one doc-
ument, but across all documents in all three languages.
Data
The training data consists of raw text documents and standoff annotations of entity
mentions, entity links, entity types, and clusters of NIL mentions. The documents
are from the news domain and are divided into two genres, newswire and discus-
sion forums. The English subset of the data consists of 85 newswire and 83 discus-
sion forum documents. Compared to newswire, discussion forum documents pose
several challenges, as the excerpt in Figure 3.5 on the next page shows:
• Spelling and grammar mistakes, such as the missing apostrophe in Patience
Jonathans Whereabouts;
• inconsistent capitalization, such as aso rock instead of Aso Rock; and
• frequent use of nicknames and pejoratives, such as Mama P, P baby, mama piss,
Mama Peace, and lady shrek, which all refer to the former First Lady of Nigeria
PATIENCE_JONATHAN.
Evaluation
Participants were allowed to submit up to five runs with different configurations.
The submissions were evaluated by the organizers using three main metrics:
• strong_typed_mention_match. This set-based metric jointly evaluates men-
tion detection and mention typing.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf−8"?>
<doc id="ENG_DF_001230_20150407_F0000008P">
<headline>
Presidency Silent On Patience Jonathans Whereabouts
</headline>
<post id="p1" author="personal59" datetime="2015−04−07T01:21:00">
http://www.punchng.com/news/presidency−silent−on−patience−jonathans−whereabouts/
</post>
<post id="p2" author="QuotaSystem" datetime="2015−04−07T01:30:00">
She is too ashamed to show her face after being disgraced out of aso rock by the same northern
children she insulted. Those "born troway" pikins dem for Kano have done Mama P a strong thing ooo
... chai! grin
</post>
<post id="p3" author="mypals" datetime="2015−04−07T01:34:00">
Learn to be civil bro. Thanks.
http://www.nairaland.com/2215960/warri−south−constituency−ii−chief
</post>
<post id="p4" author="ddaammyy" datetime="2015−04−07T01:53:00">
P baby is recounting her losses. Feel so sori fr her though. This one na from fame to shame.
</post>
<post id="p5" author="bettercreature" datetime="2015−04−07T01:56:00">
Are you people missing mama piss or why are you looking for her after refusing to vote for her husband
</post>
<post id="p6" author="QuotaSystem" datetime="2015−04−07T02:00:00">
Though she is the most uncivil and uncouth first woman Nigeria ever had, I will be the bigger person
and edit appropriately.
</post>
<post id="p7" author="mypals" datetime="2015−04−07T00:00:00">
Learn to be civil bro. Thanks.
Was she civil when she made those hateful utterances against northern ppl and stoning APC supporters
?
She deserves what’s coming to her; I have no pity for either her or her husband − the thousands of
innocent lives lost, maimed, destroyed and families brutalised cannot be easily forgotten or forgiven.
</post>
<post id="p8" author="davit" datetime="2015−04−07T04:15:00">
Mama Peace don run for her live! smiley she no wan go jail.
</post>
<post id="p9" author="egift" datetime="2015−04−07T04:26:00">
"I don’t want to take food to my husband in jail" − Patience.
</post>
<post id="p10" author="Caseless" datetime="2015−04−07T04:34:00">
I’m happy that lady shrek is off my tv screen.
</post>
FIGURE 3.5: Excerpt of a forum discussion from the TAC 2015 training
data.
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• strong_all_match. This set-based metric evaluates mention detection, entity
links, and NIL classification.
• mention_ceaf. This metric evaluates the clusters formed by NIL clustering
and entity linking.
For a set of gold annotations G and a set of system annotations S, the two set-based
metrics are calculated as precision P, recall R and their harmonic mean F1:
P =
|G ∩ S|
|S| R =
|G ∩ S|
|G| F1 =
2PR
P + R
The clustering metric is a variant of CEAF (X. Luo, 2005). It first finds an optimal
alignment between gold and system clusters and then calculates precision, recall,
and F1 of aligned clusters.
Implementation
We implemented all sieves in the UIMA framework (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004), us-
ing the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) UIMA components provided by
DKPro (Gurevych et al., 2007) for text segmentation, POS tagging, and named entity
recognition, and DKPro WSD (Miller et al., 2013) for representing entity mentions
and entity links.
In addition to the reference knowledge base provided by the task organizers,
namely, a specific version of Freebase, our system makes use of the following re-
sources:
• CrossWikis (Spitkovsky and A. X. Chang, 2012), as an inventory of unambigu-
ous surface forms;
• YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007), as a gazetteer;
• Wikipedia (2013 dump), for most-frequent-sense statistics collected from inter-
article links; and
• Word lists such as demonyms and gender-specific salutations.
In addition to the sieves described in subsection 3.1.2, we implement the follow-
ing post-processing steps specific to the shared task:
Family reference removal. This sieve removes collective entity mentions that
tend to be incorrectly linked or treated as NIL entities by previous sieves, such as
plural forms of known surnames, e.g. the Steenkamps, and family references such as
the Steenkamp family.
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Post authors. In texts taken from discussion forums, the shared task specifica-
tion required the disambiguation of mentions of participants in a discussion, such
as the author of a post. An initial list of post authors can be trivially obtained
from metadata. This sieve then performs naive coreference resolution by looking
for strings matching known post authors in the discussion text, if the post author’s
name is not one of the most frequent English words.
Media and news organization removal. According to the shared task specifica-
tion, generic mentions of media or news organization such as CNN in
(44) CNN reported that [. . . ]
should not be linked. This sieve removes any linked mention whose most salient
entity types, corresponding to the Freebase predicate /common/topic/notable_types,
include any of /tv/tv_network, /broadcast/radio_network, or /book/newspaper. Since the
notable_types in the knowledge base are incomplete and do not cover all media and
news organizations, this sieve is also applied if the first sentence of the entity’s de-
scription in the knowledge base, corresponding to the predicate /common/topic/de-
scription, contains a noun phrase such as news website or television network.
Finally, we experiment with a combination of our sieve-based system and the
system by Fahrni, Heinzerling, et al. (2014), which performs joint global disam-
biguation and NIL clustering. The system is based on a Markov Logic Network
(MLN) whose weights were trained on 500 Wikipedia articles, i.e. not on training
data from the shared task.8 Mentions linked by high-precision upstream sieves are
provided to the MLN as ground truth. These already-linked mentions have a dual
benefit by reducing the MLN’s search space and by providing additional contextual
information. Figure 3.6 on the facing page gives an overview of our implementa-
tion.
Results
Table 3.5 on page 40 shows the results of the four runs we submitted. The con-
figurations for each run are described in Table 3.6 on page 40 Since we only at-
tempted the English subset of the trilingual queries, we report only monolingual
English results. We also did not attempt to resolve nominal coreference, which low-
ers our recall scores. For entity typing we submitted only a baseline combining
the output of the CoreNLP 3-class named entity recognizer and 3-class type infor-
mation from the knowledge base. This explains our low ranking in terms of the
8For a detailed description see Fahrni, Heinzerling, et al. (2014).
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1. Preprocessing:
• Tokenization
• Part-of-speech tagging
• Named entity recognition
2. High-precision mention detection and linking:
• Almost unambiguous mention sieve
• Entity type mismatch filter
• Mention-surface mismatch filter
3. Path-based mention detection and linking:
• Related entity finder
• Known surface form finder
4. Joint global disambiguation and NIL clustering (Fahrni, Heinzerling, et al.,
2014)
5. Low-precision, high-recall sieves:
• Possible genders
• Person name unification
• Most frequent sense fallback
• First token unification
• Abbreviation unification
• Country adjectivals mapping
6. Post-processing:
• Family reference removal
• Post authors
• Media and news organization filter
FIGURE 3.6: Overview of the system implemented for the TAC 2015
entity discovery and linking shared task.
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NER Linking Clustering
Run P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
HITS1 0.629 0.514 0.566 0.707 0.578 0.636 0.747 0.610 0.671
HITS2 0.627 0.525 0.571 0.703 0.588 0.640 0.748 0.626 0.682
HITS3 0.614 0.540 0.574 0.673 0.592 0.630 0.719 0.633 0.673
HITS4 0.617 0.536 0.574 0.670 0.582 0.623 0.709 0.616 0.659
Best 0.791 0.673 0.727 0.703 0.588 0.640 0.765 0.619 0.684
TABLE 3.5: Monolingual English entity linking performance. NER
is performance in terms of strong_typed_mention_match, Linking is
strong_mention_match, and Clustering mention_ceaf. Best shows
the overall best result for each metric among all participants.
Run Setting
HITS1 Sieves only, remove low-confidence NILs
HITS2 Sieves + MLN, remove low-confidence NILs
HITS3 Sieves only, retain low-confidence NILs
HITS4 Sieves + MLN, retain low-confidence NILs
TABLE 3.6: Configuration of the four runs we submitted. Sieves only
means that only sieves were applied, Sieves + MLN that the MLN sys-
tem by Fahrni, Heinzerling, et al. was run as well, and removal or
retention of low-confidence NILs specifies whether mentions that were
classified as NIL entities with only very low confidence were retained
in an attempt to boost recall, or removed in order to increase precision.
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strong_typed_mention_match metric. For linking, our system is ranked first, and
for clustering second, with only 0.002 F1 points difference to the first-ranked system.
To study the effect of global inference in comparison to our sieve-based ap-
proach which performs only pairwise or local inference, we submitted two runs
which use only sieves, and two runs which use both sieves and the MLN system by
Fahrni, Heinzerling, et al. This comparison is shown in Figure 3.7 on the next page.
The comparison between the sieves-only and sieves+MLN runs shows that the
sieves our system applies before and after the MLN-based global joint disambigua-
tion and clustering step, account for almost all of the linking and clustering perfor-
mance. A possible explanation is the fact that the MLN-based system was trained
on a different corpus, while the sieves are tailored to the shared task training data,
namely newswire texts and discussions of news-related topics. However, even
in comparison to the systems of other shared task participants, the sieves-only
setting (HITS1), achieves the same ranking in terms of strong_link_match and
mention_ceaf as our best run (HITS2), which combines sieves and the MLN-based
system. While our approach performed well in two out of three metrics, it has sev-
eral limitations.
3.1.4 Limitations
Our proposed approach and its implementation for the TAC 2015 entity discov-
ery and linking shared task have several limitations. Since many sieves require on
information from the knowledge base to find related entities, they are not suited
for NIL classification and clustering. For this, we rely on the system by Fahrni,
Heinzerling, et al., which improves our entity clustering score by 1.1F1 points, as
shown at the bottom of Figure 3.7 on the following page. The sieve-only approach
is, given preprocessing, a deterministic sequence of knowledge base queries and
string matching operations. Hence, it is fast and interpretable, but the design of the
sieves requires manual effort and some of the sieves, e.g. the ones involving politi-
cal affiliations, were tailored specifically to the domain of the training and test data.
Furthermore, recall that the shared task specification required resolving nominal
coreference, such as in this example:
(45) Netanyahu will be busy being a leader, unlike Obama the golfer!
Here, according to the shared task annotation guidelines, both Obama and golfer
refer to the BARACK_OBAMA. However, any attempt to resolve nominal corefer-
ence degraded performance as recall gains were outweighed by precision errors.
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FIGURE 3.7: Comparison of our best sieves-only run, the combination
of sieves and global inference (sieves + MLN), and the best system for
each metric in the English-only evaluation.
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3.1.5 Summary
In summary, the core of our proposed approach is a pipeline of deterministic rules,
called sieves. These sieves perform the subtasks necessary for entity linking, i.e.,
mention detection, entity linking, NIL classification, and NIL clustering. The sieves
are ordered in descending order of precision and according to dependency on re-
sults of previous sieves, This architecture follows similar approaches in coreference
resolution but, crucially, performs several subtasks in free order via interleaved
multitasking. Our participation in the TAC 2015 Entity Discovery and Linking
shared task showed that this approach is simple but effective, achieving first and
second place in two of the three main metrics in the English-only evaluation. For
computational speed all sieves operate only on a single mention, i.e. performing lo-
cal disambiguation, or on pairs of mentions, performing pairwise disambiguation,
but do not globally disambiguate all mentions in a document. In the next section,
we address this drawback and introduce an efficient method for exploiting global
coherence in entity linking.
3.2 Global Coherence in Entity Linking
In the previous section we introduced interleaved multitasking as a method for ex-
ploiting coherence between pairs of entities. In this section, we propose an efficient
method for exploiting diverse aspects of global coherence between all entities men-
tioned in a text.
3.2.1 Exploiting Global Coherence without Global Inference
While linguistically well-founded in the concept of cohesion (Halliday and Hasan,
1976), global inference approaches (Kulkarni et al., 2009; Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011)
do not scale well in the number of mentions and in the number of candidate entities
considered for each mention. Inference becomes prohibitively slow when process-
ing long texts with many mentions or when disambiguating many highly ambigu-
ous entity mentions. In contrast, local approaches do not suffer from scalability is-
sues, since they only optimize the similarity between a single mention’s context and
a given candidate entity’s knowledge base entry, without considering other entities
mentioned in the document (Bunescu and Pas¸ca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007). Recent
local inference approaches achieve state-of-the-art results by using convolutional
neural networks to capture similarity at multiple context sizes (Francis-Landau et
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FIGURE 3.8: Overview of our entity linking verification system.
al., 2016). However, local approaches fail, by definition, to take global coherence
among entities into account.
To avoid the trade-off between the efficiency of local inference on the one hand
and the coherence benefits of global inference on the other, we propose a two-stage
approach: In the first stage, candidate entities are ranked by a fast, local inference-
based entity linking system. In the second stage these results are used to create a
semantic profile of the given text, derived from rich data the knowledge base con-
tains about the top-ranked candidates. Since the linking precision of current entity
linking systems is relatively high, we assume that this profile is reasonably accurate
and leverage it to measure the cohesive strength between a given candidate entity
and the other, already-linked entities mentioned in the text. We then automatically
verify the results from the first stage by classifying entity links as correct if they ex-
hibit high coherence, and as wrong if there are only weak or no cohesive ties to the
semantic profile. Figure 3.8 gives an overview of this process.
The verification results obtained in the second stage can then be used in at least
three ways:
1. to increase linking precision by filtering out all entity links classified as wrong;
2. to rerank candidate entities by the class probability estimated by the verifier,
i.e., prefer candidates that were predicted as correct with higher probability;
or
3. to employ a more sophisticated entity linking system to re-link all entity links
classified as wrong, using the entity links deemed correct as additional con-
text.
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DUBLIN 1996-08-31 Result of the Tattersalls Breeders Stakes , a race for two-year-
olds run over six furlongs at The Curragh . . .
FIGURE 3.9: An example of misleading generic coherence. Text source:
document 1112testa from the CoNLL development set.
In the following, we investigate options 1. and 2., leaving option 3. to future work.
As a motivating example for our approach, consider the sentence shown in Fig-
ure 3.9 , in which an entity linking system correctly linked the following mentions:
• DUBLIN→ DUBLIN, the capital of Ireland;
• Tattersalls→ TATTERSALLS, a race horse auctioneer based in the UK and Ire-
land; and
• The Curragh→ CURRAGH_RACECOURSE, a course for horse races in Ireland.
These entities clearly situate the text in Ireland. However, several current entity
linking systems compared in our experiments link the mention Breeders Stakes to
the Wikipedia article about a Canadian horse race of the same name. This mistake
was likely made because the actual referent, a horse race sponsored by Tattersalls
and held in Ireland, does not have a Wikipedia article. The system is then misled by
other evidence: high similarity between mention context and Wikipedia article due
to the appositive race, as well as an almost perfect string match between mention
string and the article title. This mistake results in an interpretation in which all
entities except one are located in Ireland while one entity is isolated in Canada
(Figure 3.10 on the next page).
We aim to prevent these kinds of mistakes by verifying entity linking results,
using aspects of coherence that have not been employed for entity linking so far,
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FIGURE 3.10: Example showing a geographical outlier: Breeders’
Stakes (red, in Canada) and contextual entities located in Ireland and
the UK (green). Image source: https://www.bing.com/maps.
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such as geographical coherence in the example above. To do so, we assume that an
existing entity linking system has linked all entity mentions found in a document
to an entry in the knowledge base. Due to entity linking mistakes, some of these
entities may, in fact, not be referred to in the document. However, we can also
expect that some of these entities have been correctly linked by the entity linking
system.9 We now query the knowledge base for information about the entities that,
according to the entity linking system, are mentioned in the document, regardless of
whether this is actually the case or not. This information includes geographic data
such as locations of the entities mentioned in it, temporal data such as years of birth
or death, and the semantic types of all mentioned entities. We call this information
the semantic profile of the document. The semantic profile of our motivating example
is visualized as the blue box in Figure 3.8 on page 44. The main idea in our approach
is that the semantic profile allows judging whether a given linked entity is coherent
with the document, that is, whether it is highly related to other entities mentioned
in the document or not. We cast the comparison of a linked entity to the document’s
semantic profile as a supervised classification task.
The input for our classifier is the output of an entity linking system, which con-
sists of links to entries in the knowledge base for all entity mentions found in a
given set of documents. Next, we extract a rich set of global, pairwise, and local
features for each linked mention. Using the gold annotations, which provide the
correct knowledge base entry for all mentions in the document set, we then train a
classifier to predict whether a given mention was linked correctly by the system or
not.
Recall that in global disambiguation approaches to entity linking (Kulkarni et
al., 2009; Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011; Fahrni and Strube, 2012; Moro et al., 2014),
global inference is an NP-hard problem, since all combinations of all candidate en-
tities of all mentions are considered simultaneously. In our proposed automatic
verification setting, inference scales linearly in the number of mentions since we
only need to compare the top candidate entity for each mention to the document’s
semantic profile. This allows employing knowledge-rich, global coherence features
that otherwise would have prohibitively high computational cost. Our features are
designed to exploit several aspects of global coherence, such as geographic or tem-
poral coherence.
9Since entity linking precision ranges between 60 and 90 percent on common datasets, this is
not an unrealistic expectation. See, for example, the baseline precisions on the CoNLL and TAC15
datasets in Figure 3.12 on page 58.
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Predicate
/location/location/geolocation
/organization/organization/geographic_scope
/time/event/locations
/sports/sports_team/location
/organization/organization/headquarters
TABLE 3.7: Freebase predicates for querying geo-coordinates of loca-
tions, geo-political entities, events, and organizations.
3.2.2 Aspects of Global Coherence
Global coherence captures how well a candidate entity fits into the overall semantic
profile of a text. Current global inference approaches optimize a single coherence
measure, most commonly a measure of general semantic relatedness such as the
Milne-Witten distance (Milne and Witten, 2008a), or keyphrase overlap relatedness
(KORE) (Hoffart, Seufert, et al., 2012).
In contrast, verification allows employing many global coherence features, which
we categorize according to four aspects of coherence: geographical coherence and
temporal coherence, which to our knowledge have not been used before in entity
linking, as well as entity type coherence and the general semantic relatedness men-
tioned above.
Geographic Coherence
Entities mentioned in a text tend to be geographically close or clustered around
very few locations. We use this observation to identify geographic outliers as po-
tential entity linking mistakes. We aim to identify these kinds of mistakes by first
querying the geographic locations (Table 3.7 ) of all linked mentions in the docu-
ment. The result of this query is a set geo-coordinates, i.e. latitudes and longitudes,
of all locatable entities. We then use an ensemble of geographic outlier detection
algorithms implemented in by off-the-shelf software.10 This process yields a binary
feature indicating whether a linked entity is a geographic outlier or not.
Since geographic outliers are rare and hence the resulting features sparse, we
also also add a feature for the average geographic distance d¯(d, E) of an entity e to
all other entities in document D:
d¯(e, D) =
∑e′∈D\e d(e, e′)
|D| − 1
10We use the DBSCAN and OPTICS implementations in the ELKI clustering toolkit (Achtert et al.,
2011).
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where d(e, e′) is the geographic distance between entities e and e′, and |D| is the
number of entities mentioned in D. This feature is based on the intuition that a
candidate entity which is geographically closer to other entities is more likely to be
correct than a distant one.
A complication not considered by the above feature is that fact that geographic
scope varies between documents. For example, entities mentioned in a text about
world politics will be geographically more distant than entities in a text about a
local business). As a scale-invariant distance measure s(e, D), we divide the average
distance d¯(e, D) by the average distance between all other entities:
s(e, D) = d¯(e, D)/
∑e′,e′′∈D\e d(e′, e′′)
|e′, e′′ ∈ D \ e|
Having captured intuitions about geographic coherence, we now carry over these
intuitions to temporal aspects of coherence.
Temporal Coherence
As a motivating example for exploiting temporal coherence, consider the following
excerpt of a document from the CoNLL development set:11:
(46) BONN 1996-08-30 [. . . ] German Foreign Ministry spokesman Martin Erdmann...
One of the entity linking systems used in the experiments for this thesis produced
the following entity links:
• Martin Erdmann→MARTIN_ERDMANN, a German diplomat born on 25 Jan-
uary 1955; and
• German→ NAZI_GERMANY, a name for Germany from 1933 to 1945.
It is highly unlikely that Martin Erdmann worked as spokesman for the government
of a country that ceased to exist in 1945 before he was born in 1955. In addition, the
dateline reveals that this news article was written in 1996. This temporal incoher-
ence suggests an entity linking mistake.
Applying the notion of coherence to the temporal dimension, we observe that
entities mentioned in a text tend to be temporally close or clustered around a few
points in time. Entities are associated with temporal ranges with a begin, that is the
point in time at which the entity comes into existence, and an end, that is the point
11Document ID: 1017testa
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FIGURE 3.11: Example showing a temporal outlier (red, entity E2)
whose temporal range does not overlap with the temporal ranges of
other entities in a document (green, entities E1, E3, E4).
in time at which the entity ceases to exists. Using the same method as in geograph-
ical outlier detection, we perform temporal outlier detection on all begin and end
times associated with linked entities in the given text. A difference to geographic
locations is that entities have an associated temporal range. We identify a temporal
range as outlier if both its begin and end were found to be outlier, an example of
which is shown in Figure 3.11 .
Since temporal outliers are rare, we also add a feature aiming to capture tempo-
ral proximity and distance in a softer fashion with higher coverage. This is done by
calculating the total overlap T(e, D) between the temporal range t(e) of a candidate
entity e, and the known temporal ranges of all other linked entities in the document
D:
T(e, D) = ∑
e′∈D\e
∣∣t(e) ∩ t(e′)∣∣
where |t(e) ∩ t(e′)| is the length of the overlap between the temporal ranges of en-
tities e and e′.12
Analogously to the geographic distance feature, we take temporal proximity, i.e.
a large overlap with other temporal ranges, as evidence for a correctly linked entity,
and temporal distance, i.e. only small or no overlap with other temporal ranges, as
12T(e, D) increases non-strictly monotonically as the number of entities mentioned in a document
grows larger. Consequently, we also tried extracting a version of this feature that is normalized by
the number of entity mentions in the document, but did not see any effect. This is likely due to little
variation in the number of entities per document for which the knowledge base contains temporal
information.
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Predicate
/people/person/date_of_birth
/organization/organization/date_founded
/sports/sports_team/founded
/location/dated_location/date_founded
/time/event/start_date
/film/film/initial_release_date
/music/album/release_date
/music/release/release_date
/architecture/structure/construction_started
/architecture/structure/opened
/people/deceased_person/date_of_death
/location/dated_location/date_dissolved
/time/event/end_date
/business/defunct_company/ceased_operations
/architecture/structure/closed
TABLE 3.8: Freebase predicates for querying the begin (top) and end
(bottom) of an entity’s temporal range.
evidence for a linking mistake. Temporal ranges are queried from the knowledge
base using the predicates shown in Table 3.8 .
The final feature using temporal information checks whether an entity’s tem-
poral ranges contains the document’s creation date. This feature is based on the
intuition that, especially in the news genre, an existing entity is more likely to be
mentioned than an entity that has already ceased to exist or did not exist yet at the
time of writing. The document creation date is either trivially obtained if metadata
is present, or heuristically by using the first date found in the document text by
the HeidelTime temporal tagger (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010). Having covered geo-
graphic and temporal coherence, we now turn to coherence of entity types.
Entity Type Coherence
Frequency statistics of the types of entities mentioned in a text are an indicator of
what the text is about. For example, looking at the entity type distribution, shown
in Table 3.9 on the next page, we can tell that the text from which these statistics
were collected appears to be about sports in general and rugby in particular. Unlike
other methods for representing the “aboutness” of a text, such as topic models (Blei
et al., 2003), entity type statistics are grounded in the knowledge base, thus offering
a simple method of measuring the relatedness between entities in terms of their
types via the similarity of their type distributions.
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tf-idf Count Type
1115.67 2 /base/rugby/rugby_club
243.62 3 /organization/organization
231.76 2 /base/schemastaging/sports_team_extra
183.49 2 /sports/sports_team
56.34 2 /base/tagit/concept
TABLE 3.9: Entity type distribution in a document about rugby, sorted
by tf-idf scores.
Specifically, we model entity type coherence between a given candidate entity
e and all other linked entities in document D as the cosine similarity of the re-
spective type distributions. Type frequencies are weighted by their tf-idf scores
(Spärck Jones, 1972). This is done to discount frequent types, for example an un-
specific entity type such as /base/tagit/concept, and give more importance to salient
types occurring in the document, e.g. an informative entity type like /base/rug-
by/rugby_club:
cohtype(e, D) = sim(types(e), t f id f (types(D)))
where sim is the cosine similarity, types(e) a binary vector indicating the types of
entity e, and types(D) a vector whose entries are occurrence counts of entity types
in document D, which are weighted by t f id f .
Generic Semantic Relatedness
To capture other aspects of coherence between entities that are not covered by
the three specific aspects of coherence introduced above, we include measures of
generic semantic relatedness which are a standard feature in global inference sys-
tems. Specifically, we add features for the average and maximum semantic related-
ness SemRel(e, D) of a candidate entity e with respect to all other entities e′ men-
tioned in document D, using two semantic relatedness measures:
SemRelmax(e, D) = maxe′∈D\eSemDist(e, e′)
SemRelavg(e, D) = avge′∈D\eSemDist(e, e′)
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where max and avg are the maximum and average operators. SemDist denotes
either the Milne-Witten Distance (Milne and Witten, 2008a), which defines relat-
edness of Wikipedia entries in terms of shared incoming article links, or the Nor-
malized Freebase Distance (Godin et al., 2014), an adaptation of the Milne-Witten
Distance to Freebase entities.
3.2.3 Pairwise Coherence Features
We incorporate two sets of features that apply to pairs of entity mentions.
Semantic relation. Given a pair consisting of a candidate entity and an entity men-
tion in its context, we add a feature encoding whether a (and if yes which) semantic
relation exists between the two entities. We add different features depending on
the type of context in which the entity pair occurs: in the same sentence, within a
fixed token window, and within the same noun phrase. For example, in the noun
phrase German Chancellor Angela Merkel, we find a wasBornIn and a isLeaderOf rela-
tion between the entities GERMANY and ANGELA_MERKEL. We expect this feature
to be sparse, but strong evidence for both arguments of the identified relation be-
ing linked correctly. We record the relation predicate, as some relations tend to be
more informative than others. For example, a playsFor relation, which holds be-
tween players and sports teams, should provide stronger evidence than the less
specific isCitizenOf relation, which holds between citizens and countries.
Person name consistency. Having observed that some local inference systems
tend to make the mistake of linking a full name mention (e.g. “John Smith”) to
one entity, and a coreferent surname-only mention (“Smith”) to a different one, we
add a binary feature that indicates whether a candidate entity assigned to a partial
person name mention agrees with its unambiguous full name antecedent.
3.2.4 Local Features
Since the global and pairwise features do not have a coverage that is high enough
to provide evidence for all linked entities, we employ local features that are de-
vised to capture the similarity between a candidate entity and its textual context.
As these features are commonly used in entity linking systems, we only give brief
descriptions for completeness.
Popularity prior. The prior probability of the candidate entity given its mention,
obtained from the CrossWikis dictionary (Spitkovsky and A. X. Chang, 2012). This
feature aims to cover unambiguous and almost unambiguous mentions.
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Entity type agreement. A binary feature indicating whether the candidate entity
type, as found in the knowledge base agrees with the named entity type, as deter-
mined by the named entity recognition system applied during preprocessing.
Keyphrase match. Knowledge bases contain various sources of key phrases that
are strongly associated with a given entity. Keyphrases include surface realizations
of semantic types, e.g. politician for the entity type /person/politician, or salient
noun phrases in entity descriptions, e.g. noun phrases occurring in the first sen-
tence of a Wikipedia article. We add a binary feature indicating whether a known
keyphrase occurs in the context of a given candidate entity.
Demonym match. This binary feature indicates whether a mention is a demonym
of its linked entity. For example, the mention string French is a demonym match for
the entity FRANCE.
Mention-entity string match. Finally, we extract features encoding the string sim-
ilarity between a mention and the known surface forms of a candidate entity. The
similarity measures include exact match, case-insensitive match, head match, match
with stop words filtered, fuzzy string match, Levenshtein distance, and abbrevia-
tion pattern matches, as well as different combinations of these.
3.2.5 Experiments
We evaluate our automatic verification method by applying it to the entity linking
results produced by seven systems on two standard datasets.
Data
The datasets used in our experiments are: CoNLL, which consists of 1393 Reuters
news articles annotated with Wikipedia links by (Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011); and
TAC15, which contains news articles and discussion forum texts annotated with
Freebase links for the TAC 2015 Entity Discovery and Linking shared task (Ji, Noth-
man, Hachey, and Florian, 2015).
The knowledge base coverage for each of our proposed global coherence fea-
tures on these two datasets is shown in Table 3.10 on the facing page. YAGO and
Freebase contain entity type information for almost all linkable entities mentioned
in the two datasets. Geographic data is available for 62.9 percent on CoNLL, but
only for 41.5 percent of entities mentioned in TAC15. This difference is likely due
to the large fraction of documents from the sports genre in CoNLL, which include
match results tables mentioning a large number of cities, sports teams, and other
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Dataset CoNLL TAC15
Entity Type 99.2 98.5
Geographic 62.9 41.5
Temporal 87.6 79.4
TABLE 3.10: Knowledge base coverage of our proposed global coher-
ence features. Shown are the percentages of linkable mentions in each
dataset for which the knowledge base (YAGO or Freebase) contains the
required information for each coherence feature set.
popular entities that are well-represented Freebase and YAGO. Temporal informa-
tion is available for most entities in both datasets.
Systems
We evaluate our proposed approach by automatically verifying the results pro-
duced by several off-the-shelf entity linking systems:
• AIDA (Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011). This graph-based system globally op-
timizes three factors: a popularity prior, the context similarity of mention
and candidate entity, and the global coherence between entities quantified via
generic semantic relatedness measures. We use the AIDA system output on
the CoNLL dataset as provided by the Wikilinks project.13
• SPOTL (Daiber et al., 2013). DBpedia Spotlight is a local inference system. We
use results obtained from the Spotlight webservice.14
• FL (Francis-Landau et al., 2016). This local inference system models mention
and entity context with a convolutional neural network (CNN). The CNN en-
codes a given mention’s context at different granularities, namely, a small con-
text window, the containing paragraph, and the document. It then encodes
the Wikipedia articles of candidate entities in a similar fashion and provides
similarities between context and candidate entity encodings as features to an
existing entity linking system.
• PH (Pershina et al., 2015). This global inference system applies Personal Page-
Rank to a graph whose nodes represent candidate entities and whose edges
indicate if a link between the corresponding Wikipedia articles exists. PH
achieves the best published result on the CoNLL dataset among the systems
compared in our evaluation.
13https://github.com/wikilinks/conll03_nel_eval
14https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight/wiki/Web-service
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• TAC-1 (Heinzerling, Judea, et al., 2015). This system uses local and pairwise
inference and is described in section 3.1.
• TAC-2 (Sil, Dinu, et al., 2015). This system employs a global inference ap-
proach which partitions a document into sets of mentions that appear near
each other. The partitioning reduces the search space during global optimiza-
tion and is motivated by the intuition that a given mention’s immediate con-
text provides the most salient information for disambiguation.
• TAC-3 (Dai et al., 2015). This local inference system models mentions and
entity context with a CNN and word embeddings.
The systems were chosen for their popularity (AIDA, SL), state-of-the-art per-
formance on CoNLL (FL, PH), and top performance on TAC15 (TAC sys-
tems). Unless stated otherwise, we use system output provided by authors
for CoNLL systems, and provided by the workshop organizers for TAC15
systems.15 Our evaluation does not include (Globerson et al., 2016) and (Ya-
mada et al., 2016), who report better performance on CoNLL than PH, but
were unable to make system output available.
3.2.6 Implementation and Experimental Setup
Feature extraction is implemented as a UIMA pipeline (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004);
using the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) UIMA components provided by
DKPro (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014) for text segmentation, POS tagging,
and named entity recognition; DKPro WSD (Miller et al., 2013) for representing
entity mentions and links, and using Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and YAGO
(Hoffart, Suchanek, et al., 2011) as knowledge bases.
After feature extraction, we train a random forest classifier using the imple-
mentation in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Various other classifiers we
tried, for example neural networks, showed no better performance during cross-
validation on development sets. We train a classifier for each dataset, one using
FL system results for 216 documents in the CoNLL development set and one using
TAC-1 results for the 168 documents in the English subset of the TAC15 training
set.
For evaluation, we apply the verifier trained on FL CoNLL development results
to the test set results of the FL and AIDA systems, and a verifier trained on PH
15http://www.nist.gov/tac/2015/KBP/data.html
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training data to the PH test set results. For the test set output of TAC systems 1-3
we apply the verifier trained on the TAC15 training set output of TAC-1.
Our evaluation metric is strong_link_match as implemented by the Wikilinks
project for the CoNLL dataset, and the official NIST scorer (Hachey, Nothman, et
al., 2014) for TAC15. As in the TAC 2015 entity discovery and linking shared task
(see subsection 3.1.3), this metric measures precision, recall, and F1 of matching
entity links and mention spans.
3.2.7 Results and Discussion
Evaluation results are visualized in Figure 3.12 on the next page and reported in
more detail in Table 3.11 on the following page. The results show that automatic
verification yields F1 score improvements across all evaluated entity linking sys-
tems. The impact is most noticeable for the systems that only use local and pairwise
inference, namely FL with a 1.9 F1 increase, TAC-1 with a 2.4 F1 increase, and TAC-
3 with a 1.1 F1 increase. The improved TAC-1 result (68.1 F1) is the best published
linking score on the English-only TAC15 subset.
Improvements are smaller for the global inference systems, AIDA, HP, and TAC-
2. In contrast to (Ratinov et al., 2011), who report only a very small increase in link-
ing performance when incorporating global features into a local inference-based
system, our results indicate that global features are useful and lead to considerable
improvements.
As expected, improvements are caused by increased precision, due to filtering
out likely linking mistakes. The fact that this increase is not accompanied by a
commensurate decrease in recall shows that our method predicts wrong linking
decisions with high accuracy.
On TAC15 data, we observe large improvements in linking precision of up to
10.4 percent. With the CoNLL dataset, the precision increase is less pronounced,
arguably owing to the already higher baseline precision, which leaves less room
for improvement. Since entity linking is usually performed as part of a larger task,
such as knowledge base completion, search, or as part of a more comprehensive en-
tity analysis system (Durrett and Klein, 2014), good precision is highly desirable in
order to minimize error propagation to other system components and downstream
applications.
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FIGURE 3.12: Visualization showing results on CoNLL and TAC15 test
sets. baseline shows performance of the original systems, verified shows
performance after application of our automatic verification method.
Verification yields considerable precision improvements across all sys-
tems.
Baseline Verified ∆
Dataset System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec F1 Prec. Rec. F1
CoNLL
AIDA 83.2 83.6 83.4 86.0 82.3 84.1 +2.8 -1.3 +0.7
SPOTL 85.5 80.5 82.9 93.0 77.6 84.6 +7.5 -2.9 +1.7
FL 85.3 85.2 85.2 89.2 84.7 86.9 +4.0 -0.5 +1.7
PH 90.5 90.5 90.5 93.2 89.1 91.1 +2.7 -1.4 +0.6
TAC15
TAC-1 71.2 61.1 65.8 81.6 58.6 68.2 +10.4 -2.5 +2.4
TAC-2 71.4 57.9 63.9 81.2 53.3 64.4 +9.8 -4.6 +0.5
TAC-3 68.0 55.6 61.1 77.6 52.0 62.2 +9.6 -3.2 +1.1
TABLE 3.11: Results on CoNLL and TAC15 test sets. Baseline shows
performance of the original systems, Verified shows performance after
application of our automatic verification method, and ∆ shows the cor-
responding change. Bold font indicates best results for each metric and
system.
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System Prec Rec F1
FL baseline 85.3 85.2 85.2
FL filter 89.2 84.7 86.9
FL rerank 87.9 85.6 86.7
TABLE 3.12: Comparison of filtering and candidate entity reranking
performance on the CoNLL test set.
3.2.8 Candidate Reranking
We resort to the somewhat crude decision of either retaining or removing an entity
linked by an entity linking system if no candidate entities and no meaningful con-
fidence scores are available. This is the case for the output of many entity linking
systems, such as the systems participating in the TAC 2015 entity discovering and
linking shared task.
In case the entity linking system outputs not only the top-ranked candidate en-
tity, but also lower-ranked ones, we can apply our verification method to all candi-
dates and rerank them according to their probability of being correct, as determined
by our trained classifier. For example, if the entity linking system linked a mention
to candidate entity e1 over candidate e2, but verification assigns a higher probability
of being correct to e2, we rerank e2 over e1. Since we assume that the document’s
semantic profile derived from entity linking results is sufficiently accurate, we do
not recreate it after reranking a candidate.
Reranking the candidate entities produced by the FL system on the CoNLL test
set, this achieves a similar increase in F1, but with a different precision-recall trade-
off (Table 3.12 ). We observe highest precision at the cost of a lower recall for filter-
ing, while reranking increases both precision and recall.
3.2.9 Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study to assess the impact of the proposed global coherence
features on prediction performance. Applying backward elimination (John et al.,
1994), we iteratively remove one feature set and successively eliminate the feature
set with the largest impact.
Ablation results are shown in Figure 3.13. Surprisingly, the string similarity fea-
tures have a large effect across all three systems. This suggests that current systems
do not optimally utilize mention string similarity when selecting and ranking can-
didate entities for a given mention.
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FIGURE 3.13: Feature set ablations for the FL, TAC-1, and PH sys-
tems. The solid blue lines show the performance impact in terms of
strong_link_match F1 incurred from eliminating feature sets. The red
dashed line indicates baseline performance without verification.
Our proposed global coherence features are among the top features for all sys-
tems. This shows that exploiting global coherence has a considerable impact on
entity linking performance, and contradicts prior findings by (Ratinov et al., 2011),
who did not observe improvements when using global instead of local inference.
We believe that this improvement is due to our proposed coherence features be-
ing more informative than the generic semantic relatedness measures used in prior
work. Our ablation study gives evidence for this, as it shows a relatively low impor-
tance of generic semantic relatedness features, which are grouped under the name
SemRel in Figure 3.13.
3.2.10 Automatic Verification on Noisy Text
The TAC15 dataset consists of different text genres: “clean” newswire articles, and
“noisy” discussion forum threads. Analysis of verification performance on these
two genres reveals that verification has the biggest impact on noisy text (Table 3.13
on the facing page, bottom), while the improvement is smaller for two systems on
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Baseline After verification ∆
Genre System Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1
News
TAC-1 66.5 60.3 63.2 75.8 57.0 65.0 9.3 -3.3 1.8
TAC-2 69.7 59.9 64.4 79.3 53.9 64.2 9.6 -6.0 -0.2
TAC-3 63.0 59.1 61.0 71.3 54.3 61.7 8.3 -4.8 0.7
Forum
TAC-1 76.0 61.8 68.1 87.4 60.0 71.2 11.4 -1.8 3.1
TAC-2 73.1 56.1 63.5 83.0 52.8 64.6 9.9 -3.3 1.1
TAC-3 73.8 52.4 61.3 84.7 49.9 62.8 10.9 -2.5 1.5
TABLE 3.13: Verification on different text genres. See caption of Ta-
ble 3.11 on page 58 for details.
clean text, and even slightly negative for one system, namely the global inference
system TAC-2 (Table 3.13 , top).
3.2.11 Comparison of Automatic Verification to Related Methods
Global coherence has been successfully exploited for entity linking in a number of
seminal works (Kulkarni et al., 2009; Hoffart, Yosef, et al., 2011; Han et al., 2011),
and more recently by (Moro et al., 2014), (Pershina et al., 2015), and (Globerson et
al., 2016), among others. These approaches maximize global coherence based on a
general notion of semantic relatedness, while considering a fixed number of candi-
date entities for each mention. Our approach differs from these in in two regards.
Firstly, we introduce specific aspects of coherence, namely entity type coherence,
geographic coherence, and temporal coherence. While these aspects are limited to
certain entities, such as entities with a clearly defined location and temporal range,
our experiments showed that features based on these notions of coherence are use-
ful on the types of texts found in common datasets. Secondly, in an automatic veri-
fication setting, these rich coherence measures can be efficiently incorporated since
their computational complexity scales linearly in the number of entities mentioned
in a document, while they would be prohibitively expensive in the global inference
entity linking setting.
Entity types have been used in prior work. Cucerzan (2007) maximizes the
agreement of Wikipedia categories associated with candidate entities. Due to in-
tractability of the resulting global optimization problem, the agreement of the can-
didate entities for a given mention is maximized with respect to all categories of all
candidate entities of all other mentions, and hence includes many wrong categories.
Our approach is more precise, since verification of entity linking system output al-
lows using only the types of the top-ranked candidate entities. Sil and Yates (2013)
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also employ entity types, but only maximize type agreement of entity mentions in
a small context window. In contrast, our approach uses global context and hence
allows capturing long-distance relations.
Post-processing of entity linking system output has been approached as an en-
sembling task (Rajani and Mooney, 2016). In this setting, a meta-classifier com-
bines the output of different entity linking systems on a given dataset, taking into
account features such as system confidence scores, past system performance, and
number of systems agreeing with a given decision. Our approach differs from en-
sembling, since we post-process the output of a single system, using rich semantic
features. In contrast, ensembling requires multiple system outputs and relies on
meta-information about system performance and decision confidence. Combining
these two post-processing methods is an interesting problem for future work and
could lead to further improvements, since the two methods rely on different types
of information.
3.2.12 Summary
We have introduced automatic verification as a post-processing step for entity link-
ing. Our method uses the output of an existing entity linking system to create a
semantic profile of the given text using entity types, as well as geographic and
temporal information. Due to the high precision achieved by state-of-the-art en-
tity linking systems, this profile is a sufficiently accurate representation of the text’s
main topic, and further situates the text temporally and geographically This profile
is then used to automatically verify each linked mention individually, i.e., to pre-
dict whether it has been linked correctly or not. Verification allows leveraging a
rich set of global and pairwise features that would be prohibitively expensive for
entity linking systems employing global inference. Evaluation showed consistent
improvements when applying our method to seven different entity linking systems
on two different datasets.
As the experimental results show, entity linking systems still commit a large
number of mistakes – even with automatic verification. In the next section we intro-
duce a visualization tool that allows researchers to inspect and analyze such entity
linking mistakes.
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Document ID Start End Link ID Confidence Entity type
AFP_ENG_20090605.0363 903 914 E0455080 1.0 PER
AFP_ENG_20090605.0363 1021 1025 E0360581 1.0 PER
AFP_ENG_20091014.0713 73 80 NIL0011 1.0 LOC
AFP_ENG_20091014.0713 97 102 E0162920 1.0 PER
AFP_ENG_20091014.0713 191 198 NIL0165 1.0 GPE
TABLE 3.14: An example of entity linking system output.
TP FP FN Precision Recall F1 measure
1696 1642 1608 0.508 0.513 0.511 link_match
1646 774 1285 0.680 0.562 0.615 nil_match
3342 2416 2893 0.580 0.536 0.557 all_match
4700 1058 1531 0.816 0.754 0.784 mention_match
2144 797 1997 0.729 0.518 0.606 muc
3015 2742 3966 0.524 0.364 0.429 b_cubed+
TABLE 3.15: Example of evaluation script output, showing aggregate
statistics for various metrics, as well as counts of true positives (TP),
false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN).
3.3 Visual Entity Explorer: A Tool for Analysis of En-
tity Linking Errors
In this section, we present the Visual Entity Explorer (VEX), an interactive tool for
visualizing and analyzing the output of entity linking systems. VEX is designed to
aid researchers and system developers in improving their systems by visualizing
system results, gold annotations, and various mention detection and entity linking
error types in a clear, concise, and customizable manner.
3.3.1 Motivation
Entity linking systems take a text document as input, detect and link entity men-
tions, and then produce output in the form of character offset spans and knowledge
base IDs. An example of such entity linking system output is shown in Table 3.14 .
To evaluate the performance of an entity linking system, this output is then read
by an evaluation script, which calculates aggregate statistics using various metrics,
as shown in Table 3.15 .
The increasing interest in entity linking, reflected in the emergence of shared
tasks such as the TAC Entity Discovery and Linking track (Ji, Nothman, and Hachey,
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2014), ERD 2014 (Carmel et al., 2014), and NEEL (Cano et al., 2014), has fostered re-
search on evaluation metrics for entity linking systems, leading to the development
of a dedicated scoring tool that covers different aspects of entity linking system
results using multiple metrics (Hachey, Nothman, et al., 2014).
Based on the observation that representations in entity linking (mentions linked
to the same KB entry) are very similar to those encountered in coreference reso-
lution (mentions linked by coreference relations to the same entity), these metrics
include metrics originally proposed for evaluation of coreference resolutions sys-
tems, such as the MUC score (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), and
CEAF (X. Luo, 2005) and variants thereof (Cai and Strube, 2010).
While such metrics, which express system performance in numeric terms of pre-
cision, recall, and F1 scores, are well-suited for comparing systems, they are of lim-
ited use to entity linking system developers trying to identify problem areas and
components whose improvement will likely result in the largest performance in-
crease. To address this problem, we present the Visual Entity Explorer an interac-
tive tool for visually exploring the results produced by an entity linking system. To
our knowledge, there exist no other dedicated tools for visualizing the output of
entity linking systems.
3.3.2 The Visual Entity Explorer
After loading system results and gold standard annotations in JSON format or TAC
format shown in Table 3.15 on the preceding page, as well as the original document
text files, VEX displays gold annotations, correct results, and errors as shown in
Figure 3.14 on the next page. The document to be analyzed can be selected via the
clickable list of document IDs on the left. Located bottom right, the entity selectors
for gold, true positive, and false positive entities (defined below) can be used to
toggle the display of individual entities16. The selected entities are visualized in the
top-right main area.
Similarly to the usage in coreference resolution, where a cluster of mentions
linked by coreference relations is referred to as an entity, by saying entity we mean
a cluster of mentions clustered either implicitly by being linked to the same knowl-
edge base entry in case of linkable mentions or clustered explicitly by performing
NIL clustering, in case of NIL mentions.
16For space reasons, the entity selectors are shown only partially.
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FIGURE 3.14: Screenshot of the main display. The main display is split
into document list (left), entity selectors (bottom right), and the anno-
tated document text (top right).
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3.3.3 Visualizing Entity Linking Errors
Errors committed by an entity linking system can be broadly categorized into men-
tion detection errors and linking/clustering errors. Mention detection errors, in
turn, can be divided into partial errors and full errors, depending on whether there
is partial text span overlap between a system mention and a gold mention, or no
overlap at all.
Partial Mention Detection Errors
A partial mention detection error is a system mention span that overlaps but is
not identical to any gold mention span. In VEX, partial mention detection errors
are displayed using red square brackets, either inside or outside the gold mention
spans signified by golden-bordered rectangles, as exemplified by the first and last
mention in Figure 3.15 on the facing page.
Full Mention Detection Errors
A full mention detection error is either (a) a system mention span that has no over-
lapping gold mention span at all, corresponding to a false positive detection, i.e.
a precision error, or (b) a gold mention span that has no overlap with any system
mention span, corresponding to a false negative detection, i.e. a recall error. In VEX,
false positive mention detections are marked by a dashed red border and struck-out
red text, such as the second mention in Figure 3.15. False negative mention detec-
tions are marked with a dashed gold-colored border and black text, for example,
the third mention in Figure 3.15 on the next page. For further emphasis, both gold
and system mentions are displayed in bold font.
Linking/Clustering Errors
Entities identified by the system are categorized into true positive and false positive
entities. A true positive entity is an entity that has been correctly identified by the
system. A false positive entity has been identified by the system as occurring in the
document even though no such entity is actually mentioned in the document.
The mentions of system entities are connected using dashed green lines to in-
dicate true positive entities and dashed red lines indicate false positive entities,
while gold entity mentions are connected by solid gold-colored lines. This choice
of line styles prevents loss of information through occlusion in case of two lines
connecting the same pair of mentions, as is the case with the first and last mention
in Figure 3.15.
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FIGURE 3.15: Visualization of various mention detection and entity
linking error types (see subsection 3.3.2 on page 64 for a detailed de-
scription).
Additionally, the text of system mentions linked to the correct knowledge base
entry or identified correctly as NIL is colored green and any text associated with
erroneous system entity links is colored red.
3.3.4 Usage examples
In this section we show how VEX can be used to perform a visual error analysis,
gaining insights that arguably cannot be attained by relying only on evaluation
metrics.
Example 1
Figure 3.15 shows mentions of VULCAN INC. as identified by an entity linking
system (marked red and green) and the corresponding gold annotation, highlighted
in gold color.17 Of the three gold mentions, two were detected and linked correctly
by the system and are thus colored green and connected with a green dashed line.
One gold mention is surrounded with a gold-colored dashed box to indicate a false
negative mention not detected by the system at all. The dashed red box signifies a
false positive entity, resulting from the system having detected a mention that is not
listed in the gold standard. However, rather than a system error, this is arguably an
annotation mistake.
Inspection of other entities and other documents reveals that spurious false pos-
itives caused by gold annotation errors appear to be a common occurrence. See
Figure 3.16 on the next page for another example of an gold error. Since the super-
vised machine learning algorithms commonly used for named entity recognition,
such as Conditional Random Fields (Sutton and McCallum, 2007), require consis-
tent training data, these inconsistencies hamper performance.
17The gold annotations are taken from the TAC 2014 EDL Evaluation Queries and Links
(V1.1) dataset (Ji, Nothman, and Hachey, 2014).
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FIGURE 3.16: Visualization showing a mention detection error and an
annotation error (see subsection 3.3.4 on the preceding page for a de-
scription).
Example 2
From Figure 3.15 on the preceding page we can also tell that two mention detec-
tion errors are caused by the inclusion of sentence-final punctuation that has a
double function as abbreviation marker. The occurrence of similar cases in other
documents in this dataset, such as inconsistent annotation of “U.S.” and “U.S” as
mentions of UNITED STATES, shows the need for consistently applied annotation
guidelines.
Example 3
Another type of mention detection error is shown in Figure 3.16 : Here the system
fails to detect washington as a mention of WASHINGTON, D.C., likely due to the
non-standard lower-case spelling.
Example 4
The visualization of the gold mentions of PAUL ALLEN in Figure 3.14 on page 65
shows that the entity linking system simplistically partitioned and linked the men-
tions according to string match, resulting in three system entities, of which only the
first, consisting of the two Paul Allen mentions, is a true positive. Even though the
four Allen mentions in Figure 3.14 on page 65 align correctly with gold mentions,
they are categorized as a false positive entity, since the system erroneously linked
them to the knowledge base entry for the city of Allen, Texas. This results in a
system entity that does not intersect with any gold entity. The system commits a
similar mistake for the mention Paul.
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3.3.5 Insights Gained from Error Analysis
This analysis of only a few examples has already revealed several categories of er-
rors, either committed by the entity linking system or resulting from gold annota-
tion mistakes:
• Mention detection errors due to non-standard letter case. Such errors sug-
gest incorporating truecasing (Lita et al., 2003) and/or a caseless named entity
recognition model (Manning et al., 2014) into the mention detection process
could improve performance.
• Mention detection errors due to off-by-one errors involving punctuation. Such
errors show the need for clear and consistently applied annotation guide-
lines, which would allow developers to add hard-coded, task-specific post-
processing rules for dealing with such cases.
• Mention detection errors due to missing gold standard annotations. Such
errors suggest performing a simple string match against already annotated
mentions to find cases of un-annotated mentions could significantly improve
the gold standard at little cost.
• Linking and NIL clustering errors due to the overly strong influence of fea-
tures based on string match with Wikipedia article titles. For one of the sys-
tems analyzed, string match with Wikipedia article titles appeared to out-
weigh features designed to encourage clustering of mentions if there exists
a substring match between them, hence leading to an erroneous partitioning
of the gold entity by its various surface forms.
3.3.6 Implementation
In this section we describe the implementation of VEX and some of the design de-
cisions made to create an entity visualization suited for convenient error analysis.
VEX is divided into three main components. The input component, imple-
mented in Java 8, reads gold and system annotation files, as well as the original
documents. Currently, the annotation format read by the official TAC 2014 scorer18,
as well as a simple JSON input format are supported. All system and gold char-
acter offset ranges contained in the input files are converted into HTML spans and
inserted into the document text. Since HTML elements are required to conform to
18http://github.com/wikilinks/neleval
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a tree structure, any overlap or nesting of spans is handled by breaking up such
spans into non-overlapping subspans.
At this point, gold NIL clusters and system NIL clusters are aligned by employ-
ing the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm19 (Kuhn, 1955; Munkres, 1957), as is done in cal-
culation of the CEAF metric (X. Luo, 2005) which is part of the TAC 2014 scorer. The
input component then stores all inserted, non-overlapping spans in an in-memory
database.
The processing component queries gold and system entity data for each docu-
ment and inventorizes all errors of interest. The data collected by this component
is added to the respective HTML spans in the form of CSS classes, enabling simple
customization of the visualization via a plain-text style sheet.
The output component employs a template engine20 to convert the data col-
lected by the processing component into HTML and JavaScript for handling dis-
play and user interaction in the web browser.
3.3.7 Design Decisions
The main design goal of VEX is enabling the user to quickly identify entity linking
and clustering errors. Because a naive approach to entity visualization by drawing
edges between all possible pairings of mention spans quickly leads to a cluttered
graph as shown in 3.17a on the facing page, we instead visualize entities using
Euclidean minimum spanning trees, inspired by Martschat and Strube’s 2014 use
of spanning trees in error analysis for coreference resolution.
An Euclidean minimum spanning tree is a minimum spanning tree of a graph
whose vertices represent points in a metric space and whose edge weights are
the spatial distances between points. In our case, the metric space is the two-
dimensional pixel space in which the HTML document is rendered by the web
browser, a point is the top-left corner of a text span element, and the distance met-
ric is the pixel distance between the top-left corners of text span elements. Since
the minimum spanning tree spans all graph vertices while minimizing total edge
length, it allows for a more concise visualization as shown in 3.17c on the next
page.
Since the actual positions of mention span elements on the user’s screen de-
pend on various user environment factors such as font size and browser window
dimensions, the minimum spanning trees of displayed entities are computed in
19Also known as Hungarian algorithm.
20https://github.com/jknack/handlebars.java
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(A) Complete graph
(B) Sequential order graph
(C) Euclidean minimum spanning tree
FIGURE 3.17: Cluttered visualization of an entity via its complete
graph, drawing all pairwise connections between mentions (a), less
cluttered visualization connecting entity mentions in sequential order
(b), and a more concise visualization of the same entity using an Eu-
clidean minimum spanning tree, connecting all mentions while mini-
mizing total edge length (c).
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real time using a client-side JavaScript library21 and are automatically redrawn if
the browser window is resized. Drawing of edges is performed via jsPlumb22, a
highly customizable library for line drawing in HTML documents.
In order not to overemphasize mention detection errors when displaying enti-
ties, VEX assumes a system mention span to be correct if it has a non-zero overlap
with a gold mention span. For example, consider the first gold mention “Vulcan
Inc” in Figure 3.15 on page 67, which has not been detected correctly by the system,
as it detected “Vulcan Inc.” instead. While a strict evaluation requiring perfect men-
tion spans will give no credit at all for this partially correct result, seeing that this
mention detection error is already visually signified by the red square bracket, VEX
treats the mention as detected correctly for the purpose of visualizing the entity
graph, and counts it as a true positive instance if it has been linked correctly.
While VEX provides a carefully chosen default configuration, the visualization
style can be easily customized via CSS, e.g., in order to achieve a finer-grained cat-
egorization of error types such as off-by-one mention detection errors, or classifica-
tion of linkable mentions as NIL mentions and vice-versa.
3.3.8 Summary
In this section, we have introduced the Visual Entity Explorer (VEX), a tool for vi-
sual error analysis of entity linking systems. We have shown how VEX can be used
for quickly identifying the components of an entity linking system that appear to
have a high potential for improvement, as well as for finding errors in the gold
standard annotations. Since visual error analysis of our own entity linking system
revealed several issues and possible improvements, we believe performing such an
analysis will prove useful for other developers of entity linking systems, as well.
21https://github.com/abetusk/euclideanmst.js. This library uses Kruskal’s algorithm
(Kruskal, 1956) to find minimum spanning trees.
22http://www.jsplumb.org
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Chapter 4
Selectional Preferences for
Coreference Resolution
In this chapter, we study the application of another aspect of coherence: the seman-
tic agreement between a predicate and its arguments. This agreement is an essential
property of language and is one of the factors that distinguish a coherent text from
an incoherent one. For example, in the phrase
(47) the ship sinks
the predicate sinks and the subject argument the ship agree semantically, since, ac-
cording to our knowledge of the world, it is plausible, albeit unfortunate, that a
ship sinks. In contrast, the phrase
(48) ? the ship writes a dissertation
lacks semantic agreement, since, to the best of our knowledge, ships cannot write,
and dissertations cannot be written by inanimate objects.
4.1 Preference and Affordance
The notion of semantic agreement between a predicate and its arguments has mainly
been approached from the perspective of the predicate. In this view, a predicate se-
lects specific arguments: The predicate sink selects subject arguments that are not
buoyant – either by default such as stones, or by accident such as ships. Similarly,
the predicate write selects subjects that can write, such as PhD students. The precise
mechanism by which this selection happens has been subject of extensive scholarly
debate.1 In this work we adopt the view that “a predicate preferentially associates
with certain kinds of arguments” (Resnik, 1993, p. 53). Resnik calls the prefer-
ential association between a predicate and its arguments the predicate’s selectional
1See Resnik (1993) for an overview.
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preference. A predicate’s selectional preference expresses what kind of arguments
it typically chooses. This choice is “less a yes-or-no decision and more a function
of how easily the predication can be accommodated given information about word
meanings and context” (ibid., p. 59). For example, the predicate sink has a high
preference for the first of the following subject arguments, but the preference for
the subsequent subjects becomes smaller:
(49) the ship sinks
(50) the stone sinks
(51) the person sinks
(52) the airplane sinks
(53) the house sinks
(54) the island sinks
(55) ? the balloon sinks
(56) ? the maple leaf sinks
(57) ? the gas sinks
(58) ?? the election sinks
(59) ?? the choice sinks
(60) ?? the quadratic equation sinks
This gradual change in selectional preference reflects the ease or difficulty of imag-
ining contexts in which a specific pairing of predicate and argument makes sense.
There are many contexts imaginable in which a ship, a stone, or a person sink. Less
typical, but still plausible are situations involving a sinking airplane, house or is-
land. Not typical, but also not impossible are scenarios that lead to the sinking of a
balloon, a maple leaf, or gas. Least preferred are the bottom three subjects, since it is
difficult to imagine a context that meaningfully combines an event like an election
or abstract concepts like choice and quadratic equation with the literal sense of sink
that is active here.
Complementary to the analysis of a predicate’s preferred arguments is the anal-
ysis of an argument’s preferred predicates. Instead of asking what kind of object
typically sinks, we now ask what a ship typically does, or what is typically done to a
ship. Typical things a ship does are:
(61) the ship set sail
(62) the ship arrived
(63) the ship sank
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and things that are typically done with or to a ship are:
(64) the ship was built
(65) the ship was christened
(66) passengers boarded the ship
(67) the captain is steering the ship
(68) high waves rocked the ship
Besides (48), examples of things that are not typically done by or with/to ships are:
(69) ? the ship thawed
(70) ? the ship thought
(71) ? the ship was taught algebra
(72) ? the passengers bored the ship
(73) ? the captain is wearing the ship
Our model of selectional preferences, which we introduce in section 4.3 below, cap-
tures both a predicate’s preferred arguments and an argument’s preferred predi-
cates. While the former has an established name, namely selectional preferences, the
latter does not. Erk and Padó (2008) call what is typically done by/to/with an ob-
ject the object’s inverse selectional preferences. Borrowing a term originally coined
in perceptual psychology, Attardo (2005) calls it affordance. Taking an example by
Attardo, the difference in meaning between
(74) He ran to the edge of the cliff and jumped.
and
(75) He ran to the trampoline and jumped.
lies in the difference between what a cliff allows doing and what a trampoline al-
lows doing. The edge of a cliff affords jumping off (once, into the sea), while a
trampoline affords jumping on it, usually repeatedly.
4.2 Selectional Preferences for Coreference Resolution
Selectional preferences have long been claimed to be useful for coreference resolu-
tion. In his seminal work on Resolving Pronominal References Hobbs (1978) proposed
a semantic approach to coreference solution which requires reasoning about the
“demands the predicate makes on its arguments” (p. 328). For identifying the an-
tecedent of the pronoun its in
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(76) The boy walked into the bank. Moments later he was seen on its roof.
Hobbs gives the following line:
1. to walk into X implies that X is a region, location or building
2. bank is a financial institution, river bank or building
3. to walk into a bank implies that bank is a building
4. the fact that buildings have roofs implies that a bank has a roof
5. its roof implies that the antecedent of its has a roof
6. it follows that the antecedent of its is bank
Thus the selectional preferences of to walk into disambiguate the ambiguous bank,
which in turn allows connecting its roof and bank. Realizing that this semantic ap-
proach requires world knowledge and complex reasoning, Hobbs also proposed a
“naive” syntactic approach that traverses the syntactic parse trees of the current and
preceding sentences until it finds a noun phrase with matching gender and number.
Applied to (76), the following checks find the correct antecedent:
1. its does not match he due to gender disagreement.
2. its does not match Moments due to number disagreement.
3. its does not match boy due to gender disagreement.
4. its matches bank in gender and number.
While Hobbs readily admits that it is easy to find examples in which it does not
work, he also observes that
[. . . ] the naive approach is quite good. Computationally speaking, it will
be a long time before a semantically based algorithm is sophisticated
enough to perform as well, and these results set a very high standard
for any other approach to aim for. Yet there is every reason to pursue a
semantically based approach. The naive algorithm does not work. Any
one can think of examples where it fails. In these cases it not only fails;
it gives no indication that it has failed and offers no help in finding the
real antecedent. (p. 324)
A simple example in which a syntactic approach cannot find the correct antecedent
is
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(77) The Titanic hit an iceberg. It sank quickly.
(78) The Titanic hit an iceberg. It melted quickly.
Here selectional preferences allow resolving the pronoun it, since ships sink but
icebergs don’t, and icebergs melt while ship usually do not.
Research on computational models of selectional preferences has shown con-
siderable progress (Dagan and Itai, 1990; Resnik, 1993; Agirre and Martinez, 2001;
Pantel et al., 2007; Erk, 2007; Ritter et al., 2010; Van de Cruys, 2014). However,
today’s coreference resolution systems (Martschat and Strube, 2015; Wiseman et
al., 2016; Clark and Manning, 2016a, i.a.) capture selectional preferences only im-
plicitly at best, for example via a given mention’s dependency governor and other
contextual features. This lack is our motivation for incorporating a current model
of selectional preferences into a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system.
We are not the first to attempt to do so. More than ten years ago, Kehler et
al. (2004) integrated selectional preferences into a coreference resolution system.
However, they observed only minor improvements on a small dataset and found
that these were due to fortuity rather than selectional preferences having captured
meaningful world knowledge relations. As a result, Kehler et al. declared the “non-
utility of predicate-argument structures for pronoun resolution”. This frustration
was echoed by later authors. Durrett and Klein (2013) called integrating seman-
tics into coreference resolution an “uphill battle” and Strube (2015) reports that any
attempt at incorporating world knowledge into the coreference resolution system
by Martschat and Strube (2015) degraded performance: While world knowledge
enabled the discovery of more coreference relations, thereby increasing recall, this
increase was outweighed by a decrease in precision due to the introduction of spu-
rious connections between non-coreferent entities.
The claim by Kehler et al. is based on selectional preferences extracted from a, by
current standards, small number of 2.8 million predicate-argument pairs, resulting
in low lexical coverage and susceptibility to noise in the background corpus from
which these pairs were collected. Furthermore, they employ a simple maximum
entropy classifier, which requires manual definition of feature combinations and
is unlikely to fully capture the complex interaction between selectional preferences
and other coreference features. Durrett and Klein achieve higher lexical coverage by
extracting selectional preferences from a much larger corpus, but use a coarse class
inventory comprising only 20 latent clusters, such as “things which announce”.
In this chapter we attempt to overcome these shortcomings. We propose a fine-
grained, high-coverage model of selectional preferences and study its impact on a
state-of-the-art coreference resolution system.
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4.3 Modeling Selectional Preferences
An important design decision to make when modeling selectional preferences is the
choice of predicates and arguments. We call a set of predicates and their arguments
a relation inventory. The relation inventory provides the concepts and entities that
can be relation arguments, as well as the predicates that relate arguments to each
other. Prior work has studied many relation inventories.
In the simplest case, the relation inventory consists of pairs of words in a cer-
tain syntactic relationship, for example a transitive verb and its direct object such
as 〈eat, spaghetti〉.2 Statistics over word-word pairs are easily collected from any
syntactically parsed text corpus. The drawback of this approach, however, is that
it does not generalize to unseen pairs (Dagan and Itai, 1990), since each word is
treated as a discrete symbol with no relation or similarity to other symbols. In a
word-word approach, knowledge about the plausibility of 〈eat, spaghetti〉 does not
support judging the plausibility of the pair 〈eat, linguine〉.
Class-based approaches aim to overcome this problem by mapping words to se-
mantic classes and then counting word-class pairs (Resnik, 1993). In a word-class
approach, spaghetti is mapped to a class, e.g. Food, and all occurrences of 〈eat,
spaghetti〉 are counted as instances of 〈eat, Food 〉. The plausibility of 〈eat, linguine〉
can then be judged by identifying linguine as an instance of Food. Generalizing
further, class-class approaches also map predicates to a class (Agirre and Martinez,
2001). Assuming a taxonomy in which eat is an instance of Ingest, our example be-
comes 〈Ingest, Food 〉 and we now are able to judge the plausibility of a pair like
〈devour, linguine〉 by identifying it as an instance of the same class-class pair. The
main drawbacks of class-based approaches are that they require disambiguation of
words to classes and that they are limited by the coverage of the lexical resource
providing such classes, such as WordNet.
Word- and class-based approaches of selectional preferences have been studied
based on syntactic predicate-argument pairs, namely subject-predicate, e.g. 〈ship,
sinks〉, and predicate-object, e.g. 〈eat, spaghetti〉. More expressive relation invento-
ries include semantic representations such as FrameNet frames and roles (Fillmore
et al., 2003), event types and arguments, or abstract meaning representation (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013). While these semantic representations are arguably well-suited
to model meaningful world knowledge relationships, automatic annotation is lim-
ited in speed and accuracy, making it difficult to obtain a large number of such
“more semantic” predicate-argument pairs. In comparison, the only requirement
2Examples in this sections are taken from Agirre and Martinez (2001).
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FIGURE 4.1: Dependency-based embedding model of selectional pref-
erences.
for collecting pairs of words in a syntactic relationship is syntactic parsing. The
speed and accuracy of freely available syntactic parsers (D. Chen and Manning,
2014) makes it trivial to obtain a large number of accurate, albeit “less semantic”
predicate-argument pairs. The drawback of such a syntactic approach to selectional
preferences, however, is its susceptibility to lexical and syntactic variation. For ex-
ample, the two sentences
(79) The Titanic sank.
(80) The ship went under.
differ lexically and syntactically, but would have the same or a very similar repre-
sentation in a semantic framework such as FrameNet.
Our model of selectional preferences (Figure 4.1 ) aims to overcome these draw-
backs by combining three components:
• a distributed representation of predicate-argument pairs (subsection 4.3.1);
• an inventory of syntactic dependencies that were specifically designed for se-
mantic downstream tasks (subsection 4.3.2); and
• generalization over an important source of lexical variety by resolving named
entities to their fine-grained entity types (subsection 4.3.3).
We introduce these components in the following sections.
4.3.1 Distributed Representation of Selectional Preferences
Distributed word representations (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Bengio et al., 2003;
Turian et al., 2010; Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) allow
computing semantic similarity between words and thus enable generalization over
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FIGURE 4.2: Erk and Padó’s Structured Vector Space model. Image
source: Erk and Padó (2008).
lexical variation. For example, the high similarity of the distributed representations
of Titanic and ship allows determining (79) as plausible if we know that
(81) the ship sinks
is plausible and
(82) ? the Titanic writes a dissertation
as implausible if we know that
(83) ? the ship writes a dissertation
is implausible.
Erk and Padó (2008) apply the idea of distributed representation to selectional
preferences. Their model, called Structured Vector Space and shown in Figure 4.2,
learns vector representations of words using their syntactic dependency context.
For example in the dependency context of the word catch, words like he, fielder, and
dog appear in the subject relation, while words like cold, baseball, and drift appear
in the object relation. These words can be interpreted as the selectional preferences
for the subject and object slots of the word catch. Inverse selectional preferences
express what is typically done to or by something. For example, a ball may whirl,
fly, and provide, or be thrown, caught, or organized.
Inspired by Structured Vector Space, we embed predicates and arguments into a
low-dimensional vector space in which (representations of) selectional preferences
of predicate slots are close to (representations of) their plausible arguments, as are
arguments that tend to fill the same slots of similar predicates, and predicate slots
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that have similar arguments. For example, captain should be close to pilot, ship to
airplane, the subject of steer close to both captain and pilot, and also to, say, the subject
of drive. Such a space allows judging the plausibility of unseen predicate-argument
pairs.
We construct this space via dependency-based word embeddings (O. Levy and
Goldberg, 2014). To see why this choice is better-suited for modeling selectional
preferences than alternatives such as word2vec (Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013) or
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), consider the following sentences:
(84) The captain steers the ship.
(85) The pilot steers the airplane.
with the following dependency relations
captain
nsubj←−−− steers dobj−−→ ship
:: ::
pilot
nsubj←−−− steers dobj−−→ airplane
Here, captain and ship, have high syntagmatic similarity, that is, these words are se-
mantically related and tend to occur close to each other. This also holds for pilot and
airplane. In contrast, captain and pilot, as well as ship and airplane have high paradig-
matic similarity: They are semantically similar and occur in similar contexts. A
model of selectional preferences requires paradigmatic similarity. The representa-
tions of captain and pilot in such a model should be similar, since they both can
plausibly fill the subject slot of the predicate steer. Due to their use of linear con-
text windows, word2vec and GloVe tend to capture syntagmatic similarity, while
dependency-based embeddings capture paradigmatic similarity (see O. Levy and
Goldberg, 2014). In the remainder of this chapter we will assume that a predicate
such as steer has certain “slots” corresponding to syntactic dependency relations it
participates in. In the above example captain and pilot fill the subject slot, which we
denote steer@nsubj, while ship and airplane fill the object slot steer@dobj.
4.3.2 Enhanced++ Universal Dependencies
Due to the benefits of distributed representation, our model generalizes over syn-
tactic variation such as active/passive alternations: For example, steer@dobj is highly
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FIGURE 4.3: Basic (left) and enhanced++ (right) universal dependency
parse of example (86). Image source: Schuster and Manning (2016).
FIGURE 4.4: Basic (left) and enhanced++ (right) universal dependency
parse of example (87). Image source: Schuster and Manning (2016).
similar to steer@nsubjpass (see Table 4.2 on page 91 for more examples). To fur-
ther mitigate the effect of employing syntax as a proxy for semantics, we use en-
hanced++ universal dependencies (Schuster and Manning, 2016). Enhanced++ de-
pendencies support semantic applications by modifying syntactic parse trees to bet-
ter reflect relations between content words and were found to improve semantic
downstream tasks such as event extraction (Silveira, 2016). Taking two examples
from Schuster and Manning, the “basic” syntactic dependency parse of the sentence
(86) Both of the girls are reading.
identifies Both as subject of reading. The Enhanced++ representation introduces a
subject relation between girls and reading (Figure 4.3 . This allows learning more
meaningful selectional preferences: Our model should learn that girls (and other
humans) read, while learning that an unspecified both are reading is not helpful.
Another common enhancement concerns relative clauses, as in
(87) The boy who lived
Here the Enhanced++ representation adds a subject relation between boy and lived
(Figure 4.4 ). The motivation for doing so is analogous to the previous example: It
is more informative that a boy lived than an unspecified who.
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FIGURE 4.5: The FIGER type inventory we use for generalizing over
named entities. Image source: X. Ling and Weld, 2012.
4.3.3 Fine-grained Entity Types.
A good model of selectional preferences needs to generalize over named entities,
since named entities are a considerable source of lexical variety.3 For example, hav-
ing encountered sentences like The Titanic sank, our model should be able to judge
the plausibility of an unseen sentence like The RMS Lusitania sank. For popular
named entities, we can expect the learned representations of Titanic and RMS Lusi-
tania to be similar, allowing our model to generalize, that is, we expect it to be
able to judge the plausibility of The RMS Lusitania sank by virtue of the similarity
between Titanic and RMS Lusitania. However, this will not work for rare or emerg-
ing named entities, for which no, or only low-quality distributed representations
have been learned. To address this issue, we perform fine-grained entity typing
using the FIGER inventory proposed by X. Ling and Weld (2012), which is shown
in Figure 4.5 . For each named entity encountered during training, we generate an
additional training instance by replacing the named entity with its entity type. For
3See the discussion of the high prevalence of rare and unknown words in named entities in sub-
section 5.1.4 and subsection 5.1.5.
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FIGURE 4.6: Two instances from the Wikilinks corpus. Image source:
Singh et al. (2012)
example, the FIGER entity type of Titanic is /product/ship. With this entity type
and the training instance
(88) The Titanic sank.
we generate the additional training instance
(89) The /product/ship sank.
4.4 Implementation
We train our model on data mined from two sources. Noun phrases and their de-
pendency context are extracted from GigaWord (Parker et al., 2011) and entity types
in context from Wikilinks (Singh et al., 2012). Wikilinks is a large corpus of sen-
tences containing links to Wikipedia articles. Figure 4.6 shows fragments of two
such sentences from two different web documents. In both fragments, the mention
Banksy links to the Wikipedia article about the anonymous street artist. From a
dependency parse of the first fragment we extract dependency relations such as:
compound(Banksy, street)
compound(Banksy, artist)
nsubj(painted, Banksy)
dobj(painted, mural)
Querying the entity type /person/artist for Banksy from Freebase, we generate
pairs of noun phrases or entity types and their dependency context:
(street, Banksy@compound)
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Argument Sel. preference slot
/person/artist influence@nmod:as
/organization/company service@nmod:like
/organization/company Netcom@conj:and
/medicine/symptom body@nmod:such_as
/disease Menorrhagia@conj
/broadcast_program heyday@nsubj
/person/artist do@nsubj
/person/author transition@nsubj
April raise@nmod:from
July raise@nmod:to
Sun sentence@nsubjpass
death sentence@nmod:to
crime death@nmod:for
fund-raising crime@nmod:of
life_imprisonment sentence@nmod:to
imprisonment sentence@nmod:to
TABLE 4.1: Examples of pairs of arguments and selectional preference
slots extracted from the Wikilinks corpus.
(artist, Banksy@compound)
(Banksy, painted@nsubj)
(street, /person/artist@compound)
(artist, /person/artist@compound)
(/person/artist, painted@nsubj)
(mural, painted@dobj)
After parsing each corpus with the CoreNLP dependency parser (Manning et al.,
2014), we obtain 1.4 billion pairs of noun phrases and the lexicalized dependency
relation to their governors and dependents, such as (Titanic, sank@nsubj) from Giga-
Word. From Wikilinks we obtain about 12.9 million pairs of entity types and their
dependency context such as (/product/ship, sank@nsubj). A selection of these pairs is
listed in Table 4.1 .
Figure 4.7 on the following page shows the distribution of FIGER entity types
that occur in the subject slot of the predicate sank. Almost 80 percent of subjects have
the entity type /product/ship. The smaller spike for /event/natural_disaster
reflects transitive usage as in
(90) The storm sank the ship.
and the spike for /person/athlete reveals a different word sense, which is common
in Basketball:
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FIGURE 4.7: Empirical entity type distribution for the subject argu-
ment of the predicate sank in the Wikilinks corpus.
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(91) Michael Jordan sank the game-winning shot with only four seconds left on
the clock.
Finally, we train dependency-based embeddings using the generalized word2vec
version by O. Levy and Goldberg (2014), thereby obtaining distributed representa-
tions of selectional preferences. To identify fine-grained types of named entities
mentions in texts for which no entity annotations exist, we first perform entity link-
ing using the system by (Heinzerling, Judea, et al., 2015), then query Freebase (Bol-
lacker et al., 2008) for entity types and apply the mapping to fine-grained types by
(X. Ling and Weld, 2012).
The plausibility of an argument filling a particular predicate slot can now be
computed via the cosine similarity of their associated embeddings:
Selectional preference similarity = cos(v1, v2) =
v1 · v2
||v1|| · ||v2||
where v1 and v2 are embeddings representing a selectional preference slot or ar-
gument. For example, in our trained model, the selectional preference similarity
of (Titanic, sank@nsubj) is 0.11 while the similarity of (iceberg, sank@nsubj) is -0.005,
indicating that an iceberg sinking is less plausible.
4.4.1 Qualitative Evaluation
We first perform a qualitative evaluation of our selectional preference embeddings
by inspecting visualizations and comparing embedding similarities.
Figure 4.8 on the next page shows a visualization of our selectional preference
embeddings. We make two observations. Firstly, embeddings of arguments (dark
blue) and selectional preference slots (light blue) are distributed across overlapping
regions of the embedding space. This is important, since alternative configurations,
such as two distinct clusters of arguments and selectional preference slots, would
make it difficult to obtain meaningful similarity scores between argument and se-
lectional preference slot embeddings. Secondly, entity type embeddings (orange)
are concentrated in one region of the embedding space. This means that similarity
scores between entity type and other embeddings have a different distribution than
similarity scores between argument and argument slot embeddings, making com-
parisons difficult. This problem mirrors results by Gupta et al. (2018), who found
that categories and their instances have markedly different distributions.
Figure 4.9 on page 89 gives a closer view of a region of the selectional preference
embedding space. On the left side, names of various politicians, e.g. mandela, berlus-
coni, merkel, are close to selectional preference embeddings that represent some of
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FIGURE 4.8: Visualization of selectional preference embeddings via a
two-dimensional UMAP projection (McInnes et al., 2018).
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FIGURE 4.9: Zoomed view of selectional preference embeddings. Se-
lectional preference slot embeddings are coloured blue and argument
embeddings orange.
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/organization/company
/living_thing
/building/theater
/building/library
/newspaper
/government/political_party
/game
/government/government
/god
/person/coach
/location/county
/person/engineer
/rail/railway
/building/airport
/building/hotel
/finance/currency
/person/actor
/event/sports_event
/title
/event/election
/chemistry
/music
/product/ship
/government_agency/person/athlete
/location
/location/body_of_water
/finance/stock_exchange
/organization
/metropolitan_transit/transit_line
/play
/people/ethnicity
/astral_body
/person/artist
/organization/fraternity_sorority
/food
/person/musician
/building
/building/sports_facility
/award
/product/airplane
/organization/sports_league
/product/instrument
/organization/educational_institution
/geography/glacier
/location/city
/product/engine_device
/disease
/organization/sports_team
/product/computer
/internet/website
/event/military_conflict
/biology
/written_work
/geography/island
/location/bridge
/location/country
/livingthing/animal
/education/educational_degree
/train
/geography/mountain
/transit
/person/politician
/building/hospital
/event
/building/restaurant
/location/province
/religion/religion
/transportation/road
/product/car
/organization/airline
/art
FIGURE 4.10: Zoomed view of selectional preference embeddings, fil-
tered to show only embeddings of entity types.
the things politicians do, such as meeting their counterpart (lower left). In the top
right, selectional preference slot embeddings such as arrested@nsubjpass (“was ar-
rested”), convicted@nsubjpass and arguments like defendants form a cluster related
to criminal justice. In the upper left region between these two clusters we find
names of dictators (saddam_hussein) and war criminals (milosevic) and associated se-
lectional preference slots such as rule@nmod:of (e.g. “the rule of Saddam Hussein”)
and loyal@nmod:to (e.g. “officials loyal to Slobodan Milosevic”).
Turning to embeddings of entity types, in Figure 4.10 we see several regions
in which similar entity types are clustered, for example different types of buildings
(right of the center), locations on the right, and organizations in the lower left.
Concluding the qualitative evaluation, Table 4.2 on the facing page lists simi-
lar terms for queries from our examples. We see that the most similar terms are
plausible in many cases. For example, selectional preference slots most similar
to sink@nsubj include lexical and syntactic variants with similar meaning such as
sinking@nmod:of, as in the sinking of the RMS Lusitania, or sink@nsubj:xsubj, i.e. the
inherited subject in an open clausal complement, as in the ship started to sink. The
most similar entity type is /product/ship, followed by /event/natural_disaster
and /finance/stock_exchange. The latter also relates to /finance/currency and
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Query Most sim. sel. preference slots Most sim. entity types Most sim. phrases
sink@nsubj sink@nsubj:xsubj /product/ship Sea_Diamond
sink@nsubjpass /event/natural_disaster Prestige_oil_tanker
sinking@nmod:of /finance/stock_exchange Samina
slide@nsubj /astral_body Estonia_ferry
capsizing@nmod:of /person/religious_leader k-159
plunge@nsubj /finance/currency Navy_gunboat
sink@nmod:along_with /military Dona_Paz
sinking@nsubj /geography/glacier ferry_Estonia
tumble@nsubj /product/airplane add-fisk-independent-nytsf
slip@nsubj /transit Al-Salam_Boccaccio
ship capsize@nmod:of /product/ship vessel
some@nmod:aboard /train cargo_ship
experience@nmod:aboard /product/airplane cruise_ship
afternoon@nmod:aboard /transit boat
pier@nmod:for /product/spacecraft freighter
escort@nmod:including /location/bridge container_ship
lift-off@nmod:of /broadcast/tv_channel cargo_vessel
disassemble@nsubjpass:xsubj /location Navy_ship
near-collision@nmod:with /living_thing warship
Conger@compound /chemistry tanker
steer@dobj guide@dobj /broadcast/tv_channel business_way
steer@nsubjpass /product/car newr_nbkg_nwer_ndjn
shepherd@dobj /organization/sports_team BahrainDinar
steering@nmod:of /product/ship reynard-honda
nudge@dobj /product/spacecraft zigzag_course
pilot@dobj /event/election team_home
propel@dobj /medicine/medical_treatment U.S._energy_policy
maneuver@dobj /building/theater williams-bmw
divert@dobj /education/department interest-rate_policy
lurch@nsubj /product/airplane trimaran
/product/ship Repulse@conj:and /product/airplane battleship_Bismarck
destroyer@amod /train pt_boat
capsize@nmod:of /product/car battleship
experience@nmod:aboard /park USS_Nashville
near-collision@nmod:with /military USS_Indianapolis
line@cc /event/natural_disaster k-159
brig@conj:and /award frigate
-lrb-@nmod:on /geography/island warship
Umberto@conj:and /person/soldier Oriskany
rumour@xcomp /location/body_of_water sister_ship
TABLE 4.2: Most similar terms for the queries sink@nsubj, ship, steer,
and /product/ship.
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FIGURE 4.11: Selectional preference similarities of 10k coreferent and
10k non-coreferent mention pairs. The number of pairs covered by
our embeddings is shown in parentheses. Lines and boxes represent
quartiles, diamonds outliers, points subsamples with jitter.
falling prices expressed in phrases like stocks plunged or the dollar tumbles. We also
observe noise (e.g. add-fisk-independent-nytsf ), likely due to the fact that Wikilinks
was created from crawled web documents.
4.5 Do Selectional Preferences Improve Coreference Res-
olution?
We now turn to the quantitative evaluation of our selectional preference embed-
dings in coreference resolution. For this, we perform experiments on the English
section of the CoNLL’12 dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012), which consists of about 3500
documents from seven genres. To verify that our model of selectional preferences
has the potential to improve coreference resolution, we compare selectional pref-
erence similarities of pairs of coreferent mentions, that is, two mentions which re-
fer to the same entity, and the similarities of pairs of non-coreferent mentions, i.e.
two mentions that refer to different entities. We hypothesize that selectional pref-
erence embeddings associated with coreferent mentions are similar, while those as-
sociated with non-coreferent mentions are less similar. Figure 4.11 shows the se-
lectional preference similarity of 10.000 coreferent and 10.000 non-coreferent men-
tion pairs sampled randomly from the CoNLL’12 training set. Coreferent mention
pairs are indeed more similar than non-coreferent mention pairs, with a Matthews
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FIGURE 4.12: The deep-coref mention-pair encoder (left) and its po-
sition in the deep-coref architecture (right). Image source: Clark and
Manning (2016b).
correlation coefficient of 0.30, indicating low to moderate correlation (Matthews,
1975). This suggests that selectional preferences alone constitute only a weak signal
for distinguishing coreferent from non-coreferent mentions, but may be useful for
coreference resolution in combination with other features.
We incorporate our selectional preferences model into deep-coref, the neural
coreference resolution system by Clark and Manning (2016b). The system con-
sists of a mention-pair encoder, mention-ranking model, cluster-pair encoder, and
cluster-ranking model. Given a candidate antecedent mention and an anaphoric
mention, the mention-pair encoder takes as input per-mention features such as the
word embeddings associated with each mention, and pairwise features, such as
the distance between the two mentions and whether they contain matching strings
(Figure 4.12 left). The mention-pair representation produced by this encoder is then
passed to the cluster-pair encoder, which builds representations of pairs of clusters
of mentions. In parallel, the mention-pair representation is also provided to the
mention-ranking model, which scores mention pairs according to whether they are
likely to be coreferent or not. Based on these scores and the cluster-pair represen-
tations, the cluster ranking model incrementally merges pairs of mention clusters
that have been deemed coreferent (Figure 4.12 right).
We measure the impact of our selectional preference model on coreference reso-
lution performance in Table 4.3 on the following page. Evaluation metrics are MUC
(Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), CEAFe (X. Luo, 2005), whose
average yields the CoNLL score, as well as LEA (Moosavi and Strube, 2016). We
provide selectional preference information to the mention-pair encoder in two dif-
ferent forms: First, as per-mention features by concatenating selectional preference
embeddings with deep-coref’s mention embeddings (+embeddings) and second,
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MUC B3 CEAFe CoNLL LEA
development
baseline 74.10 63.95 59.73 65.93 60.16
+embedding 74.38 64.42 60.45 66.42 60.65
+similarity 74.36 64.54 60.21 66.37 60.77
test
baseline 74.72 63.26 58.82 65.60 59.59
+embedding 74.53 63.41 59.03 65.66 59.69
+similarity 74.85 63.64 59.21 65.90 59.98
TABLE 4.3: Comparison of two ways of integrating our selectional
preference model into deep-coref. See text for details. Source: Heinz-
erling, Moosavi, et al. (2017).
as pairwise features by computing selectional preference similarities of mention
pairs (+similarity). Both methods lead to small improvements across all metrics
when evaluating on the CoNLL’12 development set. The improvement transfers to
the test set when using pairwise selectional preference similarities, but almost van-
ishes when providing selectional preference information in form of embeddings.
A possible explanation is that the higher number of parameters when using em-
beddings results in overfitting to the development set, while adding only a few
similarity scores does not lead to a large in increase in model parameters and hence
does not increase the risk of overfitting.
The mention embeddings used as input by the deep-coref mention-pair en-
coder include the word embedding of the mention’s dependency governor. That is,
given the mention Titanic in
(92) The Titanic sank.
both the embedding of the word Titanic and the word sank will be used to produce
the mention-pair representation. To compare the impact of the governor embed-
ding and the selectional preference slot embedding provided by our model – in this
case the embedding of sank@nsubj – we ablate the dependency governor embedding
feature (-gov) in Table 4.4 on the next page. The governor feature has a negligible
impact on coreference resolution quality, while adding selectional preference fea-
tures (+SP) yields improvements of 0.30 CoNLL F1 points and 0.39 LEA F1 points.
This improvement is comparable to the improvement achieved by a later version of
deep-coref (Reinforce) (Clark and Manning, 2016a).4
4We did not perform ablation experiments with this later version since the greatly increased
training time renders such experiments impractical.
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MUC B3 CEAFe CoNLL LEA
R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 Avg. F1 R P F1
baseline 70.09 80.01 74.72 57.64 70.09 63.26 54.47 63.92 58.82 65.60 54.02 66.45 59.59
−gov 70.10 79.96 74.71 57.51 70.31 63.27 54.41 64.08 58.85 65.61 53.93 66.76 59.66
+SP 70.85 79.31 74.85 58.93 69.16 63.64 55.25 63.78 59.21 65.90 55.29 65.53 59.98
Reinforce 70.98 78.81 74.69 58.97 69.05 63.61 55.66 63.28 59.23 65.84 55.31 65.32 59.90
TABLE 4.4: Final results on the CoNLL’12 test set. See text for details.
Source: Heinzerling, Moosavi, et al. (2017).
Error type Mention typeProper Common Pronoun
Recall -28 -29 -53
Precision +18 +74 +61
TABLE 4.5: Changes in recall and precision errors on the CoNLL’12
test set for three mention types. Source: Heinzerling, Moosavi, et al.
(2017).
We use the error analysis tool by Martschat and Strube (2014) to analyze the
changes caused by selectional preference features.5 The error analysis tool distin-
guishes between recall errors, that is, failure to recognize a pair of coreferent men-
tions as such, and precision errors, that is, deeming two mentions coreferent even
though they are not. As Table 4.5 shows, the number of recall errors decreases.
That is, selectional preference features enable the system to find more correct links
between coreferent mentions. However, the number of precision errors increases.
In other words, selectional preference features lead to more spurious links between
non-coreferent mentions. For proper noun mentions, the increase in precision errors
is outweighed by the reduction in recall errors, suggesting that the entity type in-
formation contained in our model of selectional preferences is beneficial. Examples
5The toolkit is available at https://github.com/smartschat/cort.
Text Relevant selectional preference pair
does [that]ante really impact the case ... [it]ana just shows (impact@nsubj, shows@nsubj)
[it]ante will ask a U.S. bankruptcy court to allow [it]ana (ask@nsubj, allow@dobj)
[The country coroner]ante says [he]ana urged (says@nsubj, urged@nsubj)
[a strain that has n’t even presented [itself]ana]ante (presented@nsubj, presented@dobj)
TABLE 4.6: Examples of recall improvements over the baseline system
due to the inclusion of selectional preference features. Source: Heinz-
erling, Moosavi, et al. (2017).
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of these recall improvements are shown in Table 4.6 Inspection of system output re-
veals that many of precision errors, i.e. false positive spurious links, are established
between mentions with identical governors and dependency relations.
4.5.1 Limitations
Our model of selectional preferences has several limitations:
• Like all distributed representations derived from text that has not been an-
notated with word senses, our embeddings conflate multiple senses of both
predicates and arguments. We saw an example of this in Figure 4.7 on page 86
where typical subjects of the predicate sank include both ships and athletes.
• Due to the different distributions of selectional preference slot and argument
embeddings on the one hand and entity type embeddings on the other hand,
absolute similarity values differ when comparing embeddings in the same
category, e.g. entity types to each other, to when comparing embeddings in
different categories, e.g. entity types and selectional preference slots. This
makes integrating such similarities as features in a coreference resolution sys-
tem more complex.
• We consider selectional preferences only in terms of syntactic dependency
relations, since dependency parsers are fast and reliable, while fast and re-
liable automatic annotation for semantic representations is currently out of
reach. It is possible that integrating “more semantic” representations into
coreference resolution, as has been done in previous work, would lead to
improvements. For example, Erk (2007) and Rahman and Ng (2011) inte-
grated Frame-semantic relations, Ponzetto and Strube (2006a) semantic roles,
and (Ponzetto and Strube, 2006b) word knowledge into coreference resolution
systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, no such integration has been
successfully attempted with current coreference resolvers.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced a distributional model of fine-grained selectional
preferences with high coverage. While a qualitative evaluation showed promising
results, the impact on a neural coreference resolution system was small. This result
mirrors results in prior work on integrating semantics into coreference resolution
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systems. World knowledge relations lead to higher recall, but to a loss in precision
due to spurious connections between non-coreferent mentions.
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Chapter 5
Multilingual Entity Typing with
Subword Units
5.1 Introduction
When automatically analyzing entities mentioned in a text, entity mentions can
only be linked to a knowledge base if the knowledge base contains a correspond-
ing entry. However, knowledge bases commonly used for entity linking, such as
Wikipedia, DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007), YAGO (Hoffart, Suchanek, et al., 2011), or
Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), do not contain entries for all entities in the world.
One reason for this incompleteness is the fact that the world is not static: New enti-
ties come into existence every day, but not every emerging entity (Nakashole et al.,
2013; Hoffart, Altun, et al., 2014) is immediately added into all knowledge bases.
A second reason is that complete coverage of all entities is not a design goal of the
aforementioned knowledge bases. For example, Wikipedia defines criteria accord-
ing to which only entities and topics with a certain degree of notability are suitable
for inclusion (Wikipedia contributors, 2018).1
Since the proportion of mentions of entities not contained in the knowledge base
varies with the text being analyzed and the knowledge base being used, it is difficult
to quantify the problem of unknown entities in general.2 Statistics on common
benchmark datasets indicate that this ratio can range from about 20 percent to over
50 percent of entity mentions (Table 5.1 on the next page). In other words, it is
not uncommon that more than half of the entities mentioned in a text do not have
1See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability (Accessed: 2018-09-21).
2In this chapter, we use the term unknown entity to refer to both entities that are not mentioned
during training and to refer to entities that are not contained in the knowledge base. Where the
distinction matters, we refer to the latter as out-of-knowledge-base entities. We do not use the syn-
onymous term Not-In-Lexicon (NIL) entities in this chapter, since it is not commonly used outside the
series of TAC workshops (McNamee and Dang, 2009).
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Dataset #Mentions in-KB NIL NIL ratio (%)
TAC2010 1500 1074 426 28.4
TAC2011 2162 1001 1161 53.7
TAC2012 2008 1141 867 43.2
TAC2013 6462 3601 2861 44.3
TAC2014 5966 3342 2624 44.0
TAC2015 30834 23985 6849 22.2
TABLE 5.1: Ratio of out-of-knowledge-base entity mentions in com-
mon entity linking datasets.
a corresponding entry in the knowledge base. Hence, it is important for entity
analyzers to be able to deal with unknown entities.
One way of analyzing unknown entities is classification into semantic categories
such as Person, Organization, or Location. These categories are called entity types
and the task of classifying mentions of entities according to the type of the entity
they refer to is called entity typing.3 In entity typing, we assume an entity mention
has already been recognized and now want to assign to it one or more entity types.
For example, consider the following sentence:
(93) Thomas Austin introduced rabbits to Australia in 1859, for sporting hunters.4
Here, the entity mention Thomas Austin refers to an entity with the entity type
Person and the entity mention Australia to an entity with the entity type Location.
In examples given in this chapter, we denote entity types by typesetting them di-
rectly above their corresponding entity mention:
(94)
Person
Thomas Austin introduced rabbits to
Location
Australia in 1859, for sporting hunters.
5.1.1 Type Inventory
Entity types are taken from a pre-defined inventory of semantic categories, called
type inventory. Type inventories differ in:
3In the literature, this task is variously also called semantic typing (Durrett and Klein, 2014), entity
type tagging (Gillick et al., 2014), entity type classification (Yogatama et al., 2015), or entity mention
typing (Yosef et al., 2012). Borrowing a particular sense of the term entity in coreference resolution,
Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze (2015) make a precise distinction between typing of individual entity
mentions, called mention typing and assigning a type to a set of coreferent entity mentions, which
they call entity typing. In calling our task entity typing, we follow recent and common, but somewhat
imprecise usage (Del Corro et al., 2015; Ren, He, Qu, Huang, et al., 2016; Ren, He, Qu, Voss, et al.,
2016; Y. Ma et al., 2016; Rabinovich and Klein, 2017; Choi et al., 2018).
4Sentence taken from:
https://csiropedia.csiro.au/myxomatosis-to-control-rabbits/ (Accessed: 2018-09-25).
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• size, that is, whether they contain few or many entity types;
• granularity, that is, whether they make fine-grained distinctions between dif-
ferent types or consist of coarse entity types; and
• domain, for example general news, finance, biology, or medicine.
The choice of type inventory is determined by the needs of the end user, for example
the user of a semantic search engine, or by the requirements of downstream applica-
tions that further process a text. The type inventory for a user searching for compa-
nies mentioned in a text might consist of only one Organization type (Rau, 1991).
A type inventory for military use would include entity types such as Facility,
Vehicle, and Weapon (Doddington et al., 2004), and a type inventory for bio-medical
applications might contain entity types such as Protein, DNA, or Cell Type (J.-D.
Kim et al., 2003). For generic use, a series of shared tasks held at CoNLL workshops
(Sang, 2002; Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) established a type inventory
consisting of three coarse types, namely Person, Location, and Organization, as
well as a Miscellaneous type for named entities that do not match any of the other
types. In order to provide more detailed information to downstream tasks like rela-
tion extraction, which may require finer distinctions, these coarse types were sub-
sequently refined into fine-grained type inventories. Fine-grained type inventories
contain about 100 fine-grained entity types and subtypes, organized in shallow hi-
erarchies with two to three levels (X. Ling and Weld, 2012; Yogatama et al., 2015).
Figure 5.1 on the following page shows the Google Fine Types inventory (Gillick
et al., 2014) we use in this work, which consists of 89 entity types organized in
a three-level hierarchy. Taking entity types from this inventory and representing
hierarchy levels with a slash (“/”), our example becomes:
(95)
/person
Thomas Austin introduced rabbits to
/location/country
Australia in 1859, for sport-
ing hunters.
That is, in the Google Fine Types inventory the entity mention Australia has the
type coarse type /location and the fine type /location/country. Lacking a well-
matching fine-grained type for Thomas Austin, a 19th-century settler, we abstain
from assigning a fine-grained type and resort to using only the top-level /person
type.
We are now ready to define the entity typing task: Given an entity mention m
the task is to label it with a set of one or more entity types tˆ ⊆ T, where T is a type
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FIGURE 5.1: The Google Fine Types inventory proposed by Gillick et
al. (2014). Nested boxes represent hierarchy levels. PERSON, LOCATION,
ORGANIZATION, and OTHER form the top level. Bold font denotes the
second level, e.g., artist is a subtype of PERSON, and light font indi-
cates the third level, e.g. actor is a subtype of artist. Image source:
Gillick et al. (2014).
inventory. In the machine learning literature, this kind of task is known as multi-
label classification (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) and is typically approached in a
supervised learning setting.
5.1.2 Feature-based Entity Typing
A typical supervised entity typing system extracts features for the given mention
m and predicts entity types tˆ based on these features. During training, the system
then receives the true entity types t and uses this supervision signal to adjust itself
with the aim of making better predictions in the future.
Features are designed to automatically capture as much relevant information
about the given entity mention as possible. Entity typing features fall into three
main categories:
1. Mention surface features are based on the observation that named entity
mentions exhibit certain regularities. For example, Mary often refers to a
person, Western person names often consist of two capitalized words, place
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names in England have suffixes like -ford and -shire, and the suffix -osis is com-
mon in the names of medical conditions and bio-chemical processes. To ex-
ploit theses regularities, systems extract surface features from the mention
such as the mention text itself, its first few characters, its last few characters,
whether it is capitalized, or its length.
2. Mention context features exploit coherence between entity mentions and their
surrounding context. For example, consider the following sentence:
(96) After a fierce campaign, X won the election by only one vote.
Here, phrases from the political domain, namely “campaign”, “win the elec-
tion”, and “vote”, appear in the context of the entity mention X and suggest
that X is a politician.
3. World knowledge features make use of resources beyond the text itself. A
simple way of incorporation world knowledge is the use name lists and gazetteers
which allow checking, for example, whether a mention contains a common
first name (e.g. Mary), place name (London), company type (Inc., Ltd.), or title
(Dr., Esq.).
Having investigated the use of world knowledge in chapter 3 and the use of context
in chapter 4, in this chapter we turn our focus on mention surface features.
The mention surface features described above are intuitive and interpretable,
but suffer from the drawback of symbolic represenation: Knowing that Stephen is
a person does not help deciding whether Steven is a person as well, since these
names are taken as discrete, opaque objects without inherent similarities. While it
is possible to define similarity measures such as string edit distance, these measures
are not robust. For example, Stephen and Steven have a small string edit distance of 2
and would be judged correctly as similar, but according to this criterion, the number
seven or the city name Steuben, which also have a string edit distance of 2 to Steven
would also be classified as a person.
While early coarse-grained and fine-grained entity typing systems (McCallum
and Li, 2003; X. Ling and Weld, 2012) employed manually-defined surface fea-
tures like the ones described above, more recent neural approaches overcome some
of the limits of symbolic representaion via a combination of neural networks and
automatically-learned distributional word representations.
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Abstract
In this work, we investigate several neu-
ral network architectures for fine-grained
entity type classification and make three
key contributions. Despite being a natural
comparison and addition, previous work
on attentive neural architectures have not
considered hand-crafted features and we
combine these with learnt features and es-
tablish that they complement each other.
Additionally, through quantitative analysis
we establish that the attention mechanism
learns to attend over syntactic heads and
the phrase containing the mention, both of
which are known to be strong hand-crafted
features for our task. We introduce param-
eter sharing between labels through a hi-
erarchical encoding method, that in low-
dimensional projections show clear clus-
ters for each type hierarchy. Lastly, de-
spite using the same evaluation dataset,
the literature frequently compare models
trained using different data. We demon-
strate that the choice of training data has a
drastic impact on performance, which de-
creases by as much as 9.85% loose mi-
cro F1 score for a previously proposed
method. Despite this discrepancy, our
best model achieves state-of-the-art results
with 75.36% loose micro F1 score on the
well-established FIGER (GOLD) dataset
and we report the best results for models
trained using publicly available data for
the OntoNotes dataset with 64.93% loose
micro F1 score.
a	  	  	  match	  	  	  series	  	  	  	  against	  	  	  New	  	  	  	  Zealand	  	  	  	  	  	  is	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  held	  	  	  	  	  on	  	  	  	  	  Monday	
Output	
Word	  
Embeddings	
LSTM	  
Layers	  
A9en:ons	  
Context	  Representa:on	  Men:on	  Representa:on	  
/organiza)on,	  	  /organiza)on/sports_team	
Figure 1: An illustration of the attentive en-
coder neural model predicting fine-grained seman-
tic types for the mention “New Zealand” in the ex-
pression “a match series against New Zealand is
held on Monday”.
1 Introduction
Entity type classification aims to label entity men-
tions in their context with their respective semantic
types. Information regarding entity type mentions
has proven to be valuable for several natural lan-
guage processing tasks; such as question answer-
ing (Lee et al., 2006), knowledge base popula-
tion (Carlson et al., 2010), and co-reference reso-
lution (Recasens et al., 2013). A natural extension
to traditional entity type classification has been to
divide the set of types – which may be too coarse-
grained for some applications (Sekine, 2008) –
into a larger set of fine-grained entity types (Lee
et al., 2006; Ling and Weld, 2012; Yosef et al.,
2012; Gillick et al., 2014; Del Corro et al., 2015);
for example person into actor, artist, etc.
Given the recent successes of attentive neural
∗This work was conducted during a research visit to Uni-
versity College London.
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FIGURE 5.2: A typical neural entity typing architecture. See text for
details. Image source: Shimaoka et al. (2017).
5.1.3 Neural Entity Typing
Due to the abovementioned disadvantages of manually-defined, sparse, symbolic
features, and drawn by the promise of achieving better performance without hand-
crafted features, a recent line of work has applied deep learning techniques (LeCun,
Bengio, et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016) to the entity typing
task (Yogatama et al., 2015; X. Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Chiu and
Nichols, 2016; Shimaoka et al., 2017).
A typical neural entity typing architecture is depicted in Figure 5.2 . The archi-
tecture consists of several layers. The lowest layer maps the entity mention (here,
“New Zealand”) and its context into a sequence of word embeddings. LSTM lay-
ers (Hochreiter and Sch idhuber, 1997) encode the mention, as well as its left (“a
match series against”) and right context (“is held on Monday”) into fixed-size vec-
tor representations. When using an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014),
the left and right contexts are encoded as a weighted average of the LSTM states
corresponding to each context word. The vectors representing the entity mention
and its left and right c tex s re then concatenated and proj cted into the output
layer, which is a vector having one entry for each entity type in the type inventory.
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In its purest configuration, the only features used in this kind of architecture are
pretrained word embeddings, for example GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). Conse-
quently, the quality of the word embeddings used has a direct effect on the quality
of entity type predictions. This reliance on pretrained word embeddings leads to
two problems which we discuss in the following: the unknown word problem and
the rare word problem.
5.1.4 The Unknown Word Problem in Entity Typing
All the neural entity typing systems cited above rely on pre-trained word embed-
dings as their main, or in some cases, only input representation. While these word
embeddings are trained on large corpora, their vocabulary is of a fixed size and
does not contain all words encountered by an entity typing sytem.
As shown in Table 5.2 on the following page, such unknown or out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words constitute a considerable fraction of all entity mentions. In the best
case, where embeddings trained on Wikipedia and a large number of news articles
from the GigaWord corpus are used for entity typing on the CoNLL’03 dataset,
which is also from the news domain, about ten percent of words occurring in entity
mentions are unknown, that is, not contained in the vocabulary of the pre-trained
embeddings used.
In a noisy dataset containing non-standard spelling, inconsistent capitalization,
and generally exhibiting more lexical variety than edited and proofread news arti-
cles, there are many more unknown words. For example, 67 percent of the words
found in entity mentions in the Wikilinks corpus (Singh et al., 2012), which is de-
rived from a web crawl, are not contained in word embeddings trained on Wikipedia
and GigaWord (Parker et al., 2011). If the embeddings are instead trained on a much
larger corpus from a matching domain, such as Common Crawl,5 the vocabulary
size increases five-fold. However, this vocabulary increase does not lead to a pro-
portional decrease in unknown words, with OOV ratios falling only to about 50
percent.
In case of a domain mismatch, the number of unknown words can increase dra-
matically. For example, even though the vocabulary of embeddings trained on a
corpus derived from Twitter is three times larger than the vocabulary obtained from
Wikipedia and GigaWord, it contains considerably fewer words occurring in entity
mentions, resulting in OOV ratios of 81 percent for web documents from Wikilinks
and 27 percent for news articles in CoNLL’03.
5http://commoncrawl.org/.
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Corpus tokens vocabularysize Dataset
OOV entity
mention words OOV ratio
Wikipedia and GigaWord 6B 400k Wikilinks 523k 67%
CoNLL’03 784 10%
Twitter 27B 1.2m Wikilinks 630k 81%
CoNLL’03 2088 27%
Common Crawl (lowercased) 42B 1.9m Wikilinks 387k 50%
CoNLL’03 819 11%
Common Crawl (cased) 840B 2.2m Wikilinks 460k 49%
CoNLL’03 976 12%
TABLE 5.2: Ratio of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words occurring in en-
tity mentions from two datasets, CoNLL’03 and Wikilinks. From the
34k entity mentions in the CoNLL’03 training set, we extract all unique
tokens,a obtaining 7.7k lowercased and 8.3k cased tokens. Similarly,
we extract all unique tokens from the 22 million entity mentions in
Wikilinks, obtaining 776k unique lowercased tokens and 994k cased
tokens. Then, we count how many of these unique tokens are not
present in four different versions of GloVe, which have been trained
on increasingly large corpora from various domains. Finally, the OOV
ratio is computed as the ratio of OOV unique entity mention tokens to
all unique entity mention tokens.
a Corpus linguistics distinguishes between tokens and types. The latter
would be the appropriate term here, but to avoid confusion with entity
types, we say unique tokens instead.
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These statistics show that unknown words are a considerable problem when
processing named entities. What is more, even known words may cause difficulties
if they are so rare that it is difficult to learn good representations for them when
training word embeddings.
5.1.5 The Rare Word Problem in Entity Typing
In the previous section we saw that many words occurring in entity mentions are
unknown, that is, not contained in the pretrained embeddings used by entity typing
systems. A second problem is the fact that entity mentions also contain many rare
words, as shown in Figure 5.3 on the next page. Like words in general language,
words in entity mentions follow Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1946). That is, their distribu-
tion is characterized by few very frequent words and a long tail of many infrequent
words, Figure 5.4 on page 109. The high prevalence of rare words in entity men-
tions makes using word embeddings difficult. Current word embedding methods
(Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al., 2017)
train embeddings on large corpora. However, even with a large corpus, word em-
bedding quality is high for frequent words, but degrades for less frequent words
(Bullinaria and J. P. Levy, 2007; Luong, Socher, et al., 2013). This degradation is
due to the fact that during training, the embedding algorithm encounters much
fewer contexts for less frequent words. Since word embeddings are optimized to
be similar to the embeddings of their context words, less frequent words are more
susceptible to noise: Any unrelated words that happen to be in a word’s context
have a stronger influence on the final word representation than is the case for more
frequent words. We now introduce subword embeddings, a promising solution to
the problem of rare and unknown words.
5.2 Subwords as a solution to the unknown and rare
word problems
As we have seen in the previous two sections, learning good representations of rare
words or words not seen during training at all is a difficult challenge in neural entity
typing. As a makeshift solution, some systems6 have replaced unknown words
with a generic UNK token, which is then treated like any other word. Recently,
based on the assumption that a word’s meaning can be reconstructed from its parts,
6For example, the system by Shimaoka et al. (2017).
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FIGURE 5.3: Relative frequencies of words occurring in entity men-
tions in the Wikilinks corpus. Of the 776k unique lowercased tokens
occurring in entity mentions, about 340k have a relative frequency of
10−8 or less. In other words, almost of half of all words in entity
mentions appear only once or fewer times per 100 million tokens in
a background corpus. Frequencies obtained from wordfreq (Speer et
al., 2017). For visual clarity, relative frequencies smaller than 10−8 are
clipped to 10−8.
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FIGURE 5.4: Zipfian distribution of words occurring in entity mentions
in the Wikilinks corpus. Empirical word frequencies f given frequency
rank r are approximately distributed according to a power law f (r) ∝
rα, with α = −1. Frequencies obtained from wordfreq (Speer et al.,
2017).
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several subword-based methods have been proposed as a better solution (Chiu and
Nichols, 2016; X. Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016, i.a.)
Subword-based methods divide a word into smaller subword units, e.g. mor-
phemes, single characters, or longer character n-grams such as bigrams and tri-
grams. The meaning of a word is then modeled by first learning representations
of its constituting subword units, and then learning a composition function which
composes subword representations into a word representation. We now describe
different choices of subword units in more detail.
5.2.1 Subword units
In this section, we describe four different kinds of subword units, namely mor-
phemes, character n-grams, FastText, and byte pairs, using the word myxomatosis,
a tumorous disease in rabbits, as a running example.
Morphemes
Morphemes are the smallest meaning-carrying units of language. By performing a
morphological analysis, we can split the word myxomatosis into three morphemes:
1. myxo-: mucus, slime, from Greek mýxa7
2. -omat-: tumor, from Greek -o¯mat-, -o¯ma8
3. -osis: abnormal or diseased condition, from from Greek -o¯sis9
Among the subword units we discuss in this chapter, morphemes are linguisti-
cally most sound: By definition, it does not make sense to split words into smaller
units such as characters, since any smaller units do not carry meaning. Composition
of learned morpheme representations was found to produce improved word rep-
resentations in intrinsic word similarity evaluations (Lazaridou et al., 2013; Luong,
Socher, et al., 2013), but has the drawback of requiring a morphological analyzer,
which may not be available for the language, genre, or domain of interest.
Characters
Splitting a word into its characters, e.g. myxomatosis into the character sequence m,
y, x, o, m, a, t, o, s, i, s, is arguably the simplest way of obtaining subword units. An
7Source: Merriam-Webster online dictionary.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/myxo- (Accessed: 2018-10-04).
8Ibid. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/-oma- (Accessed: 2018-10-04).
9Ibid. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/-osis (Accessed: 2018-10-04).
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additional advantage is the fact that the number of characters in a corpus is much
smaller than the number of other subword units like morphemes, making it easier
to learn character representations. The main difficulty of character-based subword
approaches lies in the composition function. Since character sequences are longer
than sequences of larger subword units, simple composition functions do not yield
good word representations. For example, while simple addition of morpheme rep-
resentations works well (Lazaridou et al., 2013), character-based approaches require
more complex composition functions such as recurrent neural networks (Luong and
Manning, 2016), which, unlike simple addition, are able to retain order information.
Character n-grams
Character n-grams are sequences of characters of length n. Like characters, which
are character-ngrams with n = 1, they are simple to obtain: For n = 2, myxomatosis
becomes my, yx, xo, om, ma, at, to, os, si, is, and for n = 3, myx, yxo, xom, oma, mat,
ato, tos, osi, sis. As n increases words are split into fewer subwords, making com-
position easier. Among the character n-grams we can identify the trigram oma as
being quite similar to one of the morphemes found in the morpholical analysis con-
ducted above, and it is conceivable that a system could learn a good representation
of this trigram. However, we also observe that many character n-grams do not ap-
pear meaningful. Character-trigrams have been shown to work well for language
modeling (Vania and Lopez, 2017), but character unigrams are the most common
subword unit in neural named entity recognition (Chiu and Nichols, 2016). A draw-
back of character n-grams is that a fixed n makes the unrealistic assumption that the
meaning-carrying units of language all have the same length in characters. In the
next sections we introduce two methods that address this shortcoming.
FastText
As it is not clear what the best fixed length of character-based subword units should
be, a solution is to use character n-grams of many different lengths. This is the
approach taken by FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), which represents a word w
as the sum of its constituting character n-grams g, where, in turn, each character-
ngram is represented by a learned vector~zg:
~w = ∑
g∈Gw
~zg
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Step Sequence Pair counts Merge operation
1 A B A B C A B C D AB: 3, BC: 2, BA: 1, CA: 1, CD: 1 A B→ X
2 X X C X C D XC: 2, XX: 1, CD: 1 X C→ Y
3 X Y Y D XY: 1, YY: 1, YD: 1 Terminate
TABLE 5.3: BPE compression example.
where Gw is the set of all constituting character n-grams. In practice, all 3-, 4-, 5-
and 6-grams are used. For example, myxomatosis is represented as:
~myxomatosis = ~myx + ~yxo + ~xom + ~oma + ~mat + ~ato + ~tos + ~osi + ~sis
+ ~myxo + ~yxom + ~xoma + ~omat + ~mato + ~atos + ~tosi + ~osis
+ ~myxom + ~yxoma + ~xomat + ~omato + ~matos + ~atosi + ~tosis
+ ~myxoma + ~yxomat + ~xomato + ~omatos + ~matosi + ~atosis
A drawback of this method is its brute-force nature and the redundancy stem-
ming from large overlap in long character n-grams. Furthermore, the large vocab-
ulary containing not only words, but also all character-n-grams results in unwieldy
embedding file sizes of several gigabytes for a single language.
Byte Pair Encoding (BPE)
Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Gage, 1994) is a lossless compression algorithm based
on substitution coding, that is, it compresses a sequence of symbols such as bytes
or characters by replacing frequent long patterns of symbols with shorter symbol
patterns. Specifically, BPE counts pairs of adjacent bytes and iteratively replaces the
most frequent byte pair with a byte that does not occur in the sequence Table 5.3 .
When applied to text, and with a slight modification to the original algorithm,
BPE becomes an unsupervised method for segmenting words into subwords (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016). Instead of replacing symbol pairs with a new, shorter symbol, as
is done in the original compression algorithm, BPE for text merges the most frequent
adjacent pair of symbols. For example, the first step in Table 5.4 on the facing page
merges the symbol pair A B into a new symbol AB.
When iteratively merging symbol pairs, BPE maintains an ordered list of all
merges it performed. This ordered list is called a BPE model and the set of merged
symbols is called the BPE vocabulary.
Table 5.5 on the next page shows part of a BPE model trained on English Wikipedia.
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Step Sequence Pair counts Merge operation
1 A B A B C A B C D AB: 3, BC: 2, BA: 1, CA: 1, CD: 1 A B→ AB
2 AB AB C AB C D ABC: 2, ABAB: 1, CD: 1 AB C→ ABC
3 AB ABC ABC D ABABC: 1, ABCABC: 1, ABCD: 1 Terminate
TABLE 5.4: BPE segmentation example.
Step Merge operation
1 _ t→ _t
2 _ a→ _a
3 h e→ he
4 i n→ in
5 _t he→ _the
6 0 0→ 00
7 e r→ er
8 _ s→ _s
9 o n→ on
10 _ c→ _c
11 r e→ re
12 _ o→ _o
13 _ w→ _w
14 i s→ is
15 a n→ an
16 _ in→ _in
. . .
702 o ugh→ ough
703 _ser ies→ _series
704 in t→ int
705 a i→ ai
706 st it→ stit
707 er y→ ery
708 is ter→ ister
. . .
6039 ig o→ igo
6040 os is→ osis
6041 _jo se→ _jose
. . .
96513 omat osis→ omatosis
. . .
TABLE 5.5: BPE merge operations learned on the English edition of
Wikipedia. The underscore represents a whitespace character. See Ap-
pendix A on page 137 and Appendix B on page 139 for complete lists
of 1000 merge operations learned on English and German Wikipedia.
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Merge ops Byte-pair encoded text
5000 豊 田 駅 ( と よ だ え き ) は 、 東京都 日 野 市 豊 田 四 丁目 にある
10000 豊 田 駅 ( と よ だ えき ) は 、 東京都 日 野市 豊 田 四 丁目にある
25000 豊 田駅 ( とよ だ えき ) は 、 東京都 日 野市 豊田 四 丁目にある
50000 豊 田駅 ( とよ だ えき ) は 、 東京都 日 野市 豊田 四丁目にある
Tokenized 豊田 駅 （ と よ だ え き ） は 、 東京 都 日野 市 豊田 四 丁目 に ある
10000 豐 田 站 是 東 日本 旅 客 鐵 道 ( JR 東 日本 ) 中央 本 線 的 鐵路 車站
25000 豐田 站是 東日本旅客鐵道 ( JR 東日本 ) 中央 本 線的鐵路車站
50000 豐田 站是 東日本旅客鐵道 ( JR 東日本 ) 中央 本線的鐵路車站
Tokenized 豐田站 是 東日本 旅客 鐵道 （ JR 東日本 ） 中央本線 的 鐵路車站
1000 to y od a _station is _a _r ail way _station _on _the _ch u¯ o¯ _main _l ine
3000 to y od a _station _is _a _railway _station _on _the _ch u¯ o¯ _main _line
10000 toy oda _station _is _a _railway _station _on _the _ch u¯ o¯ _main _line
50000 toy oda _station _is _a _railway _station _on _the _chu¯ o¯ _main _line
100000 toy oda _station _is _a _railway _station _on _the _chu¯o¯ _main _line
Tokenized toyoda station is a railway station on the chu¯o¯ main line
TABLE 5.6: Effect of the number of BPE merge operations on the be-
ginning of the Japanese (top), Chinese (middle), and English (bottom)
Wikipedia article TOYODA_STATION. Since BPE is based on frequency,
the resulting segmentation is often, but not always meaningful. For
example, in the Japanese text, 豊 (toyo, “abundant”) and 田 (ta, “rice
field”) are correctly merged into豊田 (Toyoda, a Japanese city) in the
second occurrence, but the first 田 is first merged with 駅 (eki, “train
station”) into the meaningless田駅 (ta-eki, “*rice field train station”).
In the Chinese text, 豊田 is correctly merged, but 豐田站 是 (Toyoda
zhàn shì, “Toyoda train station is”) is wrongly segmented into 豐田
(Toyoda) and 站是 (zhàn shì, “*train station is”. In the English text,
toyoda is wrongly segmented into toy and oda, likely due to the fact that
toy is a frequent English noun, while the correct toyo is rare, making it
difficult for the BPE model to produce this segment.
We see that BPE first finds articles like _a and _the, as well as common word begin-
nings, such as _t, _s, _w. After a few hundred merges, longer symbols appear and
include morphemes like osis and short words like _series. Tens of thousands of
merges produce even longer symbols such as omatosis.
To segment words into subwords, the merge operations listed in a BPE model
are simply repeated in the same order. Depending on the number of merge opera-
tions, this yields many short segments or fewer long ones. Examples of the impact
of the number of merge operation are shown in Figure 5.5 on the facing page in
Table 5.6 . By varying the number of merge operations, we can interpret BPE as
an interpolation between characters and words: When applying zero merge oper-
ations, the input character sequence is left unchanged. Increasing the number of
merge operations creates longer subword segments and after an infinite number of
merges, all characters have been merged into words.
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_an ar ch is m _is _a _polit ical _ph il os op hy _that _ad v oc ates _s el f - g o vern ed _s oci et ies _b
ased _on _v ol unt ary _in stit ut ions . _the se _are _of ten _desc rib ed _as _st at el ess _s oci et ies
, _al th ough _several _aut h ors _have _def ined _the m _more _spec if ical ly _as _in stit ut ions _b
ased _on _n on - h ier ar ch ical _f ree _associ ations . _an ar ch is m _h old s _the _state _to _be _un
d es ir able , _un n ec ess ary , _and _h ar m f ul . _while _an t i - st at is m _is _cent ral , _an ar ch
is m _spec if ical ly _ent ail s _op p os ing _aut h or ity _or _h ier ar ch ical _or gan is ation _in _the
_con d uct _of _all _h um an _rel ations , _including , _but _not _l im ited _to , _the _state _sy st em .
_an ar ch is m _is _us ual ly _cons id er ed _a _r ad ical _le ft - w ing _ ide olog y , _and _m uch _of
_an ar ch ist _e c on om ics _and _an ar ch ist _le g al _ph il os op hy _re f lect s _an t i - a ut h or it
ar ian _inter p re t ations _of _commun is m , _col lect iv is m , _sy n d ical is m , _m ut ual is m , _or
_part icip at ory _e c on om ics . _many _t y p es _and _tr ad it ions _of _an ar ch is m _ex ist
1000 BPE merge operations
_anarch ism _is _a _political _philosophy _that _advocates _self - govern ed _societies _based _on
_voluntary _institutions . _these _are _often _described _as _stat eless _societies , _although _several
_authors _have _defined _them _more _specifically _as _institutions _based _on _non - h ier arch
ical _free _associations . _anarch ism _holds _the _state _to _be _un des ir able , _un n ecess ary ,
_and _harm ful . _while _anti - stat ism _is _central , _anarch ism _specifically _ent ails _opposing
_authority _or _hier arch ical _organisation _in _the _conduct _of _all _human _relations , _including
, _but _not _limited _to , _the _state _system . _anarch ism _is _usually _considered _a _radical _left
- wing _ideology , _and _much _of _anarch ist _economics _and _anarch ist _legal _philosophy
_reflects _anti - author itarian _interpret ations _of _commun ism , _collect iv ism , _synd ical ism ,
_mutual ism , _or _particip atory _economics . _many _types _and _traditions _of _anarch ism _exist
25,000 BPE merge operations
_anarchism _is _a _political _philosophy _that _advocates _self - governed _societies _based _on
_voluntary _institutions . _these _are _often _described _as _stateless _societies , _although _several
_authors _have _defined _them _more _specifically _as _institutions _based _on _non - hierarchi-
cal _free _associations . _anarchism _holds _the _state _to _be _undesirable , _unnecessary , _and
_harmful . _while _anti - stat ism _is _central , _anarchism _specifically _entails _opposing _au-
thority _or _hierarchical _organisation _in _the _conduct _of _all _human _relations , _including
, _but _not _limited _to , _the _state _system . _anarchism _is _usually _considered _a _radical
_left - wing _ideology , _and _much _of _anarchist _economics _and _anarchist _legal _philoso-
phy _reflects _anti - authoritarian _interpretations _of _communism , _collect ivism , _syndicalism ,
_mutualism , _or _participatory _economics . _many _types _and _traditions _of _anarchism _exist
200,000 BPE merge operations
FIGURE 5.5: Text encoded with few (top), more (middle), and many
(bottom) BPE merge operations. Words that have been segmented
into subwords are highlighted. The highlight color indicates whether
the word is segmented into meaningful subwords (green), overseg-
mented (yellow), or segment wrongly (red). For example, the word
anarchism is segmented into two meaningful subwords anarch and ism
after 25,000 merges, but not segmented after 200,000 merges. The word
self-governed is segmented into four meaningful parts self, -, the stem
govern, and the passive suffix ed after 25,000 merges. The last two parts
are further merged into governed after 200,000 merges. Common seg-
mentation errors are found in suffixes: After 1000 merges, political is
segmented into polit and ical instead of the stem politic and the adjec-
tival suffix al. Similarly, plural suffixes and third-person singular verb
endings are merged into ates (instead of advocate s), ors (instead of au-
thor s), or ations (instead of relation s). In summary, we observe that
performing few merge operations results in oversegmentation (top),
while a high number of merge operations yields very few subwords
(bottom).
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Since it both reduces vocabulary size and circumvents the unknown word prob-
lem, BPE has found widespread use in neural machine translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2016). After segmenting the text to be translated into subwords,
the first layer of a neural machine translation model learns subword embeddings
specific to the training data and language pair. In contrast to FastText, for which
pre-trained embeddings for general use are available in many languages, no such
resource exists for pre-trained BPE-based subword embeddings. Our contribution
in the next section addresses this problem.
5.3 BPEmb : Byte Pair Embeddings in 275 Languages
One of the main advantages of BPE is that it is applicable to any sequence of sym-
bols. In particular, it can be applied to text, regardless of language.10 We use this
advantage to train subword segmentation models in many languages, then employ
these models to segment large text corpora into subwords, and finally train sub-
word embeddings which we publish for general use. This yields a collection of
Byte Pair Embeddings in 275 languages, which we call BPEmb .11 Describing each of
these steps in more detail, we follow the following procedure:
1. Text corpus. To enable learning good BPE models and embeddings, we re-
quire a large corpus of texts. We use Wikipedia as corpus and extract plain
article texts with WikiExtract.12 After removing Wikipedia language editions
with very little content, we obtain article texts in 275 languages.
2. Preprocessing. Two preprocessing steps aim to improve BPE model training.
We lowercase all characters, since we expect that sentence-initial capitaliza-
tion, title case, capitalization of nouns, and other case variations are not rele-
vant for subword segmentation. Similarly, we replace all digits with 0 to pre-
vent the BPE model from making irrelevant distinctions between individual
numbers.
10Whether it is meaningful to apply BPE to any language, that is, whether the algorithm learns
meaningful subword segmentations in a given language, dependends on the properties of the lan-
guage and the availability of training data. Also see the limitations discussed in section 5.4.3.
11https://github.com/bheinzerling/bpemb
12http://attardi.github.io/wikiextractor
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3. BPE model training. Having prepared texts in 275 languages, we now learn
BPE models using SentencePiece.13 A priori, it is not clear how the num-
ber of BPE merge operations should be set. Hence, we train different mod-
els with varying numbers of merge operations and evaluate the impact of
this hyper-parameter later. Specifically, we train BPE models with 1000, 3000,
5000, 10000, 25000, 50000, 100000 and 200000 merge operations.
4. BPE subword segmentation. By applying the BPE models trained in the pre-
vious step to the texts in our training corpus, namely, Wikipedia editions in a
given language, we obtain subword-segmented texts, as shown in Figure 5.5
on page 115.
5. Subword embedding training. Finally, we use off-the-shelf software, namely
GloVe,14 to train subword embeddings for each language and each number
of merge operations. Since it is not clear what the best embedding dimen-
sionality is, we train embeddings with various dimensions, leaving another
hyper-parameter setting to empirical evaluation.
To assess BPEmb , that is, the subword embeddings trained according to this pro-
cedure, we first perform a qualitative evaluation, before comparing it with other
subword representations in a quantitative evaluation in the next section.
5.3.1 Qualitative Evaluation
We first analyze the subword segmentations induced by the BPE models we trained
on Wikipedia as described above. Table 5.7 on the next page shows subword seg-
mentations of our English running example myxomatosis and its translation in Ger-
man, Polish, and Japanese. We observe that, for this particular word, our trained
BPE models yield reasonable segmentations in three of these languages. However,
it also becomes apparent that there is no best number of merge operations which
yields good segmentations across several languages, as the arguably best segmen-
tations emerge after 10000 BPE merges for English, 50000 for German, and 100000
for Japanese.
Next, we qualitatively assess our trained subword embeddings by inspecting
nearest neighbors in the embedding space. Figure 5.6 on page 119 shows the nearest
neighbors of the embedding of the English morpheme osis (“disease”, “abnormal
state”). We find several words and subwords with similar or related meanings:
13https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
14https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Language Merge operations Subword segmentation
English 1000 _m y x om at os is
3000 _my x om at os is
5000 _my x om at os is
10000 _my x om at osis
25000 _my x omat osis
50000 _my x omat osis
100000 _myx omatosis
200000 _myx omatosis
German 1000 m y x om at o se
3000 _m y x om at o se
5000 _my x om at ose
10000 _my x om at ose
25000 _my x om at ose
50000 _my x omat ose
100000 _my x omat ose
200000 _myx omatose
Polish 1000 _m y k so m ato za
3000 _my k so m ato za
5000 _my k so m ato za
10000 _my k so m ato za
25000 _my k so mato za
50000 _my k so mato za
100000 _my kso mato za
200000 _my kso mato za
Japanese 5000 _兎粘液腫
10000 _兎粘液腫
25000 _兎粘液腫
50000 _兎粘液腫
100000 _兎粘液腫
200000 _兎粘液腫
TABLE 5.7: Learned subword segmentantions for different numbers
of merge operations. In English, BPE yields reasonable subword seg-
ments of the word myxomatosis, which, after 10000 merge operations,
include the two morphemes omat (“tumor”) and osis (“sickness”). Sim-
ilarly, the segmentation of the German Myxomatose includes omat and
ose, the German equivalent of the English osis. For the Polish Myksoma-
toza, our trained models fail to find any morphemes, producing mato
instead of omat and za instead of oza, the Polish equivalent of osis. In
Japanese, the disease has the name 兎粘液腫, consisting of the char-
acters for “rabbit”, “sticky”, “fluid”, and “tumor” (recall that myxo-
matosis is a tumorous disease in rabbits). The BPE model trained on
the Japanese edition of Wikipedia finds the correct segmentation into
兎 (“rabbit”),粘液 (“mucus”), and腫 (“tumor”).
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FIGURE 5.6: BPE embeddings most similar to the subword osis. t-
SNE projection (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) with http://projector.
tensorflow.org.
• itis: a suffix indicating disease, occurring, for example, in bronchitis;
• disease, diseases;
• _tum: a character trigram occurring in the word tumor;
• _inf : a character trigram occurring in the word inflammation; and
• related words such as _symptoms, _patients, _chronic.
The fact that the nearest neighbours include the embedding of the subword _diagn is
an interesting case: On the one hand, the concatentation with osis yields _diagnosis,
which is quite related to the topic of sickness. On the other hand, the subword
segmentation implied here is wrong, since the word diagnosis originates from the
Ancient Greek día (“through”, “apart”) and gno¯sis (“knowledge”).
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shire (English) ingen (German) ose (German)
ington lingen krank
_england hausen _erkrank
ford hofen itis
_wales heim _behandlung
outh bach _krankheit
_kent sheim hy
bridge weiler fekt
well dorf pt
_scotland _bad apie
orth berg _krank
TABLE 5.8: Examples of subword similarities. Shown are subwords
most similar to the English morpheme shire, which is commonly found
in place names in the United Kingdom; subwords similar to the Ger-
man morpheme ingen, which is common in German place names; and
subwords similar to the morpheme ose, the German equivalent of the
English osis.
Table 5.8 shows more examples of similar subwords. The first example is the
English suffix shire, which occurs in place names like Leicestershire, Berkshire, or York-
shire. Among its most similar subwords, we find similar suffixes:
• ington, which occurs, for example, in Kensington or Islington;
• ford, which occurs, for example, in Stratford;
• outh: which occurs, for example, in Plymouth;
• bridge: which occurs, for example, in Cambridge;
The list also includes related words: _england, _wales, _kent, and _scotland. For the
German morpheme ingen, which is common in names of German cities and vil-
lages, all similar subwords commonly occur as word-final morphemes15 in place
names, with the exception of the word-initial _bad (“bath”), among whose many
word senses is one indicating spa towns, for example in Bad Säckingen. Subwords
similar to the German ose (“osis”) include subwords with similar meaning, such
krank (“sick”), _erkrank (word stem, “to become sick”), and itis, as well as related
words such as _behandlung (“treatment”).
In the next section, we compare BPEmb and other subword approaches.
15Strictly speaking, the subword sheim is not a morpheme but the concatenation of an epenthetic
s and the morpheme heim.
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5.4 Multilingual Entity Typing with Subword Units
5.4.1 Evaluation: Comparison to FastText and Character Embed-
dings
In section 5.2 we discussed subwords as a possible solution to the problem of rare
and unknown words in entity typing and introduced characters, character n-grams,
FastText, and BPE symbols as subword units. Since character representations are
learned during training, pretrained FastText embeddings are publicly available,
and pretrained embeddings of BPE-based subwords are one of the contributions
of this thesis, we are now ready to compare the utility of these subwords units for
entity typing.
5.4.2 Experimental Setup
We now describe the setup of our entity typing experiments, in which we compare
subword units in multiple languages.
Fine-grained Entity Typing
As discussed in section 5.2, subwords offer to alleviate the problem of rare and
unknown words in entity typing. Also recall that a typical neural entity typing
system takes an entity mention and its context as input, encodes both the mention
and its context into fixed-size vector representations, and then performs entity type
classification based on those representations (subsection 5.1.3 on page 104). In order
to study the effect of different subword units in isolation, we disregard the context
representation in our experiments and perform entity type classification based only
the mention representation. For example, given the entity mention myxomatosis
and using the Google Fine Types inventory (Figure 5.1 on page 102), our task is
to label it with the entity type /other/health/malady. This experimental setup
follows comparisons of subword approaches by Schütze (2017) and Yaghoobzadeh
and Schütze (2017).
Data
We collect multilingual entity mentions from Wikidata (Vrandecˇic´ and Krötzsch,
2014). Wikidata is database that, among other purposes, provides inter-language
links for Wikipedia articles, as shown in Figure 5.7 on the following page. Thus,
for a given entity, we can easily obtain entity mentions in all languages for which
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FIGURE 5.7: A Wikidata entry showing multilingual entity labels.
a corresponding Wikipedia article exists. To our knowledge, entity types are not
available in Wikidata. Hence, we map Wikidata entries to Freebase entries, since
Freebase contains rich entity type information.16 Depending on the size of the
Wikipedia edition in a given language, this process yields large numbers of mention-
type pairs for high-resource languages and only few such pairs for low-resource
ones. The languages with the largest yield are English, French, Dutch, German,
Spanish, and Italian, with over 1 million mention-type pairs each. For 132 lan-
guages, more than 10000 pairs are available, while for 49 low-resource languages,
the yield is fewer than 1000 pairs. Table 5.9 on the next page gives examples of pairs
of English entity mentions and entity types obtained via this procedure.
We experiment with subword-based entity typing in 15 languages:
• Five high-resource languages: English, German, Russian, French, and Span-
ish;
• Two high-resource languages without explicit token markers: Chinese and
Japanese; and
16We use the mapping available here:
https://github.com/Samsung/KnowledgeSharingPlatform/tree/master/sameas/freebase-
wikidata
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Entity mention Entity types
Pasha Kola, Dasht-e Sar /location
Ferdosi Mashhad FSC /organization
Alahärmä /location
Sin and Bones /other/art/music
Street Ashton /location
Pierre-Marie Dupuy /person
Fomitopsis cajanderi /other/living_thing
Deh-e Chati /location
Ilya Kokorev /person/athlete, /person
Tátrai Quartet /organization/music, /person/artist
1994–95 First Macedonian Football League /other/event
Swaziland Democratic Party /organization
Lyratoherpia /other/living_thing
Villey-Saint-Étienne /location/city, /location
Ag˘bas¸lar /location/city, /location
Les Pennes-Mirabeau /location/city, /location
Bob Thomas Equestrian Center /location
Thomas Ridgeway Gould /person
Piabucina /other/living_thing
Jean Marchat /person/artist/actor, /person
TABLE 5.9: Randomly selected pairs of English entity mentions and
entity types collected from Wikidata and Freebase.
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myxomatosis
_my
x
omat
osis
/other/health/malady
Entity
mention
Subword
segmentation
Subword
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representation
Entity type
prediction
Output
layer
FIGURE 5.8: Architecture of the entity typing model used in our ex-
periments.
• Eight medium- to low-resource languages: Tibetan, Burmese, Vietnamese,
Khmer, Thai, Lao, Malay, Tagalog.
Method
Given an entity mention m, our task is to assign one or more of the 89 fine-grained
entity types tˆ ⊆ T, where T is a type inventory. With m = myxomatosis and using
the Google Fine Types inventory, tˆ = {/other/health/malady}. If an entity has
multiple entity types, all should be predicted. For example, according to Freebase
the Tátrai Quartet has the entity types /organization/music, and /person/artist.
Figure 5.8 shows the architecture of our neural entity typing model. Given an
entity mention m as input, the function SU segments a word into a sequence of
subword units s with length l:
s = SU(m) ∈ Rl
Using either pretrained or learnable subword embeddings, we embed this subword
sequence into a d-dimensional embedding space:
emb(s) ∈ Rl×d
The length l of the sequence of subwords varies depending on the entity mention
m. However, the output layer, which will perform entity type classification, requires
a fixed-size representation. To obtain such a fixed-size representation, we apply a
composition function CF : Rl×d 7→ Rh, which encodes the variable-length sequence
of subword embeddings emb(s) into a fixed-sized entity mention representation v
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of length h:
v = CF(emb(s)) ∈ Rh
The output layer predicts a score yi for each entity type ti in the type inventory
T, where 1 ≤ i ≤ |T|. Parametrizing the output layer as a feed-forward neural
network FF : Rh 7→ R|T| followed by a sigmoid function, the prediction scores y
are obtained by:
y = σ(FF(v)) ∈ [0, 1]|T|
where
σ(x) =
1
1+ exp(−x)
Finally, we find the set of predicted entity types tˆ by taking all entity types whose
predicted score exceeds 0.5:
tˆ = {ti ∈ T|yi > 0.5}
In our experiments we compare several subword units and composition functions.
Subword Units
Characters. In this setting, mentions are represented as a sequence of their con-
stituting character unigrams.17 We learn character embeddings during training, for
the k most frequent characters in a given language.
FastText. As described in more detail in subsection 5.2.1, FastText enriches word
embeddings with subword information by additionally learning embeddings of
character n-grams. A word is then represented as the sum of its associated character
n-gram embeddings. In practice, representations of unknown words are obtained
by adding the embeddings of their constituting character 3- to 6-grams. We use the
pre-trained embeddings provided by the authors.18
BPE-based subwords. We obtain BPE-based subword segmentations and embed-
dings of entity mentions via the BPE models and pretrained subword embeddings
introduced in section 5.3.
Token. As baseline, we also compare to pretrained word embeddings of each
token in an entity mention, without any subword information.
17We also experimented with character bigrams and trigrams. Results were similar to unigrams
and are omitted here.
18https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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Model Subword unit(s) Composition function
Luong, Socher, et al. (2013) Morfessor recursive neural network
Sperr et al. (2013) words, character n-grams addition
Botha and Blunsom (2014) words, Morfessor addition
Santos and Zadrozny (2014) words, characters CNN
Qiu et al. (2014) words, Morfessor addition
Cotterell and Schütze (2015) words, morphological analyses addition
W. Ling et al. (2015) characters RNN
Kann and Schütze (2016) characters, morphological analyses RNN
Y. Kim et al. (2016) characters CNN
Miyamoto and Cho (2016) words, characters RNN
(Chiu and Nichols, 2016) characters CNN
Rei et al. (2016) words, characters RNN
Sennrich et al. (2016) BPE none
Wieting et al. (2016) character n-grams addition
Bojanowski et al. (2017) FastText addition
Heigold et al. (2017) words, characters RNN, CNN
J. Lee et al. (2017) characters CNN
Vania and Lopez (2017) character n-grams, BPE, Morfessor addition, RNN, CNN
Vylomova et al. (2017) characters, Morfessor RNN, CNN
Heinzerling and Strube (2018) characters, FastText, BPE average, RNN, CNN
TABLE 5.10: Overview of subword units and composition functions
used in neural models proposed in the literature. Morfessor (not dis-
cussed in the main text) refers to the subword segementation toolkit
by Creutz and Lagus (2002). Table reproduced from Vania and Lopez
(2017).
Having introduced different kinds of subword units, we next discuss the three
most common composition functions that have been proposed in the literature to
obtain word representations from subword representations (see Table 5.10 ).
Composition Functions
Previous work has primarily studied three kinds of functions for composing sub-
word representations in neural models: addition, convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Table 5.10 ). Addition, or similarly,
averaging, has the advantage of not requiring any trainable parameters, but loses
all positional information. Both convolutional neural networks (LeCun, Bottou, et
al., 1998) and recurrent neural networks (Elman, 1990; Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) are able to retain positional information to varying degrees, but have
many parameters and hyperparameters that need to be found during training and
hyper-parameter search.
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Hyper-parameter Search
As described above, in our experiments we will compare different subword units
and composition functions. Subword units differ in their vocabulary size, pre-
trained subword embeddings differ in embedding dimensionality, and composition
functions differ in their number of parameters and hyper-parameters. Furthermore,
a particular combination of subword unit and composition function that performed
well in one language might not be best for another. To allow for a fair comparison,
we conduct an extensive hyper-parameter search for each combination of subword
unit and composition function for each language. Specifically, for each combination
of subword unit and composition function, we perform a Tree-structured Parzen
Estimator hyper-parameter search (Bergstra et al., 2011) with at least 1000 hyper-
parameter search trials for the highest-resource language, English, and at least 50
trials for other languages. For each trial and each language, we randomly sample a
train and development set of 80,000 and 20,000 mention-type pairs or a proportion-
ally smaller split for smaller Wikipedia editions. Table 5.11 on the next page shows
hyper-parameter spaces explored for each subword unit and composition function.
Evaluation
We evaluate entity typing perfomance by taking the average of the strict, loose
micro, and loose macro metrics, established for fine-grained entity typing by X.
Ling and Weld (2012). After a system made predictions for all entity mentions m in
the evaluation set M, we have a set S of system-predicted entity types:
S =
{
tˆm
∣∣m ∈ M}
Similarly, the gold annotations G provide gold entity types for each entity mention:
G = {tm|m ∈ M}
The evaluation metrics are the F1 score of three variants of precision P and recall R
computed as follows:
• Strict. Strict precision and recall require a perfect match between the system
prediction and gold annoation for a given entity mention:
P =
|G ∩ S|
|S| R =
|G ∩ S|
|G|
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Subword unit Hyper-parameter Space
Token embedding type GloVe, word2vec
Character vocabulary size 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000embedding dimension 10, 25, 50, 75, 100
FastText - -
BPE
merge operations 1k, 3k, 5k, 10k, 25k
50k, 10k, 200k
embedding dimension 25, 50, 100, 200, 300
Comp. function Hyper-parameter Space
RNN
hidden units 100, 300, 500, 700,
1000, 1500, 2000
layers 1, 2, 3
RNN dropout 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
output dropout 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
CNN
filter sizes (2), (2, 3), (2, 3, 4),
(2, 3, 4, 5), (2, 3, 4, 5, 6),
(3), (3, 4), (3, 4, 5), (3, 4, 5, 6),
(4), (4, 5), (4, 5, 6), (5), (5, 6), (6)
number of filters 25, 50, 100, 200,
300, 400, 500, 600, 700
output dropout 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
Average output dropout 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
TABLE 5.11: Subword unit (top) and composition function (bottom)
hyper-parameter spaces searched.
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FIGURE 5.9: English entity typing performance of subword embed-
dings across different composition functions. This violin plot shows
smoothed distributions of the scores obtained during hyper-parameter
search. White points represent medians, boxes quartiles. Distributions
are truncated to reflect highest and lowest scores.
• Loose micro. Counts of correct predictions are aggregated over the entire
evaluation set before normalization.
P =
∑m∈M
∣∣tm ∩ tˆm∣∣
∑m∈M
∣∣tˆm∣∣ R = ∑m∈M
∣∣tm ∩ tˆm∣∣
∑m∈M |t|
• Loose macro. Counts of correct predictions are normalized for each entity
mention in the evaluation set, and then aggregated and normalized.
P =
1
|M| ∑m∈M
∣∣tm ∩ tˆm∣∣∣∣tˆm∣∣ R = 1|M| ∑m∈M
∣∣tm ∩ tˆm∣∣
|tm|
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5.4.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.9 on the preceding page shows our main result for English: score distri-
butions of 1000 hyper-parameter search trials for each subword unit embedding
and composition function. Token-based results using two sets of pre-trained em-
beddings (Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) are included
as baseline. We report score distributions for our largest experiment, since distri-
butions provide additional information compared to average scores (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017). We analyze the results in terms of subword units and composition
functions.
Comparison of Subword Units
BPEmb outperforms all other subword units across all architectures. In combina-
tion with an RNN composition function, it achieves a mean entity typing score of
0.624± 0.029, with a maximum score of 0.65. FastText performs slightly worse with
a mean score of 0.617± 0.007 and maximum of 0.63, even though the FastText vo-
cabulary is much larger than the set of BPE symbols.19
As shown in Figure 5.10 on the next page, BPEmb performs well with low embed-
ding dimensionality and can match FastText with a fraction of its memory footprint.
The English FastText model has a vocabulary size of three million and a file size of 6
GB, while the 25-dimensional BPEmb model with a vocabulary size of 100000 and a
file size of 11 MB matches its performance in this task. As both FastText and BPEmb
were trained on similar corpora, namely, different versions of the English edition of
Wikipedia, these results suggest that, for English, the compact BPE representation
strikes a better balance between learning embeddings for more frequent words and
relying on compositionality of subwords for less frequent ones. The number of BPE
merge operations has a considerable impact, with more merges giving better results
(Figure 5.11 on page 132).
FastText performance shows the lowest variance, that is, it robustly yields good
results across many different hyper-parameter settings. BPEmb and character-based
models show higher variance and therefore require more careful hyper-parameter
tuning to achieve good results.
Comparison of Composition Functions
Averaging a mention’s associated embeddings is the worst choice of composition
function. This is expected when using characters as subword units, since averaging
19Difference to BPEmb significant, p < 0.001, Approximate Randomization Test (Noreen, 1989).
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FIGURE 5.10: Impact of the BPEmb embedding dimension on English
entity typing.
loses all positional information. The bad performance of averaging tokens is some-
what unexpected, given the fact that averaging is a common composition function
for entity mentions in entity typing (Shimaoka et al., 2017) and coreference reso-
lution (Clark and Manning, 2016b). RNNs perform slightly better than CNNs in
combination with all subword embeddings, but come with the cost of much longer
training time.
Multilingual Results
Table 5.12 on the next page compares FastText and BPEmb across various languages.
For high-resource languages (top) both approaches perform equally, with the ex-
ception of BPEmb giving a significant improvement for English. For high resources
languages without explicit tokenization (middle), byte-pair encoding appears to
yield a subword segmentation which gives performance comparable to the results
obtained when using FastText with pre-tokenized entity mentions.20
20Tokenization for Chinese was performed with CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and for Japanese
with Kuromoji (https://github.com/atilika/kuromoji).
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FIGURE 5.11: Impact of the number of BPE merge operations on En-
glish entity typing.
Language FastText BPEmb ∆
English 62.9 65.4 2.5
German 65.5 66.2 0.7
Russian 71.2 70.7 -0.5
French 64.5 63.9 -0.6
Spanish 66.6 66.5 -0.1
Chinese 71.0 72.0 1.0
Japanese 62.3 61.4 -0.9
Tibetan 37.9 41.4 3.5
Burmese 65.0 64.6 -0.4
Vietnamese 81.0 81.0 0.0
Khmer 61.5 52.6 -8.9
Thai 63.5 63.8 0.3
Lao 44.9 47.0 2.1
Malay 75.9 76.3 0.4
Tagalog 63.4 62.6 -1.2
TABLE 5.12: Entity typing scores for five high-resource languages
(top), two high-resource languages without explicit tokenization (mid-
dle), and eight medium- to low-resource Asian languages (bottom).
All values in percent.
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Results are more varied for the mid- to low-resource languages in our exper-
iments (bottom), with small BPEmb gains for Tibetan and Lao. The large perfor-
mance degradation for Khmer appears to be due to inconsistencies in the handling
of Unicode control characters between different software libraries used in our ex-
periments and have a disproportionate effect due to the small size of the Khmer
Wikipedia.
Limitations
Our study of subword units and composition functions for multilingual entity typ-
ing has several limitations. Due to limited computational resources, our evaluation
was performed only for a few of the many languages in which both BPEmb and
FastText embeddings are available. While our experimental setup allowed for a
fair comparison between FastText and BPEmb through extensive hyper-parameter
search, it is somewhat artificial, since it disregards context. For example, Myxo-
matosis in the phrase Radiohead played Myxomatosis has the entity type /other/music,
which can be inferred from the contextual music group and the predicate plays, but
this ignored in our specific setting. How our results transfer to other tasks requires
further study.
Our application of BPE to entity typing has shortcomings, as well. By merging
frequent adjacent symbol pairs, BPE makes a locality assumption, that is, it assumes
compressible patterns take the form of contiguous symbol sequences. By applying
this algorithm to text in a given language, we thereby assume meaningful words
and subwords in this language are formed by concatenation of smaller units. How-
ever, this is not the case for languages with non-concatenative morphology. For
example, triliteral roots in Semitic languages are patterns consisting of three conso-
nants that are combined with vowels or other consonants to form words. The root
k-t-b relates to the concept of “writing” and forms words such as the Arabic kataba
(“he wrote”), ka¯tib (“writer”), kita¯b (“book”), and kutub (“books”). Since the root
k-t-b does not occur in isolation, but only in combination with other vowels and
consonants, BPE cannot identify it as the pattern common to all these words.
Finally, the subword embeddings in our experiments are not contextualized. For
example, in the BPE segmentation _my x omat osis, the subwords most similar to _my
are _your, _you, my, _me, you, that is, _my is interpreted as the first person posses-
sive pronoun. This meaning is, of course, irrelevant, and we need to rely on the
composition function to learn the meaning of the word in spite of this misleading
subword embedding. See Appendix C on page 141 for more such examples.
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5.4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced BPemb, a collection of subword embeddings trained
on Wikipedia editions in 275 languages and compared it to other subword ap-
proaches using entity typing as a test bed. Entity typing is an important task, since
it provides information about entities that are not contained in the knowledge base.
Entity typing is a suitable test bed for subword evaluation, since many rare, long-
tail entities do not have good representations in common token-based pre-trained
embeddings such as word2vec or GloVe. Subword-based models are a promising
approach for this task, since morphology often reveals the semantic category of un-
known words: The suffix -shire in Melfordshire indicates a location or city, and the
suffix -osis in myxomatosis a sickness. Subword methods aim to allow this kind of
inference by learning representations of subword units such as character n-grams,
morphemes, or byte pairs. Our evaluation showed that BPEmb performs as well
as, and for some languages, better than other subword-based approaches. BPEmb
requires no tokenization and is orders of magnitudes smaller than alternative em-
beddings, enabling potential use under resource constraints, e.g. on mobile devices.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we investigated different aspects of coherence with regards to their
impact on the three tasks comprising entity analysis, namely entity linking, corefer-
ence resolution, and entity typing. In entity linking, both the interactions between
subtasks and the use of coherence in global disambiguation pose computational
challenges. As an answer to the former problem and our first research question,
we proposed an interleaved multitasking approach. This approach allows a certain
degree of free interaction between interdependent tasks, while avoiding the com-
putational cost of joint multitasking. We implemented this approach in a simple,
rule-based entity linking system and demonstrated its effectiveness in the English
portion of the TAC 2015 Entity Discovery and Linking shared task.
Adressing the challenges of incorporating global coherence into entity linking
system and our second research question, we introduced automatic verification as
a post-processing step for entity linking systems. This allowed us to formulate
specific, knowledge-rich measures of global coherence, which lead to consistent
improvements across all evaluated entity linking systems.
Turning to error analysis, we answered our third research question by develop-
ing a visualization tool tailored to entity linking system developers. Our tool em-
ploys Euclidean minimum spanning trees to achieve a more concise visualization
of entities than alternative methods.
While we devised a model of selectional preferences with much higher cover-
age than prior work, the answer to our fourth research question is inconclusive.
Integrating this model into a neural coreference resolution system leads to a small
improvement in performance, but this improvement is too small to claim progress
in the long-standing uphill battle of incorporating semantics into coreference reso-
lution.
Finally, addressing our fifth research question, we performed an extensive eval-
uation of different subword units in entity typing. We saw that FastText and Byte-
Pair embeddings performed best, with the Byte-Pair-based approach striking a good
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balance between learning representations of frequent words, and relying on sub-
word composition for less frequent ones.
6.1 Outlook
Our work opens several avenues for future research.
A dynamic version of interleaved multitasking. In our implemenation of in-
terleaved multitasking, the order of each group of decisions is fixed, in a fashion
similar to precision-ordered sieves in coreference resolution. A possible improve-
ment over this fixed order is to select the next action to be performed dynamically,
based on the decisions up to the current state.
Other aspects of global coherence in entity linking. We introduced geograph-
ical, temporal, and entity type coherence as specific aspects of coherence and show
their utility in entity linking. Are there other aspects of coherence usefule for entity
linking?
Integration into a joint entity analysis system. In this work we studied the
impact of aspects of coherence on the individual subtasks of the full entity analysis
task. An important goal for future work is the integration of these aspects into an
entity analysis system that tackles the three subtasks jointly or in an interleaved
multitasking fashion in order to fully exploit subtask interactions.
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Appendix C. Most Similar Subwords for Various BPE Segmentations of
myxomatosis
Language Merge op-
erations
Subword segmentation
_m y x om at os is
English 1000 ill ys t ot _s _p on
_p on es at id ol il
_s od ver et as es iss
ag ies _app on est ot _le
_d ry _d _rec t as um
_my x om at os is
English 3000 _love _x ec ar ro us
_god 0 od ad ol ro
my ph ol as as on
_you ( ice ab oc ig
_heart + ot um ios as
_my x om at os is
English 5000 _love _x ot ad ios us
hing 0, op as ro ib
_your 0 og ra ros ias
_you 0. rom am ac ol
... ( cul ar o it
_my x om at osis
English 10000 _your _x og as _disease
_you 0, od ad _diagn
you ix ot ab itis
?" ox ym ap _cancer
_love c op ar _treatment
_my x omat osis
English 25000 _your _x ophy emia
_you 0 ophora itis
you 0, oma _disease
.’ ix tox _hyp
_me ax _rhiz _tumor
_my x omat osis
English 50000 _your _x tox _disease
_you 0 ocon _hyp
my 000 emat _symptoms
_me 0, neum itis
you 0) ople otic
_myx omatosis
English 100000 ozo omatous
_pinoy _granul
_helminth _papill
omatosis omas
_cardi _cutaneous
_myx omatosis
English 200000 _pinoy _granul
_helminth _angi
edema _choroid
myx _leiomy
_flukes _hemangi
TABLE C.1: Most similar subwords for each subword in different seg-
mentations of the word myxomatosis in English and German.
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Subword segmentation
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_m y x om at o se
German 3000 m ry ix yt al io sen
_d ys ure op if ino ven
_0,0 ce cl ot it os ne
_h ly ac ys im ano ro
_mill _pe _x yn pt co de
_my x om at ose
German 5000 _z _assoc tin ТУ _ange
ary _cre famil μ stlich
ächsischen förmig _bahnstrecke _salz _gem
ordnung –0000 gruppen lern elle
öl schau kultur atte _benannte
_my x om at ose
German 10000 ome cl od it krank
ep _x op ol _erkrank
_you c ot id itis
od ox yt il _behandlung
_thr ix ol am _krankheit
_my x om at ose
German 25000 my _x od id _häm
_you _c ot it ämie
_thr cl op ap _leber
ep c ok ir fektion
_love 0 ob ul osen
_my x omat ose
German 50000 my _x ophyll itis
_your 0 _pseud _erkrankung
_you cl zyt ase
_heart ix heter osen
_to _c osis _leber
_my x omat ose
German 100000 my _x _granul osen
_your 0 opath om
_you c _opt ide
_this p ophyllum ase
_love ix _retin _oste
_myx omatose
German 200000 obakterien _granul
omyceten ikose
ophaga _aerod
ogast ozyt
ichthy ilch
TABLE C.1: Most similar subwords for each subword in different seg-
mentations of the word myxomatosis in English and German (contin-
ued).
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Appendix D
Code and Data Used in this Thesis
The code and data used in this thesis has been published with the following digital
object identifiers:
Benjamin Heinzerling (2019c). Source Code, Data and Additional Material for the
Thesis: "Aspects of Coherence for Entity Analysis". DOI: 10.11588/data/9JKAVW. URL:
https://doi.org/10.11588/data/9JKAVW
Benjamin Heinzerling (2019b). Selectional Preference Embeddings (EMNLP 2017).
DOI: 10.11588/data/FJQ4XL. URL: https://doi.org/10.11588/data/FJQ4XL
Benjamin Heinzerling (2019a). BPEmb: Pre-trained Subword Embeddings in 275
Languages (LREC 2018). DOI: 10.11588/data/V9CXPR. URL: https://doi.org/10.
11588/data/V9CXPR
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